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PREFACE

The steadily increasing importance of space-related activities has focussed the attention
of aerospace designers on the structural philosophies to be adopted in the construction of
future spacecraft. In particular, the severe environment of space coupled with the need to
retain geometrical constancy over very long exposure times imposes significant constraints on
the designer. For example, he must have an adequate understanding of the effects of a space
environment on the materials he intends to use; further, the very high dimensional accuracy
demanded for the operation of some items, such as antennae can lead to special difficulties.
In order to examine these constraints, the AGARD Structures and Materials Panel called a
Specialists* Meeting in the Fall of 1982 with the aim of seeing how far characterization of
materials had advanced, what data was available, and if existing methods of testing were
satisfactory. In addition, the Panel wished to establish whether or not the introduction of
advanced materials Ihoth metallic and non-metallic) was likely to lead to particular problems
which might call for special research effort.

The papers published here reflect interests in material properties (mechanical, surface,
electrical and thermal) and environment (temperatures, vacuum, radiation including UV,
charged particles, micro meteoroid, contamination and pre-launch environment), and in
methods of test ing. The Proceedings are concluded by a record of the round table discussion.
The meeting has provided a sound basis from which the many problems brought out here may
be considered further.

The Panel had a difficult task in making a selection from the papers offered by NATO
• ations; it acknowledges the wide response and expresses its sincere thanks to all those who
read papers and also to all those who contributed to an interesting and useful discussion.

Di-
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FRACTURE MECHANICS AND FATIGUE CRITERIA

IN MATERIAL SELECTION FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS

Prof. E.VALLERANI, Ing. P.MARCHESE, Ing. G.BANINO

AERITALIA, SPACE SECTOR

Corso Marche 41

.O146 TORINO - ITALY

SUMMARY

The basic concepts employed in selecting fatigue and fracture resistance materials for

the Spacelab design are reviewed, and specific examples of the application of these con-

cepts are presented in detail.

The importance of the consideration of the strength and stress corrosion resistence in ad

dition to toughness and fatigue strength is enphasized, specially for the selection of

the alluminum alloys that cover most of the pressurized shell and internal structure.

Weld material behaviour and welding processes were carefully evaluated prior to 'r terial

selection, and after the selection largely tested to confirm the choice.

The possibility of automatic or manual repaear without resulting in changes fracture-re-

sistence and strength properties is considered.

Fracture mechanics and fatigue analysis is briefly summarized so the non distructive in-

spection methodologies and their practical application.

Finally a review of fatigue and fracture mechanics tests in full scale and comp ent le-

vel on some Spacelab structural part is presented.

INTRODUCTION

The assumption that raw materials and finished products are defect-free and this quality

is assured by appropriate non destructive inspections was the base, untill recently, of

the design approach to assure structural integrity either in space vehicles or ir. civil

and fighter airplanes.

In the past,the structural integrity was assured from safety factor applied to the limit

load and from the scatter factor imposed on the life load spectrum to protect against to

fatigue failure.

However each of non destructive inspection methods has a"Detectability threshold" beyond

which, any flaw with smaller size can not be dedected.

This means that, in addition to the preceeding design concepts, the structural design must

assure that initial flaw present in the structure will non grow until catastrophic failu-

re during predicted service life.

This aspect,of primary importance from safety standpoint,has been contractually imposed

by the customer to the Spacelab structure, the first european space program able to pro-

vide an habitable environment for astronauts for a minimum cf 50 whole different missions,

and for which fracture mechanics criteria have been applied both in material selection

and in analytical verification of the defect life.

FRACTURE MECHANICS APPLIED TO SPACE VEHICLES

The two main characteristics of manned space vehicles with respect to satellite projects

are:



- internal pressurization and environmental control to sustain life of astronauts in the

best conditions even for a long stay in orbit (7-30 days for Shuttle, more for future

applications).

- Reusability of the vehicle (50 missions for the Shuttle) from which derives the suscep

tability to the fatigue and the crack propagation phenomena.

Tho basic requirements of the manned reusable space vehicles are to avoid, during the to

tal operational cycle; loss of life, injury to personnel, loss of vehicle, and tlc loss

of mission.

Vor all the structure of these vehicles, in order to cover the "safety aspects" imposed

by the rr-juirements, fracture mechanics analysis is of prime importance.

In fact all of the structural elements, whatever the product assurance practise, have

to be considered with defects, and, under repeCitive loadings, the defects tend to grow.

The fracture mechanics analysis procedures ensure the means to predict such crack growth

under the various loading conditions, while an appropriate plan of analysis and inspec-

tion provides the means to allow a structure with cracks, growing within specified li-

mits during the operative life.

Spacelab, the euiropean space laboratory, is the first european space program where the

fracture mechanics concept has been imposed by the ESA and NASA criteria and requirements.

Aeritalia as prime for the structure of the Spacelab Module, has been engaged in an ex-

tensive program of analysis, test verification and non destructive inspection to verify

the adequacy of the design to the conditions imposed by the operative life requirements

of 50 missions.

To reduce the possibility of catastrophic failures due to undetected flaws and to allow

safe operations in the service period, a rigorous "failure control" was planned and per-

formed.

A "fracture control plan" whose main subjects and disciplines include management, design,

fracture analysis materials inspection and proof testing procedures, fabrication process

and control, product assurance and test, is the management and engineering tool to ensu-

re, relative to the life of the various structural elements, the adequancy of the speci-

fied safety levels.

F'LrL. 1 shows the logic diagram summarizing the identification of the fracture critical

items of the Spacelab structure based on the "fracture control plan".

SPACELAB STRUCTURE

The Spacelab Module Structure is designed according to a modular concept that allows the

easy and rapid assembly of different basic configurations. The main components are the

primary structure that consists of cylindrical elements with cone and closures, and the

secondary structure consisting: floor, subfloor, racks for equipments and experiments,

overhead racks. The cylindrical element has diameter of about 4 m, a length of 2.7 m, and

is formed by six integrally numerically machined waffle pattern panels of aluminum alloy

2211-T851, welded together longitudinally, and welded circumferentially at the ends to

forged rolled rings of same aluminum. The panel located on the top of each cylindrical

elements incorporates a large hole, at the contour of which is permanently bclted a flan-

ge to support either the airlock or a simple closure. The cone shell is formed by seven

panels of aluminum alloy 2219-T851, four of which are smooth and three of which have an

opening of 0.4 m diameter and incorporate the flange that supports the "feed-through" or

the windows. Cylinder and cone elements are terminated with rings supporting the inter-

connecting flanges, and a single row of 128 bolts ensures the tightness of the cylinder-

cylinder and the cylinder- cone joints. Each joint has incorporated the seal element moul

ded into an aluminum base ring. The module is supported in the orbit cargo bay at four

points by titanium alloy integrally machined elements shaped to be bolted on the circum-
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ferential flange ribs, providing a statically determinate attachment system, to preclude

coupling between Spacelab and Orbiter. Inside the module shell is situated the secondary

structure which supports the equipment and the experiments. The basic elements, floor and

racks, that provide the higest utilization of the space within the module, are easily re-

movable to permit a higly flexible experiment installation and checkout.

The figure 2 shows the main structure of the module while some details are represented in

figure 3.

MATERIAL SELECTION BASED ON DESIGN CONCEPTS

In relation to the fundamental design criteria presented earlier, the materials used on

the Spacelab structures have been chosen on the basis of the following concepts:

- Desirability to reduce the weight whenever feasible utilising aluminium and titanium

alloys,

- Maximum welding characteristics to allow leak free modules,

- High residual static strength in presence of natural defects to assure control of crack

growth,

- Low sensibility to stress corrosion, especially for the shell structure which can re-

main pressurized for 30 days, and the possibility to easily protect the surfaces from

corrosion with films that can be strapped down whenever and wherever necessary,

- High fatigue resistence and low crack propagation velocity of eventual defects that may

arise during the whole operational life, under flight, transportation, and handling loa

ding,

- Possibility to apply normal non destructive inspections such as dye penetrants, X ray,

ultrasonics, coupled to easy accessibility of internal structure to allow visual in-

spections during operational life.

The selection of materials based on the preceeding concepts was complex as they must com-

ply with different and sometimes conflictirg requirements.

Of all the material properties to be accounted for considering the material state, (plate,

sheet, forged, welded, extruded) and heat treatment, the more important considered were:

- Static strength and stiffeness of basic material, defect free ( G t, o, E, G, etc.)

- Fatigue strength characteristics of the material, defect free ( G versus N)

- Static strength of material in the presence of defined defects (fracture toughness KC ,

KIC)

- Crack propagation characteristics under repetitive loads ( dl/j ) or under sustained

loads (dl/dt)

- Stress corrosion cracking thresholds (K ISCC, KSCC)

For module pressure shell the material 2219-T851 has been selected for its high strength

properties associated with very good toughness properties. Also the properties of this

material, welded with T.I.G. process using AL-2319 as filler wire are extremely good, a

condition favouring selection.

Another relevant property of this material is its good behaviour under biaxial stress, as

occurs under pressure when considering other aluminum alloys with higher uniaxial stress

in unwelded sheet. This shows from the results of some tests performed from the ALCOA Re-

serch Laboratories using a hydraulic bulge test as a means to apply biaxial loads to sheet.

In this test, circular or square samples of the material to be tested are clamped around

the periphery by means of a hold-down ring, and hydraulic pressure is applied on one side.
Figure 4 shows the results of bulge tests on a number of welded alloys using different

fillers and varying welding states. For automatic weld and repears, 2219 has higher stren

gth than those in other high-strength, heat treatable alloys, and this indicates that

this material is much less sensitive to all the possible welding conditions.

All other materials were chosen from those commonly used in the aeronautical industry con

sidering always the followings
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- Couple high strength with high fracture toughness

- Verify that the stress corrosion cracking threshold is adequate to the NASA-SE-R-0006

spec. requirements.

The list of basic materials selected in Spacelab structure are summarized in the follow-

ing table where heat treatment, status of material before the machining, and the typical

thicknesses of plates and of the final items are reported as well.

MATERIAL MATERIAL HEAT STATUS PLATE ITEM

OF THICKN ESS THICKNESS
TYPE OEMOMIN. TREATMENT I A t tMATERIAL [m m I m m]

(35PANELS) 1.6.2,2.0,

2219 T$51 PLATE 1,ONGEu O 3.6,4, 5.
MACHINED

IO0(CONE) 6 2,6.8.

0 (CONE) 12.4,LU HM UM :-

2219 T51 FORGING - 4.5,7.9.

ALLOY 14.
2219 T851 WELDED 35 4.7.

7075 T7351 PLATE 30,60 1,3, 4,MACHINED 17, 23.5,

202/ T76 SHEET - 1.2,1.0

TI-EAL-4V ANNEALED PLATE 30 8,10,25
MACHINED

40 1,6,7t 8,TITANIUM TI-6AL-4V ANNEALED FORGING 11O(KEEL) 9, 7C,11,

24O(MAIN) 2C, 30,

MI 550 - PLATE -MACHINED

NIXEL SOLUBIL
BASE INCONEL PRECIPfT. BAR 110 .8,718 A ?.

ALLOY IMEAT TREAl

CUSTOM €7

STAINLESS 455 H1000 BAR , 0 2, , 16,

STEEL
A 286 STANDARD (BOLTS) - 1,'.9

TEST TO PROVIDE MINIMUM MATERIAL PROPERTIES

In order to collect from litterature or standard material specifications, or measure by

tust, the material properties to be used in the structural design, it is necessary for

each -naterial to define the following parameters:

- Status of material at the purchase

- Heat treatment after working

-Surface treatments

- Final geometrical shape and dimension

- Final grain directions

- Environment (corrosion, humidity, etc.)

- Degradation of certain characteristics during the predicted life

- Temperature effects in service

All the material properties above defined as a basis of a correct design should also in-

clude:

- Stress/Strain curves and all other allowable parameters as 9. t. v . E, G, etc.

- Fatigue S-N curves at different stress concentration valve KT

- Fracture toughness in plane strain (KIc) and plane stress (KC) conditions

- Crack propagation parameters and their threshold valves

- Corrosion effects and threshold stress corrosion cracking (KISCC or KSCC)



and have to be evaluated considering the influence of all preceeding parameters,

For the selected materials many data were found in the specialized litterature but to e-

valuate the influence of some relevant parameters (among the ones previously identified)

and to guarantee the minimum valve to be used in the analysis, Aeritalia has planned and

performed many material tests, mostly at the beginning of the program as well as later,

to cover certain doubts arising during the design phases.

Large number of tests (about 200) has been performed to determine the best static proper-

ties of aluminum alloy 2219-T851 in welded conditions.

Different welding parameters have been investigated at the beginning of the program and

test; have been carried out coupled with tests to guarantee the minimum static properties

of v rgin material.

Another large number of tests was performed for defining the fracture mechanics properties

(K ) of aluminum alloy 2219-T851 in different conditions and for the specific thickness
chosen on the structure after the static analysis, including different samples with ma-

nual and automatic repairs of welding seam.

Figure 5 shows an example of the residual strength measured introducing surface flaws

with different shape in the seam of 2219-T851 welded of 4.0 mm and 7.0 mm thickness with

simple statistical evaluation of the best fit line to increase the confidence of the mea-

sured valves.

Crzck propagation tests (dl/dN) under sinusoidal load at constant amplitude . also per

formed especially for basic aluminum ailoy under different conditions and fo 1 the ma-

terials where data were not collected in specialized litterature.

Different type of defects (surface flaws with different shape and through cra were al-

so tested to guarantee the leak before burst before the final catastrophic

Results of through crack test propagation performed using test facility of fi 6 are

shown in figure 7 for 2219-T851 plate, machined to 3.5 mm thickness and in figure 8 for

2219-T851 forging, 1.8 mm thickness.

Straight line assumed in fracture mechanics analysis and based on different test speci-

mens is also included.

Crack propagation tests on stainless steel custom 455-HlOOO using compact tension speci-

mens were also performed under sinusoidal loads at constant amplitude but with different

ratio, and the results are briefly summarized in figure 9.

The fatigue behaviour of the butt-welded joints in the presence of different mismatchs to

evaluate the actual geometry of welded aluminum alloy was also tested under sinusoidal

load at constant amplitude with different R ratio to simulate the pressurization effects.

One example of the results of these extensivz tests included the final statistical evalua

tion is shown in figure 10.

Corrosion resistance to low humidity and laboratory air environment and sustained loads

tests were made on basic aluminum alloy at Aeritalia, in addition a stress corrosion test

program has been performed by ESA on parent material and welded joints to verify adequacy

with NASA-SE-R-0006 spee. requirements as here reported.

MATERIAL FORM TEST METHOD TEST DURATION RESULTS

2219-T851 PLATE AST-G-38-73 48 DAYS NO S.C.C. FAILURE

2219-T851 FORGING ASTM-G-38-73 30 DAYS NO S.C.C. FAILURE

2219-T851 WELDED ASTM-G-44-75 30 DAYS NO S.C.C. FAILURE

REPAIRED WELD ASTM-G-44-75 30 DAYS NO S.C.C. FAILURE

; REAIRD WED ATM-G44-5 30DAY NO .C.. FALUR



The folllowing tables show a summary of type of test performed from Aeritalia on the

choosen materials of Spacelab structure.

TYPE a F TYPE OF THNIrXESS NUMSER TYPE OF TYPE OF SPEC'MENI IUMIER
MATERAL t T T MATERIAL THICINESS OF

TEST DEFECT [ ] SPE~IME S I_ TEST EFECT Im rn 3 ;MENS

2219-T 051 SURFACE 1 7 SURFACE t6 1

MACHINED FLAW 3 FLAW 3.5 0

PLATE THROUGH 1 6 2219 -T85 THROUGH 1.6 6
CRACK 3 5 3 LMAC ANED CRACK 3. S 6

PLATE
SURFACE 4.0 7 SURFACE .C 9

2212 -T 151 FLAW 7. 0 5

C WELDING THROUG9 - T 51 FLAW 7. 0

FEODERSEN PLATES CRACK 7 0 0 WELDED THROUGH 4.0 
CRACK 7. 0 4

CNCEPT 5 SURFACE .C
2219-T 851 FLAW d.0 L SURFACE 1.6 3
FORGING 9.0 d N 2219-TSI FLAW '.0 .

THROUGH 1.9 6
RINGS CRACK 4.0 . FORGED 9. 0 1.

9.0 L THROUGH I . 3

2212-7 651 IL: TIPICAL CRACK ' 0 4
(AUTOMATIC OR SURFACE 4.0 6 01 MENSION 9. 0 -

MANUAL FLAW 7.0 6 219-T651 SURFACE
REPEARS OF OF DEFECT AITOMATIC OR FLAW . 0

WELDING SEAM) MANUALREP.EAROf WELDING 7. 0 A
SEAM)

K IC CUST70.55 H100 COMPACT S219- T 5s FlAW

ACCO NG TENSION 13 0WELDED (CURvED 3.4 12

AS',M [ 399-7'i BARS SPECiMEN SPEC;mENS;

SURFACE 1 6 4 CUSTOM 4*55 COMPACT 6
22g- 85 ;%A 3 TENSION 13.0 !WITHDIFFE.229- 8! 'L00 3HIO BARS ;SPECIME RERTRHC
MACHINED SPCE_______

KISCL PLATE THROUGH i . 6 FATIGUE NODEFECTC,
STR-SS CRACK 3. S BEHAVIOUR OF NTRODCX. ABOL7 8

2,119 T95iPECIMENSSTRESS CRACK 35 BUTT WELDED 22:S-7991 ,ISMATCH ;OECE

FOR EACH
SURFACE - 7CINTS WITH WELDING O=0-ti-I TYPE OFd

2'9 - '51 FLAW MISMATCH PLATE 2CIFFE4E-% 4.3 AND R
wED NG ISTATICAL RAT;O IN
PLATE TRCUGH 4 0 EVALJATION) R., TOTAL92

FRACTURE MECHANICS ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

To perform fatigue and fracture mechanics analysis more than 120 locations were chosen co

vering about 90% of primary structure and 50% of secondary structure typical areas.

Selection was made on the bases of the following criteria:

- Highly stressed zones

- Large stress amplitude areas

- All thu elements for which "Leak before burst" is requested

- Re ions where the inspection in service is difficult

- All preloaded connections (bolts) or element joining secondary to primary structure(lugs,

bolts, pins, etc.)

For each of these locations, a complete stress analysis has been performed then the final

spectrum simulating one whole mission (flight, handling, transportation, etc.) construc-

ted on the basis of the "unit loads or stresses" coupled with the accelerations.

For all the locations more than one type of defect has been considered on the basis of

local stress field or geometrical dimensions including the presence of multiple holes,

stringers, etc, to predict the growth and the critical crack length of the most critical

defect that could arise in actual conditions.

The actual case was then modified to be coupled with analitical models found in littera-

ture or prepared for specific cases to permit the stress intensity factor formulation.

. ..(- . - -,I / i - L , .. _- -
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In addition, on the bases of the location geometry the stress concentration factor Kr

was calculated on all the locations to permit fatigue analysis.
The last input to perform fracture mechanics analysis was to establish the minimum ini-

tial defect dimensions on the bases of the non destructive inspections (N.D.I.) that

could be applied before and after the structure assembly. After extensive investigations

it was decided to use the defect dimensions reported in next table which has the probabi
lity to be detected with standard N.D.I., on the Spacelab structure, of 90% and a confi-

dence level of 95%.

MINIMUM APPLICABLE
DEFECT. TYPE ASSUMED THICKNESS SKETC14 OF DEFECTS

SIZES[mni t [mm]

*SURFACE FLAWS 
2c2 S> 3

012C 0, 1 a. t, 2c . I S. t > 3. 0 0

ol2c 0.5 a.3.0.2c.6.0 t > 3.0

* THROUGH CRACKS 2c ,6.0 1 4 3.0 .

*SEMIELLIPTICAL FLAWS

IN HOLES AND LUGS

0 THROUGH CRACKS

IN HOLES AND LUGS c.5 I •1.5 -

*EDGE FLAWS 0. C-5 I 3.0

EDGE CRACKS C 1.5 t 3.0 Q

*EDGE CRACKS IN

PINS OR BOLTS L1.5

L

The fracture mechanics analysis was performed according to the flow chart logic diagram

reported in figure 11 on the basis of the linear elastic fracture mechanics concepts.

The defects propagation has been evaluated with "COLLIPRIEST" formulation which takes in

to account the upper boundary of critical K valve, the stress intensity threshold

valve 6KTH, and the influence of the stress ratio R.

Spectrum application simulating one mission for each of the considered locations is used

and no retardation effects have been considered, increasing the conservative margin of

the final results.

The fatigue analysis was performed using the PALMGREN-MINER formula based on cumulative
dara.je calculated with intorpolation of parametric S-N curves. Endurance limit was igno-

red during computer calculations.

The results of fatigue analysis were largely satisfactory and all the module structure

met the requirement of 200 missions (50 x 4 L.F.) in spite of conservative KT assumptions

and stress levels.

The fracture mechanics analysis fulfills the requirements of leak before burst but revea
led a limited number of problem areas out of the required life of 200 missions due to:

- Complex geometry (multiple holes, complicated lugs, etc)

- Unclear behaviour of material

- Difficulties of analytical schematization.

In these areas it was decided to perform a fracture mechanics tests at component level,
simulating the actual geometry and stress distribution with proper set-up, and in paral-

lel, to improve the analysis wherever it was possible.

NOW
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NON DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTIONS APPLICATION AND METHODOLOGIES

The admission that the structure is not defect free leads to the necessity of having ef-

ficient non destructive methods to properly detect the size of cracks in structural ele-

ments and minimize the probability of propagation and final failure.

The NDI methods and requirements imposed to Spacelab module pressure shell and main struc

tural items are:

- Ultrasonic inspection according to M! T-8750 class A

- Dye penetrant inspection after machir.lng of final product

- X-Ray (only on weldments)

The minimum detection limit capability of these inspection methods are less than the mi-

nimui initial defect sizes assumed in fracture mechanics analysis and reported in preceed

ing )ragraph.

For weldments inspection with X Ray for example, the main defect acceptance criteria were

- Porosities and inclusions : 2(mm)

- Every type of crack : not acceptable

- Undercut, lack of fusion : not acceptable.

During manufacturing some weld defects (porosities and inclusions) outside specification

limits have been accepted.

When an eventual repair could represent a potential risk of irreparably damage a F.M. a-

nalysis, was performed to guarantee the complete fulfillment of the "Structural Integri-

ty" and the "Leakage Requirements".

To verify "Structural Integrity", through cracks flaws with a length equal to 1.2 times

the "X Ray" 900 indication has been assumed in the analysis.

To verify "Leakage" it was necessary to develop a new X Ray inspection tecnique at two

bclination, performed on two films, separated and exposed at the same time to establish

the depth of defect and its position in the tickness.

The analysis based on "Embedded Flaw" schematization of the welding defect was then per-

formed to verify that the defect will not grow through the thickness during the expected

life.

The X Ray inspection at two inclination consists of two radiographic exposures on the sa-

me film using a known source displacement.

,Two lead wires (or similar like copper), F1 and F2, are applied on each side of the ob-

ject and the same distance from the defect and fitted in a way to be perpendicular to the

direction of the source displacement as showed in figure 12.

The measurement of the displacements of each lead wire can be plotted in a diagram versus

thickness in order to determine the defect position within the weld seam cross section,

as showed in figure 13.

To minimize reading inaccuracy and to obtain reliable measurements, a second film has

been adopted in Spacelab weld inspections, placed 20 mn from the original film, normally

in contact with the lower weld side (figure 12). and the displacements versus thickness

also plotted. The two couple of values (for example from one skin) have been compared

and the extreme boundary assumed.

FATIGUE TEST

The Spacelab Module structure was submitted to a full scale fatigue test; the elements

fully assembled as in flight condition in the vertical position were located on adapter

cylinder (figure 14).

200 Spectra, simulating the whole flight mission (flight, handling, transportation), in-

, ,cluding the pressurization for each flight, were applied, and extensive non destructive

inspections performed with disassembly of some part of internal structure after selected

cycles.



The test was fully succesful and no damage occurred in all the structure even after the

application, at the end of the test, the limit loads of all the flight mission.

MAIN FITTING FRACTURE MECHANICS COMPONENT TEST

After the completion of the full scale fatigue test the whole main fitting , installed

on the shell as in fatigue test configuration, was submitted to a frature mechanics test

to verify:

- Some areas where F.M. analysis did not met fully the requirements

- Not easily inspectable regions

- Area where linear eleastic fracture mechanics concepts were not applicable

Briefly the test was foreseen to be performed according to the following steps:

- Mechanical introduction of 12 artificial defects in the areas chosen according to the

preceeding criteria

- Sharpening of the artificial defect appliying sinusoidal loads at constant amplitude

which maximum level was 661 of max limit load, that occurs during whole mission

- Application of 100 spectra simulating flight missions measuring the propagation of ar-

tificial or natural defect that may arize during the test performance

- Verification of the maximum limit load capability of the main fitting when defects

reach a lenght near the predicted critical valve.

The figure 15,16,17, show some main fitting components (trunnion, pins, body) where arti-

ficial defects have been introduced mechanically with initial dimensions equal or larger

than initial defects assumed in F.M. analysis.

For difficulties to sharp all the 12 locations in a same interval of time (or applied cy-

cles) and for natural defects arized during the sharnenina, some items have been sharpened

at component levels with preparation of a specific set-up.

The measurement of the defect propagation under the application of the spectra simulating

flight missions is still in progress and complete results are at the moment not available.

1UPPLEMENTARY F.M. COMPONENT TESTS

In orner three limited locations, out of the fitting area where analitical results did

not met the requirements , it was decided to perform F.M. tests at component level each

with a proper set-up able to simulate actual geometry and stress distribution.

The three areas under test were (See figure 18):

- Top panel/Top ring connection

- Bolt 16 mm dia connecting floor support to the cylinder structure

- Spigot root of main inconnel trunnion

In each test artificial defects were introduced then sharpened to simulate the fatigue

crack and loaded with fatigue spectrum untill the defect dimension reached the predicted

critical valve. Finally it was demonstrated that the item was able to withstand the max

limit load. One example of the pin craked and its cross section showed clearly the fatigue

propagation and the final failure as reported in figure 19.

The results of these tests were larq ly satisfactory showing that analitical predictions

were based on too conservative assumptions.
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Ft(;. 15 Main Inconel 718 trunnion with defect mechan...cally introduced (seede
tail) for F.M. compoonent test.

FIG. 16 -Custom 455-BlOOO pins with defects mechanically introdluced see de-
tail) for F.M. component test.

FIG. 17 -TI-6AL-4V main fitting body with defect mechainically introduced (see
detail) for P.M. component test.
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The 15.Z4 in (5U ft) long Mechanical Arm of the Remote Manipulator System (R-IS) of tip
U.S. Sipace Shuttle Orbiter has been designed to meet stringent weight, stiffness ano
spatial envelope requirements. The arm is designed to deploy payloads up to 29,500 Xg
(65,000 Ibs) from the orbiter, has the ability to apply a minimum of 53 N (12 Ibs) force
at the tip and stop a 14,515 Kg (32,000 lb) payload moving at 0.061 ri/sec (0.2 ft/sec)
within 0.61 in (,e ft). Weight of the arm is limited to 3tb3 K-4 (800 Its) and the maximum
diameter ot the arm is liii[ted to 0.343 m ( 13.5 in).

This paper describes the design constraints on the arm structure and joints, evaluation
ot structural loads, selection of materials, and presents the design details of the-
structural elements and the joints. An extensive test program was undertaken to qualify
and veri~y the design at component, joint, subsystem and system level. The paper
discusses tliese tests with emphasis on dynamic and static structural tfsts of structural
,?-nLennts and joints.

I ntro u c tion

The Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (RMS) is a part of the payload handling system of
tne Space Transportation System (STS), arid is designed primarily for the deployment and
retrieval of payloads from the Space Shuttle Orbiter.
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The manipulator arm of the RMS (shown schematically in Figure 1) is a 15.24 m (50 ft.)
long tubular structure consisting of six joints providing six rotational degrees of
freedom. The joints correspond to the degrees-of-freedom (DOF's) of a human arm. The
arm is attached at one end to the Manipulator Positioning Mechanism (MPM) of the Orbiter
and the other end carries an end-effector which is designed to capture payloads. Three
more supports are provided by Manipulator Retention Latches (MRL's) of the orbiter when
the arm is stowed in the cargo bay. The Joints near the MPM, called "shoulder joints',
provide two DOF's and the joints near the end-effector, called "wrist joints', provide
three DOF's. An "elbow joint" in the middle of the arm provides one DOF. The shoulder
and elbow DOF's provide three dimensional translation of thQ end effector and the wrist
joints provide three dimensional rotations of the end effector. The "joints" are
electromechanical structures; the rotational DOF is provided by motor driven high ratio
gearboxes. The joints are connected by 34.29 cm (13.5") diameter tubular members,
called "booms".

Requirements and Constraints

The significant operational requirements for the manipulator arm, which resulted in
structural/mechanical requirements, are:

o Deploy/retrieve 14,515 Kg (32,00( lbs), 4.57 m (15 ft) diameter and 18.29 m (60 ft)

long payloads.

o Deploy and Berth 29,500 Kg (65,000 Lbs) payload.

o Stop a 14,515 Kg (32,000 Ib) payload moving at 0.061 m/sec (0.2 ft/sec) within
0.61 m (4 ft).

o Position tip of the arm within + 5.08 cm (+ 2 inches) and + I degree.

o Withstand orbiter VRCS loads while holding payload.

o Apply a minimum force of 53N (12 lbf) at the tip.

o Under manual control the rates of movements of the tip of the arm to be controlled
within 9.14 mm/sec (0.03 ft/sec) and 0.09 deg/sec.

o Operational life of 100 missions, as a design goal. Reference (I) gives details of
the RMS system requirements.

The arm is stowed over the port (or starboard) longeron of the orbiter, on the MPM's.
Spatial constraints of stowage allow a 0.381 m (15 inch) diametral envelope for the arm
along its length. This is a dynamic envelope, i.e., no excursions beyond this envelope
should occur under dynamic inputs to the arm structure. Total weight of the arm is
limited to 363 Kg (800 Ibs).

The operational requirements listed above resulted in a kinematic design using six
joints, much like a human arm. The controllability of the arm, over the range of
payload inertias, is greatly affected by the structural flexibility of the arm. In
order to meet the operational controllability requirements, a design-goal stiffness of
17.5 N/cm (10 lbf/in) at the tip of the straight arm was established. The output torque
and speed requirements established for the joints are shown in Table 1. The need for
precise speed-control at the joints resulted in design requirements of high gear-ratios
at the joints, as indicated in Table I.

Table 1

Arm-Joint Requirements

Minimum Minimum

Output Torque Output Speed Gear
Joint N-m (ft-lbs) Rad/sec (deg/sec) Ratio

Shoulder-Yaw 1047 (772) 0.04 (2.29) 1842:1
Shoulder-Pit(fn 1047 (772) 0.04 (2.29; 1843:1
Elbow-Pitch 716 (528) 0.056 (3.il) 1260:1
Wriot-Pitch 313 (231) 0.083 :4.76) 738:1
Wrist-Yaw 313 (231) 0.083 (4.76) 738:1
Wrist-Roll 313 (231) 0.083 (4.76) 738:1

One of the important requirements for the joints is their backdriveability.

Backdriveability is defined as the ability of a joint to be driven from the output in
opposition to the motor torque at the input. This feature is required to:

(a) obtain dynamic braking of the arm,

(b) limit the joint and structural loads to acceptable levels in situations such as
removing a payload from, or inserting into, its retention fittings in the cargo bay,

(c) allow the arm to assume the required geometry when grappling (and rigidizing the

end-effector to) a fixed payload or a high inertia free-flying payload.

! I, L ~ _: :



The operational life of 100 missions implies that the arm structure and components
should be able to withstand the loads induced during launch, payload manoeuvering in
orbit and landing, for 100 missions. The launch and landing environment (transient
acceleration levels, random vibration, acoustic levels) seen by the stowed arm are
specified by the orbiter/MPM designers. A typical payload handling scenario has been
defined for arm operation in orbit.

Design Methodology

The first step in the structural/mechanical desiqn process was to establish the 'static"
envelope into which the arm structure and joints had to be packaged. A dynamic analysis
was performed on the preliminary arm and MPM designs (using finite-element models of the
two structures) to estimate the displacements of the arm under dynamic inputs (transient
accelerations and random vibrations) to the system at the longeron interface. Based on
this analysis, a radial displacement of 1.9 cm (0.75 in) was allocated to arm dynamics
and thermal hardware, resulting in a "static" diametral envelope of 0.343 m (13.5 in).

The stiffness and weight distribution along the length of the arm was then optimized
with the constraints of maintaining commonality of parts (for example, in the gearboxes)
and state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques, to minimize manufacturing costs. Stiff-
ness constraint of 17.5 N/cm (10 lbf/in) at the tip of a straight arm was used. As a
result, the wrist-regioin joint structures are within a smaller 0.241 m (9.5 ir)
diametral envelope and have lower stiffness than the shoulder and elbow joints. The
stiffness and weight budgets established for the joints and arm booms are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2

Stiffness and Weight Budget

Maximum Weight

Item Minimum Stiffness Kg (Ibs)

I. Shoulder Joint 9.95 x 105 N-m/rad 117 (258)
(Yaw & Pitch) (7.34 x 105 ft-lb/rad)

2. Elbow Joint 10.24 x 105 N-m/rad 53 (117)
(7.55 x 105 ft-lb/rad)

3. wrist Joint 2.37 x 105 N-m/rad 84.4 (186)
(Pitch, Yaw, Roll) (1.75 x 105 ft-lb/rad)

4. Upper Arm Boom El = 4.0 x 106 N-m
2  

25 (55)
(Shoulder to Elbow) (1.4 x 109 lb-in

2
)

GJ = z.0 x 106 N-m
2

(0.7 x 109 lb-in
2
)

5. Lower Arm Boom El = 2.38 x 106 N-m
2  

24 (53)
(Elbow to Wrist) (0.83 x 109 lb-in

2
)

GO = 1.23 x 106 N-m
2

(0.43 x 109 lb-in
2
)

The loads induced in the arm, which the structure and components are designed to
withstand, are primarily developed under dynamic conditions during launch, ascent,
reentry and landing and during payload handling in orbit. Since structural dynamics is
a function of the design, an iterative approach for analysis and design is necessary
till a suitable design is achieved. A finite-element model of the arm structure with
models of high-gear-ratio joints, was used for prediction of loads in the stowed arm and
the vibration Pnvironment for joints and subassemblies. The model is shown in
Figure 2. A typical distribution of arm loads due to random vibration inputs is shown
in Figure 3. Stress analysis, using detailed finite-element models where necessary, was
then performed to verify positive strength margins in components. Assumptions made in
the models (damping, gearbox characteristics at high frequencies, etc.) were separately
evaluated by detailed sub-models and/or tests of subassemblies. The analysis details
are discussed in References 2 and 3. Loads developed in payload handling were evaluated
using digital computer simulations of the arm control system and the structure. In the
preliminary phases of the project simulations using only the shoulder-joint were used;

a .4

FIGURE 2 MATH MODEL STOWED ARM (RMS)
(CAMERA AT WRIST)
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preliminary phases of the project simulations using only the shoulder-3oint were used;
the loads were finally refined using a high-fidelity six-joint digital-computer
sim.ulation (called ASAD). These simulations incorporate the dynamic interaction of tile
arm structural flexibility and tile control system, and are discussed in detail in
Re e rences 4, 5 and b.

Definition of loads was used to develop a load-spectrum for the arm and its components
for a "design case" mission. The load-spectrum comprises the load levels (or vibration
levels) for different parts of the arm and the number of cycles of their application (or
the time duration of vibration levels) during different phases of the mission i.e.,
ground handling (transportation), lift-off, ascent, on-orbit operation, reentry and
landing. The load spectrum was then used to perform a fracture-mechanics evaluation of
the components. In this analysis, a pre-specified flaw in the component (based on the
ability of inspection techniques to detect a flaw) was assumed and its growth analyzed
with the application of the load spectrum. The component life was based on the number
of "missions" applied till the flaw becomes unstable, leading to failure. A scatter
factor of 4 has been used for life calculations; thus a numerical life of 40U
"missions", as obtained by the fracture mechanics analysis, is considered to indicate an
operational life of IUU missions for the component. The computer program FLAGRO
developed by Rockwell International, has been used for the fracture-mechanics analysis.
Some components such as gear-teeth, bolts and graphite-epoxy arm booms were designed by
conventional fatigue-design criteria since reliable flaw-growth models for such items
are not available.

Structural Design

Each joint of the arm has a motor-module, an encoder, a high-ratio gearbox and
structural elements. The input and output sides of the drive motor-module are attached
to structural elements which provide structural load paths and interfaces to other
joints or components of the arm. The shoulder, elbow and wrist joints are shown in
Figures 4, 5 and 6. Each motor module, shown in Figure 7, has a reversible brushless DC
motor, primary and backup commutation scanner assemblies, a rotary inductosyn tachometer
and a brake. The motor is powered by a servo power amplifier (SPA) which provides a
pulse-width modulated current drive to the motor. The SPA and other electLonics for the
motor module are located in the electronics housing near the joint (reference Figures 4,
5 and b). The encoder is an optical encoder with 16-bit resolution.

The gearuox comprises high-speed spur gear-trains and a low-speed bearingless-
differential-planetary (epicyclic) drive. The differential planetary drive is at the
output-end of the gearbox, and has a ratio of 40;1 for all joints. The gear-ratios for
the spur gears are adjusted to get the required gear-ratios for different joints. The
gear-train schematic for the shoulder is shown in Figure 8, as an example.
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Load transfer in the DOE' direction across the 3oint is done through the gearox. All
other loading is carried across thu 3oint via a roller bearlrg set and a duplex bearing
pair. Roller bearings are used to accomodate thermal movements across the joint. The
main bearing race and iiousing tolerances are selected such that under all thermal
conditions the bearing is always under a pre-load. This eliminates slackness in the
Dearings. The loads are transferred from the joint to the electronics compartment/arm
boom via transition pieces.

In the stowed condit.on the elbow and wrist joints are attached to the MRL throuih
retention-fittings. The retention-fittings are attached to the electronics
compartments, (except at the aft wrist) through a saddle str,icture. The saddle
structure is riveted and bolted to the electronics compartment. The aft wrist
retention-fitting is attached to the wrist-roll 3oint structure.

The oint structures and gearboxes are designed with conventional engineering materials
such s stainless steels (17-4PH and Custom 455), aluminum alloys (A356, 7075-T7351,
7U5J-Tb, 2219-T6) and titanium alloys (Ti-6AI-4V). Bolts are made from A286 steel and
Incunel 71d. The shoulder and elbow joint structural elements are designed primarily to
meet the stiffness requirement, whereas the wrist-3oint structure is designed primarily
for strength. Structural elements are made from forgings, or castings where shapes are
complex, and heat treated as appropriate. An important consideration in material
selection has been good fracture properties especially at low temperatures (-40* to
-50c).

The structural design incorporates a brace at the shoulder between the shoulder-yaw
joint and the electronics housing (Figure 4). The brace protects the shoulder pitch
joint from the launch loads by providing an alternate load path. The brace is detached
when the orbiter reaches the orbit. It is not re-attached before return to earth since
re-entry and landing loads are relatively benign.

The arm booms, designed and manufactured by General Dynamics, San Diego, to requirements
specified by Spar, are made of graphite/epoxy. Schematic details of a boom are shown in
Figure 9. Ultra high modulus GY-70/934 graphite/epoxy by Fiberite was selected to meet
the stiffness and strength requirements within the weight limits. The upper boom
(shoulder to elbow) has 16 plies, 0.127 mm (0.005 in.) each, oriented at 0, +38 and -38
degrees. The lower boom (elbow to wrist) has 11 plies also oriented at 0, +38 and -38
degrees. To maintain stability of the thin-walled booms, intermediate stiffening rings
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are placed internally at regular intervals along the length of each boom. The rings
prevent Brazier-effect (which can flatten a tube under bending, leading to premature
collaps,., of the tube wall and reduce bending stiffness) and increase the vibration
trequency ol the sidewall to well above the high energy acoustic range (ovalization

, frequencies above 180 Hz). Aluminum alloy (2124-T851) end rings are attached to the
I composite tubes through a specially designed bolted joint. High strength T300/934

graphite/cpoxy is used to increase the tube wall thickness locally at the end rings for
added strength.

The thin-walled booms are protected against accidental damage by a "bumper system". The
bumper system comprises pre-crushed HIR-10 Nomex honeycomb bonded to one-ply 10.e Kevlar
fabric skins, and the assembly bonded to the graphite/epoxy tubes. The bumper system
absorbs energy ot up to 6.8 N-m (5 tt-lb) without indenting the bumper material. An
impact of higher energy leaves a visible indentation on the bumper as a signal of

I possile local delamination of the boom underneath. The design development and testing

of the arm booms are discussed in detail in Reference 7.

Structural Tests

The analyses and simulations used to define loads and evaluate strength and stittness

ment and qualification tests on flight-equivalent hardware. These principal structural
tests included:

(a) Stiffness and strength tests of joint structures in which 3oints were loaded
statically to qualification-level loads (40% higher than design loads). Dummy booms
were used to simulate the interface with arm booms and stress distribution in the
structure was obtained from over 20U strain gauges. The stress distribution
verified the finite-element analyses.

(b) Stiffness and strength tests, as well as thermal cycling, fatigue and acoustic
~tests, on the arm booms. The bumper system was tested to verify its design

performance by impacting it with a 1.8 Kg (4 lb), 5.08 cm (2 in) diameter steel baill
dropped from 0.361 m (15 inches).

S(c) Load transfer characteristic tests of the gearboxes obtained by applying dynamic

loads at varying frequencies (SHz to 100 Hz) at the gearbox output and measuring
t response at the input (motor). These tests showed that the gearboxes were capable

of transferring large loads (moments) at frequencies above 7 to 10 Hz.

6l<~

7
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(d) Viuration and shock tests of the joints. Each joint was tested on a vibration table

to the environment (random vibration and shock) obtained from the dynamic analysis
of the total arm/MPM/MRL system. The effects of the rest of the arm structure were
simulated by using hardware representing dynamic behavioir of the system as
reflected at the joint. The components in the joints (motor modules, encoders,
electronics boxes) were also tested separately for vibration and shock.

(e) System tests of the complete arm in the pitch-plane on an air-beacing test rig. The
test rig supports the arm structure on low-friction air bearings through mechanisms
(constant force/height linkages) which automatically compensate for changes in floor
flatness (typically 3.157 mm (0.125) maximum variation over 0.9 m (3 ft)) and
eliminates much of the loads on the joints due to gravity. Friction effects due to
arm/test-rig manipulation across the floor can account for about 15% of the maximum
joint output torque. An overview of the test rig is shown in Figure 10. Stiffness
tests on the arm were performed on this test rig. The results showed that the arm
stiffness is within the predicted range. Tests were conducted for arm operation,
including payload grappling and handling, as well as berthing a payload in its
retention fittings in the cargo bay. In certain geometric configurations, high
forces can be generated at the arm/payload interface during berthing. The payload
retention latching systems are designed to withstand these loads.

if) System flight tests on-orbit. Some of the system characteristics can only be
checked in the zero-g environment orbit. The flight tests on STS-., STS-3 and STS-4
missions were aimed at the final verification of the system performance and
validating the math models used in simulations. These tests included operating the
RMS in different modes as well as determining the effect of orbiter thruster firings
on the arm dynamics with and without the RMS control system being active. Strain
gauge measurements at the wrist and shoulder joints were used to determine arm loads
on-orbit, as well as to derive data on structural damping. The strain-gauges
measure moments about three orthogonal axes at wrist and shoulder joint locations
and are mounted on the electronics compartments at the two joints. Arm tip oscilla-
tions were recorded on data acquisition cameras (DAC's) for photoyrammetric aralysis
on ground to evaluate the frequencies and amplitudes of vibration of the arm.

The on-orbit tests have been very successful and have validated the math models used
in simulations. They are discussed in greater detail in References 4 and 8.

FIGURE 10 SYSTEM TEST - GENERAL VIEW

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1L:
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Improved nonconductive and conductive

flexible SSMs with interference !ilters

on top are presented. The SSM composition

is analysed and defined. The optimization

procedure for the SSMs is outlined. The

qualification of the SSMs in laboratory

scale for the synchronous orbit is de-

monstrated. The most essential charac-

teristics of the improved SSMs are summarized.

Handlinq-, application- and performance

specifications for the SSMs have been

established.

INTRODUCTION

For future application satellites lifetimes of more than 5 years will be required.
One essential premise to meet this requirement is a reliable thermal layout of the
satellites which amongst other points of view may rely on loroterm stable thermal con-
trol coatings with a low ots/e ratio.
Another important point of view is the spacecraft charging contrcl to prevent electronic
malfunctions. One essential contribution to solve this prob],m is to render the space-
craft surface coatings electrically conductive.

Up to now only the Optical Solar Reflector (OSR) based on metal backed fused silica
substrate with or without an indium-two-oxide (ITO) overcoat is considered as the best
solution in view of resistance against space induced degradation of thermal control and
as far as applicable electrical characteristics. But it is known that this OSR Is ex-
pensive in procurement and applicaLion.

An alternative solution with similar high resistance against degradation effects
under space environment, but lower in cost and easier in handlinq and application, is
an improved Second Surface Mirror (SSM) based on metal backed FEP-Teflon-foil with an
interference filter (IF) on top. This improved SSM may be converted to an electrically
conductive version by application of an intermediate layer and an ITO overcoat.

COMPOSITION

In principle the composition of the SSM respectively of the SSM/ITO is shown in
the Figures 1 and 2. What mainly separates the SSM form the SSM/ITO is 1st tht. inter-
mediate PMMA-layer between the FEP-Teflon-foil and the IF, introduced to reduce the
sensitivity of the IF and consequently of the ITO-layer to crack-formation, which may
cause serious increase in electrical resistance and 2nd the ITO-overcoat.

OPTIMIZATION OF CHARACTERISTICS

Durinq in extensive analysis the most favorable material combinations for the SSMs
have been dentified.

Substrate

PEP-Teflon is know as the most suitable polymer foil for space application. Con-
sidering the color center formation and the charging-up to be volume effects and taking
into account the request for a hiqh value of the thermal emission coefficient (to) the
PEP-Teflon-foil type 500 A transparent, thickness 125 pwm, was selected.
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Figure 2: Composition of SSM IITO
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Reflector

Silver (Ag) is known as a very hiqh reflecting material. Below 350 nm Ag and the
selected IF have similar absroption characteristics. Thus the influence of the IF on
the reflectance of Ag is quite low. As reflector an Ag-layer 1700 to 2000 1 thick was
used.

Protection Layer

The protection layer to prevent corrosion of the Ag-reflector should be an electri-
cally conductive material to allow an electrical bonding of the SSMs to the spacecraft
structure. As suitable material Inconel with layer thickness 200 - 300 A was selected.

Interference Filter

As a result of an extensive test program, during which a lot of material combi-
nations have been investigated, the combination zinc sulfide (ZnS) as high refractive
material and aluminium oxide (A1203 ) as low refractive material turned out to be the
best.

The IF shall have a high reflectance in the solar maximum in order to reduce the
effect of colour centers, formed in the FEP-Teflon-foil, on the solar absorption co-
efficient (Ots). The higher the number of alternating ZnS/A120 3 layers, the higher the
reflectance (see Table 1) but also the higher the danger of crack formation in the IF.
As a compromise an IF with 4 ZnS and 3 Al2 03 layers was selected.

Table 1: Theoretical reflecting power of the IF dependent on the number
of alternating ZnS/A12 03 layers

IF-Layers Reflecting Power

3 59 %
5 76 %
7 87 %
9 93 %

The reflectance maximum has been adaoted to 475 um for the SSM and 460 jun for the
SSM/ITO because the ITO overcoat causes a shift of the IF maximum to larger wavelengths.
Measurements indicated a weak response of the ats-value to the position of the reflectance
maximum within + 50,um wavelength range (see Figure 3).

~~eSSWlITO

to-

SSM without IF

0i < .08.

.06

0 460 Soo 600 700

Wavelength L(nm)

Figure 3: Variation of absorption coefficient of the SSM
vs position of IF reflectance maximum
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Intermediate Layer

The IF deposited on the FEP-Teflon foil formed cracks during handling and testing.
The cracks do not have any influence on the 01-value but would seriously increase the
electrical resistance of the ITO layer. Intensive investigations indicated that an
intermediate layer with a high Young's modulus between the FEP-Teflon-foil and the IF
will reduce considerably crack formation. As PMMA is known to be relatively stable
against UV- and particle radiation and in addition is soluble in common solvents this
material has been selected as intermediate layer. Layer thickness is 1 - 2 pp.

Adhesive Layers

To attain sufficient adhesion of the An- IF- and intermediate layers on the FEP-
Teflon-foil a transparent Al-layer, 20 - 30 A thick, had to be deposited on the foil.
The Al together with the fluorine of the foil form an intermediate layer with high
adhesive strength.

Also between the IF and the PMMA-intermediate layer a 50 - 70 1 thick A203-layer
is necessary to attain a strong adhesion.

Conductive Coating

A conductive overcoat on the SSM should influence the thermocptical characteristics
• and L14unessentially and in addition should be transparent in the wavelength range

200 - 2500 nm. A favorable solution proved to be tin-oxide (SnO2) doped indium-two-
oxide (ITO) because this material meets the physical requirements and its vacuum de-
position technology is fully developed. The ITO-thickness was selected to be 100 - 10/
+ 50 9.

LAB QUALIFICATION

The SSM and SSM/IT0 were qualified under simulated ground and suace environment.

Test and Measurement

The following tests have been conducted:

- Tesa-tape-test

- Climatic test

o temperature cycle - 30/ + 500 C

o rel. humidity max. 80 %

- Thermal vacuum test

o temperature cycle - 135/ + 550 C

o pressure 10- 7 mb-range

- Vibration test

o sinusoidal vibration

o random vibration

- Irradiation test

o 11000 ESI1 in the UV

* 1016 /cm
2

0 1016 /cm 2

The irradiation test was conducted in the MBB-combined cffect chamber. The Oka-values
and the electrical resistance were measured in-situ during the test. The measurement
concept for 8 is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Measurement concept for o5 in-situ

RESULTS

The SSM and SSM/ITO passed the mechanical (tesa-tape, vibration) and thermal
(climate, thermal vacuum) tests without any damage. No cha ges in aswere detected.
After some tests (tesa-tape, vibration) the electrical resistance of the SSM/ ITO in-
creased by one order of magnitude but remains far below a critical value (IO-10011).
The 01s-degradation behavior of the SSM and SSM/ITO is shown in Figure 5. For comparison

the degradation behavior of common SSMs without IF-protection is plotted in the figure.
The degradation behavior of the electrical resistance of the SSM/ITO is presented in
Figure 6.

SPECIFICATIONS

For the SSM and SSM/ITO the most essential specifications have been establ'ev"ed.

Application and Performance Specification

- Application on the ground

Temperature range - 30/ + 500 C

maximum rel. humidity 90 1
No condensed water vapor deposition admissible

- Application during launch

No restriction for vibration modes and levels

- Apolication in space

Tempprature range -120/ + 600 C

Thermo-optical characteristics

SSM SSM/ITO

(k .1 - .11 .13 - .14

.73 - .74 .73 - .74



Os- arnd R-behavior in synchronous orbit on the north or -outh panel of a 3-axis
stabilized spacecraft after a mission lifetime of 10 years.

SSM SSM/TTO

asx of.04 1.2

R 10- 10 S.in~

.20 -SM

S SM

ESHM

Years in Synchronous Orbit

*Results of BOEING and DERTS

Figure 5: Degradation Aolvs lifetime in synchronous orbit for

various SSM types
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Figure 6: Electrical resistance vs lifetime in synchronous

orbit for SSM/ITO

Degradation effects coming from contamination and electrostatic chargin are not

considered.

Handling Specification

- Remark:

The SSM and SSM/ITO shall not be buckled at all. At bending radii < 10 mm cracks
may be formed in the IF and ITO. Therefore cutting and punching shall be performed
on a plane and rigid support. If possible, the SSM and SSM/ITO shall be pasted on
a support structure under vacuum conditions to avoid formation of bubbles and as a
consequence of cracks in the IF and ITO.

t



- Cleaning

Ar)'lv cautiously a pad of cotton wool soaked with ethanol or MEY.

- Cuttinq

Cutlinq shall be performed preferably with hammer shears. Cutting with scalpel
or sharp knife shall be conducted only on a plane and rigid support covered with
a thin intermediate paper layer to protect the cutting devices. The cuttinq angle
shall be at small as possible to avoid crack formation (se Figure 7).

Hammer
Shears

Foil

-Support

Figure 7: Cutting of SSM and SSM/ITO

- Punching

'unching shall be performed with an auger as shown in Fioure 8.

~Auger

Auger Template

= /7-Paper 0.2mm
---- < Support

Carefully Abraded

Figure 8: Punching of SSM and SSM/ITO

- Pasting

Pasting preferably under vacuum conditions. In case of pasting in the air apply
a roller for close pressing. Diameter of roller and radii of roller edges > 20 mm.

- Size

Maximum size of SSM- and SSM/ITO-sheets at the moment is 250 x 250 min

CONCLUSIONS

The deposition of an interference filter (IF) on a common FEP-Teflon SSM improves
the stability against space radiation considerably due ', .wo effects. Below 350 nm
the IF absorbs UV-radiation very strongly before it pen-.ates the FEP-Teflon-foil,
thus protecting the foil from color center formation.

On the other hand the IF reflects particularly in the solar maximum with the effect
that solar radiation will not be absorbed by color centers already formed in the foil.I.'



By application of an indium-two-oxide (ITO) cover-coat the SSM with IF may be

rendered electrically conductive (SSM/ITO). To diminish danger of crack formation
in the IF and consequently in the ITO, which may increase considerably the electrical
resistance, an intermediate PMMA-layer has to be applied between the FEP-Teflon foil
and the IF. The PMMA-layer as well as the ITO overcoat seem to have a negative influ-
ence on the stability against space radiation. Therefore the conductive SSM/ITO is
less stable than the nonconductive SSM.

All the other characteristics of the improved SSMs are similar to those known
from the common FEP-Teflon SSM.

The improved SSM and SSM/ITO are lab-qualified. Space qualification is being per-

formed with a combined space and lab program.
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REALISATION ET ESSAIS D'HJNE STRUCTURE TREILLIS

CARBONE-EPOXY POUR SATELLITES

.Y.F. PATIN et i.L. CECCONI

AEROSPATIALE
100 bd du Midi - BP 99

06322 CANNES LA BOCCA CEDEX
France

line structure treillis A haute stabilitfi dimensionnelie a ft'i 6tudige et r~alisge par
1'Etabligsment de CANNES de 1'AEROSPATIALE. Le CENTRE NATIONAL D'ETUDES SPATIALES
a participd au financement de ce programme.

Les barres du treillis A base de fibres tr~s haut module CT 70 et haute r~sistance T 300
ont une rigidit6 sp~cifique glevfe et un coefficient de dilatation voisin de zero. Les
6l6ments de liaison entre barres sont 5 base de fibres haut module M40. Lea coefficients
de dilatation de chaque 6l6ment ont fit6 ajustks de fa~on A avoir un coefficient de dila-
tation iquivalent entre lea points de convergence des barres, voisin de zfiro. La stabi-
lit65 dimensionnelle des diff~rentes liaisons en fonction de la tempgrature a ft6 vfrifige.

Un cyclage thermique de type eapace n'affecte pins le comportement m~canique de la
structure.

L'essai statique du treillia a montrk que is rigiditfi 6levie de Ia structure est conforme
aux hypotheses de dimensionnement. La tenue m~canique a 6t6 cont irm~e par des essais,
suite A une premiare 6tape ayant n~cessiti un renforcement des liaisons.

I- INTRODUCTION

L'AEROSPATIALE (Etablissement de CANNES) a 6tudi6 et r~alisf une structure treillis
carbine/6poxy de type porte-source deatinge aux satellites de t~licommunication at de
t~l~vision directe.

Les caractgriatiques essentielles de ce treillis sont une bonne atabilit6 dimensionnelle
et una rigiditg sp~cifique glev~e.

Cette structure probatoire reprfisent~e en figure 1 a servi de modble de faisabilitfi
pour ls tour porte-antenna des satellites de t~lfivision directe en d~veloppement aujour-
d'hui. La satellite g~ostationnaire TDF (vue artitisque figure 2) assurers is transmission
des programmes de t~livision frantais AI s fin des ann~es 80. De miles TV-SAT pour
l'Allemagne Fdd~rale.

Le programme structure treillis probatoira a 61:6 cot inanc6 par is CNES (CENTRE NATIONAL
DETUD.S SPATIALES) et 1'AEROSPATIALE.

2 - SPECIFICATIONS

Ces splcifications se rapportent au treillie d~fini figure 3.

- Rigiditg

Fr~quence du premier mode latfiral supfrieure A 20 Hz done lee conditions suivantes

*masse de 135 kg ripartie our cheqUe noeud (A1l'exception des 4. notuds de base),
soit 8,5 kg par noeud

C centre de graviti A 1.8 Is au dessus de Is base

*inertia massique de 500 a2 kg par ropport AIsl base.

- RfalistancePRVOSAE

a ccgldration longitudinale 6 g RVOSPG

*accilgrations latfrsies difinies en figure 4.
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- Coefficients de dilatation

*coefficient de dilatation entreT points de convergence des barres 0 32
-0. 5 1(6c ~05 ~ c

*coefficient de dilatation des montants 0 50 entre Points de convergence
-1 10" C-1 -c a < 1- 6 C-1

*stabilitt dirsensionnelle sous cyclages thermiques de type espace (ontre 30 et -60*C)
flans le cas d'un gradient thermique de type 6quinoxe (-20

0
C/-50*C entre deux faces

de Is structure) translation maximale au niveau d'un noeud inf~rieure A 0.2 mm

*digazage TM!. < I Z CVCM -C 0,1 ~

3 -CONCEPTIONDU TREILLIS PROBATOIRE

11 est reprisentatif des deux premi~res mailles du treillia reprisent6 en figure 3.

Le treillis et constitu6 de quatre isontants verticaux et do barres de liaison. Les
montants verticaux et lea barres de liaison sont rkalis~s A partir de tubes en composite
carbone - r~sine poxy de diamltres extlrleurs respectifs 50 et 32 mm.

Lea noeuds de jonction entre barres sont entltement r~alisgs en mat~riaux composites
carbone/r~sine Epoxy.

Pour l'ensemble des pilces, Ia r~sine utilisde eat la Vx 108, r~sine Epoxy polymirisant
A 180*C et satisfaisant aux normes de d~gazage pour usage spatial.

3.1 - Barres

Les barres sont constituges de nappes carbone unidirectionnelles. Le composite rgalis6
eat un hybride tr~a haut module (CY 70) haute r~sistance (T 300). Le drapage sym~trique
comprend huit couches de nappes tr~s haut module A 0* -omprises entre des nappes haute
r~sistance Ai + 20'

3.2 - Noeuds

Le noeud prgsentg at utilI~S r~sulte de Is selection d'une solution AIis suite d'une
analyse St d'easais comparatifs.

Pour chacune des solutions envisag~es, 1'6tude a 6t faite siir un noeud dana le plan
(c'est-A-dire deux barres de liaison et un montant vertical) ;puis, la possibiliti
d'extension de Ia conception A un noeud tridimensionnel (quatre barres de liaison et un
montant vertical) a 6t 6valuge.

Ont Zt successivement 6tudi~es lea trots solutions suivantes

-Solution demi-coquilles non raidies (figure 5)

- Solution demi-coquilles raidies (fig-ire 6), Ia solution pr.~c~dente n'Itant pas
suf fisamment rigide

- Solution aver plaque traversante.

Cette trolsi~me solution a ft cello retenue pour lea raisons suivantes

- rigidit6 plus 6lev~e

- meilleur compromis entre caract~ristiques m~caniques. masse et coats. L'utilisation
de mat6riaux, drapages St 6pais~curs diff~renta pour chacune des pilces 616mentaires
permet doptimiser lea caract~cistiques m~caniques et Is poids de Ia liaison

- possibilitg de r~aliser des angles diff~rents sans modifier lea outillages de fabri-
cat ion.

Enfin, cette solution Peut Catre 6tendue A un noeud tridimensionnel par l'utilisation
d'un gousset en croix ce qui eat plus simple que lea modifications qu'entrstnerait
I'autre solution.

La solution finale retenue eat repr~sentfe par lea schiass des figures 7 at 8.

La jonction entre deux barres 0 50 eat assurfe par un gousset en croix et quatre quarts
de renforts.

La liaison barre 032 - gousset en croix tot rialisfe par deux demi-coquilles.
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Le collage eat r~alia4 avec VHYSOL EA 934 particuliarement adaptfi aux programmes apatlaux
par sea bonnes caractfristiques m~caniques et ses valeura do d~gazage acceptables.

La photographie de la figure 9 reprfsente un noeud dana l'espace assembl6.

Lea mat~riaux utilis~s sant respectivement pour lee gousseta en croix et lee quarts do
renforts un tissu carr6 haut module et pour lee demi-coquilles un tissu unidirectionnel
haut module.

4 - ESSAIS ELEMENTAIRES

Dens Ie but do virifier lea concepts retonus,dea esaaia'616mentairea ont L~f r~aliass
aur des sous-ensemblos do la structure repr~sentatifs do parties critiques.

4.1 - Esaais micanigues

4.1.1 - Essais de compression aur barres

Lea modules et contraintoc meaurda en compreasion sont lea suivants

- pour los barres 0 32

195 000 mpa c E e 215 000 l4Pa

500 MPa -c a -C 600 Mpa

- pour leo barren 0 50

205 000 MPa -c E < 240 000 MPa

475 mpa --r a 675 Mpa.

4.1.2 - Noeud dana 1. plan

L'objectif de cot esaai eat de d6terminer lea proprifit6s d'un noeud de liaison entre
un montant vertical et deux barres transversales coplanaires. La rigiditd du noeud pormet
do d~terminer lea fr6quences do la structure treillis complate en utilisant un mod~le
dynamlque aux §l6ments fini.

Ces fr~quences sont leosouivantes :ler mode 23,6 Hz
2ae mode 29,5 Hz.

Elles sont supdrieures A la ap~cification (20 Hz).

La charge do rupture garantit une marge do 40 % par rapport A ls charge r~elle.

charge r~elle 13 770 N

spficification 16 000 N

valeur mosurde 19 000 N.

L'iprouvette noeud dons le plan eat repr~Aentie figure 10.

4.1.3 -Noeud tridimenajonnel

Le but de cot osaai eat de diterminer l'influence du gousset en croix sur lea caract6-
riatiques m~caniquea d'un noeud do dimension 3 comparfes A cellos des noeuda dana Is plan.

Chacun des deux plans a 6t6 esayd successivement. Ce. essais ant donn6 des d~formations
d'ensemble Equivalontes A colles observfies pour 1e noeud dana le plan. Do mime pour lea
cha .ea de rupture.

4.2 - Easais do dilatation

4.2.1 - Barren

Meaurg entre -30*C et 90*C, I. coefficiont de dilatation eat constant at figal A -1,30
jo-6 *c-1 .

La dispersion des manures eat trls faibleaen fonction du lot de pr~impr~gnA et du lot
do fabrication des barren,
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4.2.2 - Montant vertical 0 50

L'6prouvette utilisge eat repr6sent~e figure 11.

Mesurf entre -30'C et 90*C, le coefficient de dilatation eat 6gal A -1,05 106 OC

La presence d'un noeud sur une barre 0 50 rapproche de zfro le coefficient de dilatation
global

4.2.3 - Liaison barre gousse t

1.'6prouvette utilis~e eat repr6sent~e figure 12.

-7 o - 1Le coefficient de dilatation mesurg entre -30*C et 90*C est de 0 + 10 C

4.3 - Essais de cyclage thermlgue

L'influence d'un cyclage thermique repr~sentatif de cas r~els de fonctionnement sur le
comportement mkcanique de Is structure a 6t6 6tudiie au moyen d'une 6prouvecte de type
"nocud dans le plan" d~finie au paragraphe 4.1.2.

Le cyclage rialis 6tait le suivant

- nombre de cycles :2 000

- temp~ratures isinirnales -75*C t -66*C

- tersp~ratures maximales 38*C t G 42*C

- durge moyenne des cycles :23 ran C t .4 30 len.

Le cyclage thermique ne modifie ni la rigidit6 ni la charge de rupture de l'6prouvette.
Son Influence sur le comportement m~canique d'une structure carbone/6poxy du type 6tudI6
eat donc nulle.

4.4 - Conclusion des essais 6l6mentaires

A partir des essais pr~c~dents, il ear possible de d~terminer lea modules et coefficients
de dilatation des barres du treillis entre points de convergence.

Ce recadrage des mod~les math~matiques utilis~s par le dimensionnement permet de d~lterminer
avec pr~cision lea r6ponses du treillis sous sollicitations thermiques (stabilit6
dimensionnelle) et/ou m~caniques

IE 6quivalent ,2quivalent

(Mpa) C

Barre 0 32 horizontale 128 000 -0,15

Barre 0 32 diagonale 140 000 -o,38

LBarre 0 50 200 000 -1,04

Dana le caa d'un gr adient thermique -20*C/-50*C antre deux facea de la structure (gradient
type Aquinoxe), Ia translation maximale au niveau d'un noeud est de 0,15 mm.

La mod~le dynamique aux 616ments finis de la structure treillis complilte donne lea r~sul-
tats suivants

- premier mode F -22,2 Hz (lateral)

- deuxiame mode F =28 Hz (lat~ral)

(Oa ap~cification eat de 20 Hz).

Lea easais Sl~mentaires confirment donc la conception et Is dimensionnement de la
structure.
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5- FABRICATION

La structure eat assembl~e en quatre ftapes qui correspondent chacune A is fabrication
d'une face sur on mime outillage. La gamme d'aasemblage Etait lasaulvante

- fabrication d'une preiire face

- fabrication d'une seconde face

- positionnesent vertical des deux faces prlcldentes et fabrication de la troisiame face

- rotation de 1Pensemble et r6alisation de ia dernIA-re face.

L'adh~sif EA 934 a 6t6 polym6ris6 A Ia tempfrature ambiante.

Apris collage de Is structure, un traitement de stabilisation a 6tf rfalisg, aoit
25 cycles de -70 A .80*C sous 103Torr.

La masse totale pesfie de Is atructure sans see embduts d'essais eat de 7.15 kg.

6 - SSAIS

6.1 - Essais statiques

Les charges appliqu~es sont tellces qua le torseor des efforts A la base du splcimen
d'essai est identique A celui A ls base de ls tour treillis complte difinie figure 3.

Une 6tode thlorique syant montrG qua lea conditions d'appui interviennent peu our Is
rigidit6, la structure probatoire s 6tfi encastr6e sur l'outillage d'essais.

La figure 13 montre is configuration de l'esssi statique.

La strict'ure probatoire pr~sente un comportement filastique pendant l'essai statique.
Les diplacements mesurla sont pratiquement identiques A ceux prlvus d'aprls lea essais
6ilmentairas (noeud dana le plan et noeod tridimensionnel).

De plus, ii a 6t6 vfrifiE que Is structure ne s 'cat dlfora~e en aucun de sea points
de plus de 0,1 mm entre Is sortie d'outillage at is relaxation des efforts apras essal
stat ique.

6.2 - Essais dynamiquea

11 avait 6t6 privo un balayage en fr~quence de 5 A 2 000 Hz. Une rupture do sp~cimen
d'essai a 6t6 observie en vibration latlrale A 12 Hz A 1iextrgmitf des quarts de r
L'expertise effectude dana lea zones de rupture a mis en 6vidence des problmes de
d6laminage so fond des fentes usinfes dana lea barres 0 50. Ce sont ces d6laminages qui
ont entraIng is rupture.

I Les modifications suivantas ont 6t6 apportdes au procldg de fabrication at aIis concep-
tion du treillis

-am~lioration des procds d'usinage des fentes. 1l a StA vgrifi6 par micrographies
qua le nouveau procUd4 d'usinage utllis6 n 'entralne plus de dllamirages

-modification du concept (dicalage du niveso des fonds de fentes at quarts da renforts
prolonggs so delA des fonds des fentes (figure 14).

Des aeais dynamiques ont fitf rialiesa sur des 6prouvettes 6ilmentaires reprisentatives
des deux concepts, main sans dllaminages.

Aix nouveau concept correspond one rupture done is section courante do tubae 50 at non
plus A l'extrimitd des quarts de renfort.

Lea charges de rupture dynamique observges sont lea suiventes

Charge do rupture (10 4N)
dans montants verticaux

- concept initial 2
dllaminages de fabrication
(structure compilto)

- concept initial 5
pas do dilaminagem
(Sprouvet to Ilimentaire)

- concept anfiliorf 5,5
(Oprouvetto flimenta ire)

Lurlsultats obtonum put 4prouvottes fildsontalro. moat satisfaisants, Is contrainte
Laxiaale Stant do 4 O N eaviron.
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7 - CON"-LUS IONS

Le concept de treillis d~velopp6 est conforme aux spfcifications et r~pond aux besoins
de rigidit6 spdcifique et de stabilit6 dimensionnelle des tours de satellites de
t~l~cominunication ou t~l~vision directe.

Pour chaqUe application particult~re, 11 sera possible de d~velopper une structure
d~riv~v de ce concept qui satisfasse exactement les specifications propres au programme.
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Figure I Structure treillis Figure T.D.F
probato ire

t~ rs~j~J 26g

17g

L L 12,5 g

Figure 3 -Troillis do base Figure 4 -Accflfrations latfrales
(Is structure rfalisfe eat reprfisfi-
tative des 2 presi~res isailles do ce
treillie)



Figure 5 Nocud dans le plan

Figure 6 -Nceud dans le plan

Sol ti on dem1- oqu I I I- r i d Ies

Figies 7er 8~ Nod dans l'espace

Solution retenue



Figure 10 Epriuvr tte nova.
da'ns le plan

Figure 9 -Noeud dans l'espace

Figure 11 Eprouvette de dllatatio2! Figure :2 -Eprouvette dc dilatation

(nontant vertical) (liai.,on harre gousset)

F -28 000 N g 4

h h i2 m i

Figure 13 - asal. statIque Figure 14 -Modification
du concept initial
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Paper 1: F~rature Mechanics and Fatigue Criteria inI Material Select ion for Space Appli, ations.

IDiscussion centered on the fabrication technique of nactinning from a solid t. inder and thle possibility and effect
of welding. Results quoted for [ICG welding w%,ith AtI filler (A \*% 19 1~ 1, a I abric itin anid repair procedutre generated
considerable debate %% ithI reports of conflicting e~ perienic.

Paper 2: 'Structuiral D~esignt and l est Ot tile ShUttle MIS.

I iscu si on con ccruled the part icu la r choinice of m a t erialIs such as tica ring Iti bri~an t s not\ liden i d i' u I fie dry
ubiri cat ion i and thIe epo sy restin for the arm in us (choseniv (y Gene ral D~ynamnic,. subiitractorl. D~etails of environ-
mental tests tuir thermal cycling and Clectroimagiletic coumpat11ihility 'Acre resm~essed

Pa:per 3. Spakccrat t I hernial Control Selection for Seven NVecirs I ife iin S\ ithironotis Oiliit

Ontino li\&t "L to~e 10identify the effects of ensirontuent not specificall stated III tile iapcr inicluctmnv: Coll-
dIcnsed fIlm17 con1t.1miiiatiOnl (niot Investigated)I, inuolecuir oxygen as observed on S I'S (%ill bec tested onl [ ong lDuration
I \posure Ila,:lity H D1 I m. loss tetuperaMtre I'elow% 5' Inot yet testedI. ,ihiratnmn stiectrun I retirescitted a rocket
timucth iIforimation not avaI Ilab le), mlacliming technique In conjunction with thermal cycling I small Cra~ks that might

grow w oiild alt tem lectrical conld uctaitee butl not solar atisorptance 1, and electricail connect ion to pre emit charge-uip (tests
liais shown sionic prolemns imore work to he donec).

Paper 4: Reilisation et Fssais d'une Struacture Ireilli.

I tiejoit optinivation goals between stiffness. elongation and weight were espanded in discussion. Ihfe joint
lid w ce tic plac raf't and feedt structure Was ]lot considered in the design optini ation hut wkas specified in oserall
reqtuireimiects.

GENERAL D)ISCUSSION

IeIn:erat diicuSSIOnl was Initiated with a short description of the information on special requirements imposed on
struiitures arnd materials used for high frequency comunication antennas. IThese requirements,- formed part of a

s. meduled paper on requirements tor large parabolic satellite antennas which was unavailable for presentation. Together
s ih the material selection rcquirements oittthe piresentedl papers, it was noted that thle subject of materials selection for

sp.Cappilicat ions hi.d many comtmon and un11iue constraints depending onl the mission.

Of particular concern to participants was tile recently observed effects of atomnic oxygen onl polymeric materials in
1,% earth orbit I 10). It was noted that recent flights of thle NASA Space Transportation System (STS) had shown
erousii (if' Iilvinmi materials, (eg. Kapton. thermnal coatings) predominantly in locatiotns exposed to solar radiation on
surfaces normal to the direction of' flight of the shuttle. The exact mechanism is not entirely understood but the effect
%as not completely surprising since there is .1 biody of knowledge on atomi,. oxygen at LFO. Thte effect appears to be a
surti~ phinomenon with no nioted change to thme biase material. Also the effect does not appear to cause enough damage
for a short S [S flight and no remedial action is planned although longer duration flights might encounter problems. In
the interim, it was noted that NASA plans several experitments on upcoming STS flights to investigate the mechanism.

Further discussion addressed the issue of extended missions at various orbit attitudes and thle problems associated
%%ih extrapolating data from accelerated tests to longer times with confidence without flight experience.
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SLRARY

A study has been undertaken to evaluate the combined effects of vacuum, thermal cycling and U.V. radi-

ation on the thermal distortion of selected polymer matrix composites. Data have been obtained for ex-
posure periods exceeding 400 days in hard vacuum and over 180 equivalent sun days of U.V. radiation. Dur-
ing this time, insitu measurements of the thermal distortion and coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE)
have been made using strain gauges and laser interferometry. Results have also been compared to an analyt-
ical model to demonstrate the usefullness of the data in predicting the thermal response of arbitrary lam-
inates.
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I I NTRODUCI I ON

The success of the U.S. Space Transportation System (Space Shuttle) and the published plans of the
ri ropean Space Agency (ESA) to progressively augment the launch capability of its Ariane booster offer
mw opportunities for future space related activities. These events will particularly affect satellite
missions requiring heavier and larger spacecraft in orbit.

Launch capabilities for payloads of 29,500 kgm to low earth orbit by the U1.S. Space Shuttle or 4000
kgmr to ,oe;tationary transfer orbit with ISA's expendable rocket (Ariaoe IV) are planned to be routinely
available within the next five years. Beyond that time, the U.S. is actively planning to further augment
the present shuttle geostationary orbit capabilitY from the present 2250 kgm to 500) kgm through the devel-
opment of a Centaur stage based liquid propulsion booster [1]. These developments indicate that launch
volume and mass distribution will be more important desiin considerations than overall mass, requiring
efficient packaging through deployable and extendable concepts. lurthtrmore, higher reliability comiponents,
larger development and fabrication investment, and the possibility of refurbishment .ombine to yield an
ever increa;ing mission life for future spacecraft.

The main effort in design is directed towards earth orbital platforms which fall into two generic cat-
e.gories, viz: geosynchronous ((EO) (of which most are more specificul! 'y geostationary and low earth or-
bit (LLO). Space structures destined for interplanetary travel and e.xaloration are ofte.n unique unto them
selves due to individual mission profiles. However, certain requiremuts are coitmon to structures in
either of the former classifications. In particular, the flight profile for low earth orbit missions may
be varied in both altitude, ranging from a minimum of approximately 100 Vm to highly elliptical orbits
with apogees of many thousands of kilometers, and inclination angles in,:luding both equatorial and polar
orbits. Furthermore, due to earth rotation, these space craft do not always traverse the same path through
the earth's expanded atmosphere. Consequently, although it is difficult to define a specific generic mis-
sie environment, it can be generally stated that thermal excursion:; an, more frequent due to short orbit-
al periods and often these orbits do not traverse the trapped radiatior belts surrounding, earth with the
exception of the South Atlantic Anomaly [2]. In addition most [.L0 plat >rms support earth resources pay-
loads, an example of which is the Canadian proposed RADARSAT, thus impo, ing rigid requirements on stiffness
and thermal stability of large instrument; in order to achieve the po:.iional and pointing accuracy neces-

sary for high resolution. Of course, these requirements must he met with a minimum mass structure which
can le deployed from a high packing efficiency launch configuration. c, systems nocessitate joints,
mechanisms, etc. with the accompanying interfaces generally of metal to composita,thus requiing thermal
compatibility, localized strength, and creep resistance. Generally, for the lalrge structures envisioned,
strength is not a design driver provided the stowed structure can withstand la;.nch [3 .

Satellites in geosynchronous orbit experience fewer thermal excursion cycles due to the longer rota-
tional period, but. these craft do traverse the trapped radiation belts surroonding earth n. Ir adi-

tin, the popularity of satellite communications, particularly over the hestern Hemisphere, and the demand
for high power transmission, impose payload a sitioning and pointing constraints to minimize snterferen,:e
due to beam spillover. For example,ajoint C,.nadian-U.S. operational mobile cormunicatio:is satellite which
has been proposed, utilizes a large (up to 100 m dia) reflector connectod to the main bus containin, the
feed network by a rigid, dimensionally stable structural member (up to 1:10 m in len ,th) to maintain accur-
ate separation and position to produce the multiple spot beam ground pattern [l]. .,gair., thiF configura-
tion will ie deployed on station, necessitating interfaces and joints with the attendant theral copat-
ibility, localized strength and creep resistance for a design life of 11 years. fhe size, fabrication, and
control of these very large structures impose severe requirements on tho materials and structr;ial design
for high stiffness, light-weight members. Advanced composite materials seem ideclly suited to meet this
challenge because of their high specific stiffness and thermal dimensional stabilitv. Howe\or, of primary
concern at this time is the effect of space en~iroenocnt on the degradation of polymer based composites.
Although numerous composite material components have been successfully flown on spacecraft, these ha~e often
been protected inside the relatively benign environment of the bus. In the future, larger more complex
strictures may involve numerous payload elements held away, from a central bus structure with high structural
dynamic stiffness renuirements for spacecrift control and again often demanding positional accuracy. Of
particular importance, these members will be exposed to the full effects of space environment protected only
by super-insolation, or equivalent, if thermal control is required. Moreover, increased design life trans-
lates directly into increased number of thermal cycles, radiation doses, etc. which must be sustained with-
out degradation of structural nerformance below snecification requirements. Ulnfortunatelv, the long term
effect of space environmental exposure on polymer matrix advanced compt;ites are not completely defined. In
this regard, an extensive study was undertaken with the fol lowing objcc ices in mind;

(a) evaluate the effects of a simulated space environment on the thermal distortion and coefficients of
thermal espansion a:' different rolymer matrix composites;

(b develop analytical models for predicting the CTE and creep response for any laminate configuration.

1. IXPrr 1M NTAl. PROC;lfI

2.1 Ob!1etives

To separate out the various environmental factors which might influence the thermal distortion charac-

teristics, the following effects were investigated;

(a) long term storage,

f (b) thermal cycling,
v

(c) vacuum,
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(dl J.V. radiation.

Several different material systems were used in this program, a summary of which is given in Table 1.
Samples were fabricated in both tubular and flat plate forms. In addition, a hybrid laminate having a
'zero' CT- configuration often utilized as waveguides in Canadian communication satellites was also includ-
ed. The following sections briefly describe the test facilities.

2.2 T hermal-Vacuum Fac ility

All therm.,1 cycling tests of tubular samnles in hard vacuum were conducted in the space simulator shown
in Fig. 1. Combined action of roughing and oil diffusicn pumps with a liquid nitrogen cryogenic trap above
the diffusion pump permitted 10 6 torr to be achieved in about one hour. Automatic temperature control and
LN2 monitors allowed the facility to run continuously for periods up to two weeks. In addition, recording
of strains and temperatures was also automated, thus enabling thermal-vacuum test data to be obtained over
any selected time interval. Figure 2 s!ows the support apparatus used to thermally cycle the tubes while
in a vacuum environrmert. The fixtire consisted of nine vertical heating coils (nichrome wire), shielded
from one another and mounted on an aluminum base plate. The coils were oriented vertically which allowed
easy access to the specimens and posed no problem with respect to thermal gradients since convection is not
present in a vacUUm.

Fach coil was capable of thermally loading a specimen Scm to 18cm in length, and Scm to Scm in diameter.
The coils were individually wired to an external power source and indivzi.ally shielded; thus, the apparatus
provided nine ditferent thermal spectra, or cycled nine samples of varyin: absorptivity and enixoivity
through the same spectrum. The system was capable of heating specimens trom room temperature to 350°F with
thermal gradients less than 2°F on any specimen.

2.3 Theormal-Vacuum RadiationFacility

Another thermal-vacuum facility (Fig. 3) was developed containing a LIV. source. Uhing a 1000 watt
Xenon !;.C. arc lamp (Conrad-lianovia, USA: 1000 hr liftime) in conjunction with a variable current regulated
power supply provided a capability of simulating a wavelength range of 200 nm - 400 nr. Measurements of the
actual U.V. intensity were made with both short (220 nm - 280 nm) and long wave (300 nm - 400 nm) sensor
cells ("lak-Ray" Meters UVP Int. Inc., USA). This system was mounted xe-ticallv in an air-cooled quartz
tube centered in the cham.ber, thus providing 3600 of exposure. Thus, u ing a carousel arrangement (Fig. 4)
a total of 30 flat samples ( - 2.54 cm. in width) could be tested . Since it was desired to separate out
radiation and thermial vacuum effects, it was important that control samples be used. Ideally, all samples
would he exposed to the same temperature and vacuum histories, the on!y difference boinc exposure to tLe
radiation. ro attain this goal, a strip of sheet aluminum was attached ?t- the framework on the carousel.
This was positioned so as to shield the lower half of each sample from direct UV radiation. Since little
if any UV radiation was reflected, the lower half of each sample acted as a control for the upper half of
that same sample. The main drawback of this scheme was that temperatures on the upper and lower parts of
each sample would not be exactly the same. This aspect was taken into account by mounting a thermogauge
on each section. In addition, the strains in the exposed and shielded portions of each sample were moni-
tored using two longitudinal strain gauges. To prevent possible degradation of the strain gauges due to IN
radiation, all gauges were placed on the outside of the samples away from the IN source. Finally, it should
be noted that before and after each irradiation period, the UV output ot the bull, was recorded. These data
were then used to obtain integrated irradianco values for both the short (250 mm) and long (350 nm) wave-
length IV bands. It was found that the IN spectral irradiance was, on average, about 4.2 times that due
to the sun at one astronomical unit (I a.u.).

2.1 CTI Measurements

In-situ measurements of thermal strains were made using bonded surface strain gauges. Ilowever, for the
tubular samples, laser interferometry was employed to calibrate the strain gauges. "1tis was Particularly im-
portant for the low CTE configurations. The test.apparatus consisted of a helium-neon laser beam which pro-
duced interference fringes corresponding to 3164 A axial end displacement. Thermal-vacuum cycling effects
on the strain gauge behaviour were obtained from an aluminum sample which itself had been calibrated in the
laser interferometer. Further details of the test procedure can be four I in Ref. S.

3. ANAIYTICAL MODELS

two analytical models were employed to predict the thermal response of the composite materials. The
first model (see Appendix A) was based on laminate theory and was found suitable for calculating the CTE
for vrious ply configarations using lamina material properties. However, to account for viscoelastic
effects, a creep model was developed , details of which are also given in Appendix A. Such a model was
deemed necessary to account for the long term dimensional drift often observed in low CTE configurations.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Effect of Storage on CTE

Circular tubes of hybrid construction containing INS and T300 fibers in the form of 0*T300 f52°/-52*/
-520/oS20 I1MS with a 5208 Rigidite matrix were subjected to 6 months storage in ambient laboratory conditions
and in a 'dry' desiccator environment. The purpose here was to determine the extent to which 'zero' CTE con-
figurations could be expected to change. From Table 2 it is evident that for two cases (lowest CTE values),
significant increases were found whereas the other two samples did not show any noticeable effect.

4.2 Lffect of Thermal Cycling at Ambient Conditions
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11sing snecimens taken from the ,ame material hatch as in Section 4.1, a series of thermal cycling tests
.,ver a moderate temperature range (T'5F !51 !- 200F) were conducted to examine the chanpe in CTi.. From
rable 1. it can be seen that, on the average, a small increase in CTF was obtained.

1.3 1 ffevt of Therinal Cycling in Vacuum

ihermal cycling tests were also run in hard vacuum (10 - " - 10- torr over varying periods of time for
several iiaterial systems, inclding the hybrid '.inate described previously. The additional materials in-

Iluded 3N' s graphite'epoxy (.'2P8''300) , Kevlarl' /epoxy (SP3t06) and Boron/epoxy (SP290).

for the hybrid structures, it is clear from Table 3 that significant increases in CTE were found due to
the vacoum exposure, probably resulting from moisture outgassing.

Similar tests were then conducted on the graphite/epoxy sy stem SI'28,si300 in the form of '0 laminates. Of
particular interet were the (! 22°

) anti I.;") samples which corresponded to large negatise and near 'zero'
CT configurations, respectively. In these experiments, duplicate specimens were taken fror, the same mat-
erial batch and thermally cycled at the same time under ambient conditions. Figures 5 and 6 present the
data and it is evident that the 'vacuum effect' again changes the CTE valacs.

':tibsequent test,. were then made on SP288TO0., SP3Ot, and SP290 materials for other i* 'i laminates.
These results indicate (Fig's 7,8,9) that in some cases, a drift in CT occurs

4.4 Thermal Cycling in Vacuum with U.V. Radiation

Yxtensive therinal/strain data were obtained for different U.V. exposure periods. A complete set of
results can be found in Ref. 6. However, two summary plots are present.J in Fig's 10 and 11 for graphite/
epoxy and Kevlai '/epoxy, respectively. In general, when one compares the unshielded and shielded specimen
re',-ilts. there appears to be no significant I.V. effect for the exposure times investigated.

4.5 Viscoelastic Creeparameters

To investigate long term dimensional changes it was necessary to obtain 01 and 90* creep compliance
data in the thermal-vacuum environment. Such tests were performed in the radiation facility since the car-
ousel could rotate samples into load grips. Lach specimen was subjected to a given load for a prescribed

length of time. Once the load was removed and the sample left un-,nstraineJ, the strain was record-
ed as a function of time. Using the analysis described in Appendix A, it was possible to obt.in the creep
compliance data from the strain/time curves. Further details on the e Tcrirnental procedures and analy,,is
can be found in Ref. 6.

It was observed that the 0' laminates did not exhibit any significant creep behaviour. Results for the
90* S1'258-T3100 material are presented in Fig. 12. Note that the change i compliance (-' S) was set to zero
at 2 seconds because of the comparatively large variations associated with the initial compliance valies
which tend to mask the time dependent variations. In examining the data in Fig. 12, it is evident that the
rate of change of the creep compliance becomes smaller with greater exposure to the thermal vacuun, envircn-
ment in the simulation chamber. There is generally no consistent difference between the exposed and shield-
ed sanmpile results. By comparing compliance values recorded for the same stress level at the same time, it
say be noted that a higher temperature results in a larger compliance vailue and a greater time dependence.

S. DESIGNING FOR IIERMAL DISTORTION

S. I Laminate CTI

To demonstrate that application of principal C'E data to design, it is possible to calculate the the-
oretical variation in CTtI with fiber angle for symmetric laminates knowing a. and i_. Using Pg (A.ll), the
predicted variation in CTE with fiber angle for a (; P)s laminate is shown in Fig 13 , based on 220 days of
expJ.;ure l W" ' torr and subject to 48 thernmal cycles. Comparing test ro, sults with analysis shows excel-
lent agreement.

S. 2 Creel RIeonse

To illustrate the application of viscoelastic analysis (see AppendiN A) to composite design, including
the effects of space environment exposure, consider a (. .13")s graphite/epoxy laminate which represents a
'zero' CT. configuration at ambient pressure. If this laminate is then .;ubjected to a step change in tem-
perature (say from -275F down to 75*F), the corresponding change in axial strain as a function of time is
shown in Fig. 14. Although the ambient CTE for this laminate (neglectin: creep effects) was not 'zero' but
slightly negative, these results demonstrate that one cannot obtain a constant CrTI for all time. For both
the ambient and exposed materials, the Cl's are negative and become more so with time. It is also evident
that the effects of the thermal-vacuum-radiation environment must be taken into account when initially de-
signing a dimensionally 'stable' structure.

5.3 Sensitivity of CTE to Material Property Changes

Using the laminate analysis of Appendix A, it is possible to investipate the sensitivity of the CTP to
changes in the orthotropic elastic constants and principal coefficients of thermal expansion (al, a2).
Consider a symmetric balanced laminate of (0, +_ 6)s construction fabricated from Narmco lf4S/5208 material.
Based on ambient test data (Table 1), variations in ax and ay were calculated for varying ply angle e as a
function of a1 (Fig. 15), a2 (Fig. 16), E2 2 (Fig. 17) and G12 (Fig. 18). It is clear that small changes in
wrapping angle can produce deviations in the CTE comparable to the variations observed in the test data near
the zero CTE configuration. Furthermore, these effects are compounded by differences in the material pro-
perties, although the effect of shear modulus is small.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

(a) Viscoelastic creep is regarded as the cause for any long term dimensional changes for low CTE configur-
ation. The presence of high residual lamina stresses may well prevent one from obtaining a 'distortion
free' structure for all time.

(b) Due to polymer outgassing (initially comprised of mostly moisture), there is a significant change in
CTF, depending on the laminate configuration.

(c) There is no significant effect of U.V. radiation on the CTE for the materials investigated, up to 180
:SD 0 1O

- 7 
torr.

(d) The successful design of a 'dimensionally stable' (ie; within a prescribed range of thermal distortion)
composite structure for long term space applications should be based on a viscoelastic analysis using
vacuum - corrected material properties. Other radiation induced effects must also be considered (pos-
sibly including atomic oxygen) once they are known.
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF AMBIENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Material E11  E22  G12 v12 a a22

(10
6
pSi) (10 6 PSI) (10'PSI) (1O-61N/IN/*F) (10"6IN/IN/F)

Narmco
HS/5208 24.97 1.17 0.624 0.21 -0.443 20.4

I Narmco

T300/S208 16.92 1.41 0.687 0.32 -0.266 24.0

3M4
SP288T300 20.5 1.40 0.590 0.26 - .20 21.0

3M
SP306
(KevlarO/Epoxy) 12.6 0.80 0.30 0.34 -1.7 39.5

3M
SP290
(Boron/Epoxy) 30.0 3.5 1.8 0.20

. . .. - . _- | |. .



TkBI.E 2 FECT OF STORAGE ON CTE

Initial Ambient Storage (6 mo) Desiccator Storage (6 mo)
Specimen CTE CTE CTE

(1O-r'IN/IN/*F) (IO'61N/IN/*F) (1O'61N/IN'/*F)

UI1O 2.1 2.0

3AI 0.9 1.7

1AO 2.5 2.4

U2AI 0.8 2.1

TABLE- 3 IFFECT OF TIEI4MAL CYCLING ON CTE

Initial Ambient Thermal Cycling Vacuum Thermal Cycling
Specimen CTE C11 CTEt (l -t'N/IN °F1(1O'ClN/IN/*F) I IO-'IN/IN!°F}

01(0 1.81.

112A2 0.9 1.4 1Cc0cycles

IU3A2 0.7 1.1 j

(CyclIs)
t3A1 0.9 1.46 117

112B1 0.9 2.19 '7

U31B 0.8 1.92 77

.2 0.8 2.3. 77

J2B2 0.9 2.14 77

APPIND)IX A

ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR PREDICTING
TIELRMAL STRAIN DISTORTION

A.1 Laminate CTE Model

In general if one considers a temperature change AT acting on a thin laminate composed of an assembl%
of 'homogeneous' orthotropic laminae, the thermal stresses (referenced to some arbitrary set of structural
axes X, Y) in the k-th lamina are given by

- y Y k y AT Qlk '1 2'.T'(zl
Ko 0

[ , x l k I , x ; T X Y T k( A 1

assuming linear elastic behaviour. For an arbitrary assembly of laminae, we can integrate this equation
over n laminae to obtain the following stress resultants acting on the laminate:
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where

[F) r [IT) [Q1 i] T(zld

k=l k Jk

k h k. 1

[G] [T [Q] 2T(z)z dz

k=1 k k k hk - z

for constant thermal resistivity in the z direction:

n -1 [nil [(T. T~~ 2
[F] = E [TI [Q] (h1k02 - 1 )

k=l k k 2h
k

(A.3)

[TL.T eT (h h

and

] [T] k[[Q] L ) (hk h k-l1

k-l 0 k 3h

I [TL ' Tu - Tf (hk - h 2_ (A.4)

where h 7 total laminate thickness,

Tref temperature where there is no strain or curvature in the laminate.
fTL temperature of lower surface of laminate,

TL temperature of upper surface 
of laminate,

TWz) - temperature at position z in laminate minus 
Tref.

If one considers a stress free state (i.e., free expansion) and no temperature gradient through
the laminate thickness, then

and Eq. (A.2) reduces to

[A [B i AT E [T] 9 1]

I oI 'Ik=1

L'x-° T T

x~ 0 x A E12 2
Bx AT E Tlk [Q lJk 2 - h2k1I (A.6)

K ~ k-I
so n t x

'1solving these equations for the mid-plane thermal strains and curvatures yields:



aT Inij] [Bi I [A ij-I -I

- I -(h k .I  -

k=l k k k (A.71

I[iiJ I [ i j I r k [Qlk (hk h hk- 1~

k=l Io 1 
-

1  
k

and

o T  IJA . k -I i[T] k [Pik (hk  -h k-l [4, ii
1-I 

[Ioi I -IT  (A.9)

klk

Note that for the snecial case of a svrmetric laminate, [BI = o .ud the ab-xe etilatiors rehice to:
13

A'" - n -I 1 I

[ =}'I : T[ ] E IT]N [Q] [hk1k - h = o (A.9)
1j k k k o- k

[",;IT A T[A ij] E k Tl 
T k Qk I 1 k 

( h k  
- h k1) (A.1(,)

Defining a matrix of coefficients of thermal expansion by

- o/

.1

one obtains

F:]y = [Ai.] 1 T I k - (A.I

i. k=l

k

for a symmetric laminate. Fquation (11) then provides the necessary analytical means for calculating

the structural CTE values for the GRff tubes, knowing the nrincipal material coefficients.

A.2 Viscoelastic Creep Model

In general, polymer matrix composite materials must be regarded as viscoelastic il nature. Such

materials exhibit a time dependent stress/strain response which may be linear or nonlinear. Moreover,
because of the viscoelastic characteristics, creep relaxation (i.e., time dependent material deformation

that can arise either under constant load or due to internal stresses for example) may play an important
rol, in explaining the dimensioral changes that can occur in a laminate even at constant temperature.

Reu ,ise of the mismatch in CTE's of the various nlies used to construct a laminate, large internal (or
reiiaual) stresses can arise after cool-down to ambient conditions.

The constitutive relationships for an isothermal, linear viscoelastic material may he written in the
following form:

t 1 t

aiJ Cijkt(t - t') - dt' (A.12)

A standard method of solving such equations is to apply a Laplace (or Fourier) transform and then to use
elastic analysis to obtain the transformed solution. After transformation (A.12) becomes:

ij ijktrkt A.13)
where

won MOSUL-. ... ,
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f(s) - J f(t)e 'tdt (A. 14)

0

If the temperature is not constant, (A.12) takes the following form:

J = jk£(To t-t') a dt' - J (T, t-t'I) dt' (A.15)

o o

where LT represents a temperature change relative to some reference value. For thermorheologically

simple materials, (A.IS) may be written as

ij ijk (.. ( - =5Z

where & is a transformed time variable used to take into account the effect of temperature (or
moisture) on the time dependent material properties. It is defined as:

t to
_- _ ; dt' (A.17)

0 0

where a is the temperature scaling factor. Note:

a(T)= I for T - Tref  (A.18)

Perhaps the simpliest class of thermorheologically 'complex' materials can be described by:

.. -C') ijk---k d, a ij ( C - ATr (A.19)

a 
77

where a (T) is a "vertical" scaling factor, equal to 1 when T - T This is the type of material
which tfis analysis considers. Applying a Laplace transform to Eq. (A..S gives,

i C'iki 'ki - 6T (A.20)

where in this case

f)(s) f(') d (A.21)

0

Using (A.20) the usual laminate thermal analysis may be performed to obtain solutions in the transform
domain.

rhe problem of transforming the 'Laplace transformed' solutions back into the time domain still
must be faced. One method used by Schapery (Ref. 7) is a collocation inversion. He assumes the time
response to some step input (at t = 0) will be a series of decaying exponentials (Direclet Series),i.e.,

N -tA.
f(t) - S + E S. e (A.22)

i=l

where S. Is are constants. The values of A. are chosen arbitrarily. Schapery recommends choosing them
one decade apart over the region of interest.

Once a solution for a step input has been obtained, it is reasonably straightforward to obtain a
solution for a general input. Letting f(t) represent the respnse to a step input, then the response to
a general input I(t) is 0(t) where:

t
dI

OMt f f(t - t') dt' dt' (A.23)
0
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CREEP TESTS ON GRAPHITE/ EPOXY W0 SAMPLES I SP2 T 3001 CTE for Kelvar/EPoy
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Space Environmental Effects on Materials

Dr. Darrel R. Tenney, George F. Sykes, and David E. Bowles
NASA-Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23665

SUMMARY

Composite materials will be used for future space missions such as communication antennae.
solar reflectors, satellite power systems, and a space operations center because of their unique
combination of high specific stiffness and low coefficient of thernal expansion. For long-life
space missions (10-20 years) the durability of these materials in the hostile space environment has
been identified as a key materials technology need.

This paper reviews NASA-Langley's research efforts on the space durability of materials
including: radiation effects on polymer matrix composites, and films; dimensional stability of
polymer matrix composites, and tension stabilized cables; and thermal control coatings. Research
to date has concentrated on establishing a fundamental understanding of space environmental effects
on current graphite reinforced composites and polymer systems, and development of analytical models
to explain observed changes in mechanical, physical, and optical properties. As a result of these
research efforts, new experimental facilities have been developed to simulate the space environment
and measure the observed property changes. Chemical and microstructural analyses have also been
performed to establish damage mechanisms and the limits for accelerated testing. The implicatinn of
these results on material selection and system performance are discissed and additional research
needs and opportunities in the area of tougher resin/matrix and metal/matrix composites are
identified.

INTRODUCTION

Large space structure systems technology is a continuing research activity within National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) [1-5]. This research relates to several spacecraft
concepts for future space missions such as communication antennae and a space operations center as
illustrated in figure 1. The key materials technology needs identified for these large space
structures include both structural efficiency and environmental stability. Research relateJ to
several identified needs has been initiated.

Structural requirements generally focus on light weight, hi-ih stiffness and dimensional
stability. Conventional aerospace materials such as aluminum and titanium do not provide these
characteristics whereas advanced graphite reinforced composites do. The coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) values and specific stiffnesses of graphite composites and selected other low
expansion materials are compared in figure 2. Quartz and ULE (titanium silicate glass) fall within
the preferred range of CTE but do not provide the needed stiffness. A range of values are shown
for both the graphite/resin and graphite/metal composites indicating the flexibility that these
composites offer for tailoring properties by varying the fiber type and ply orientation.
Graphite/resin and graphite/metal composites both provide the needed CTE values and can be selected
for a particular application depending on the stiffness requirements. Graphite/glass has a very
low CTE and high stiffness but its low thermal conductivity may make it undesirable in applications
where large thermal gradients could cause warping of the structure.

The environmental stability or materials durability in the space environment becomes a dominant
issue for long-life space missions (10-20 years), figure 3. In low earth orbit (LEO), materials
wll be subjected to repeated thermal cycles of approximately +125

0
C, ultra-violet (UV)

rvJiation, and ultra-high vacuum. Micrometeroids and space debris are also considered hazards in
IF0. For higher orbits, such as geo-synchronous earth orbit (GEO), the materials will also be
subjected to large doses of high energy electrons and protons. The primary concerns for
resin/matrix composites are radiation induced changes in mechanical and physical properties and
dimensional instability caused by microcracking due to residual stresses produced during thermal
cycling. Similarly, the residual strains produced by the thermal expansion mismatch between the
fibers and the matrix in metal/matrix composites are likely to affect the dimensional stability of
these materials. Long-life coatings which are required to keep the spacecraft system within design
temperature limits, are also affected by the space environment. Degradation of the optical
properties of these coatings by UV and particulate radiation and by contamination appears to be a
significant problem that must be solved to achieve long-life (10 to 20 years) systems.

The ability to predict the long-term performance of all classes of materials in space must be a
central part of any space enviornmental effects program and may require flight experiments, such as
the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), for verification of ground exposure data and analytical
predictions. The remainder of this paper will discuss NASA-Langley's research efforts to address
the key materials technology needs in the areas of radiation effects, dimensional stability, and
thermal control coatings. Examples of current materials research directed toward large space
structures are described and additional research needs and opportunitites are noted. A reference

S--.- -_- 
-



list is incluled of selected references that describe large space structural concepts and related
technology needs in detail.

Reference to specific coninercial materials in this paper in no way implies recommendation or
endorsement of the material by NASA.

LONG-TERM RADIATION STABILITY OF POLYMERS AND COMPOSITES

The space radiation effects program at NASA-Langley is divided into 3 areas of research. The
first area is aied at developing improved facilities and methodology for exposing polymers, films,
and composites to a simulated space environment. The objective is to develop the capability for
long-tern low dose-rate exposure with single parameter radiation and to develop a facility for
combined environmental exposure. This combined exposure will include electrons, protons and UV,
simultaneously focused over an area large enough to irradiate mechanical test specimens. The
second area of research is aimed at establishing the bounds of mate rial property changes expected
in the space environment. The objective of this area of research is to collect experimental data
on the physical chemical and mechanical properties of materials, both before and after radiation
exposure, and to correlate the observed changes with corresponding chemical characterization. The
third area of the program is to develop a fundamental understanding of the radiation interaction
with polymers. This effort involves establishment of kinetic models of the radiation interaction
and identification of energy absorption processes and subsequent chemical degradation mechanisms.
This is an essential part of establishing the "correct test" to evaluate materials and for

developing an accelerated test methodology. A fundamental understanding of the interaction
mechanism is also vital to any new materiais development program. Results obtained in these three
areas of research are discussed In the following sections.

The Space Environment

A major factor affecting the selection and application of inaterials is understanding the
service environment and its interaction with the materials of intert t. For the space environment,
the significant exposure parameters and the magnitude of each are summarized in table 1. Also
given in this table is a brief statement of the possible interaction of each component with
spacecraft materials. Space debris and micrometeroids also exist in the environRent but are not
considered in this paper.

The actual exposure environment for a space structure will depend upon its particular orbit.
As already discussed, both LEO and GEO missions are being considerei and the principal environmen-
tal concerns in each were mentioned. In general, the charged particle environment, consisting of
large fluxes of electrons and protons[6-81, is a concern for all orbits passing through the Van
Allen radiation belts. For a GEO environment, the absorbed dose for a typical organic polymer
(polystyrene in this example) as a function of material depth is shown in figure 4. The absorbed
dose, in rads, is shown for both I and 30 year missions and the thickness for a 4-ply composite is
shown to provide a reference for thin gauge structural members. Low energy electrons and most
protons are absorbed near the surface producing a very high surface dose. The absorbe!
through the thickness of the laminate is approximately 5 x 10" rads for 30 years exposur.
Literature data [9] indicate that this level exceeds the damage thrcshold for most polymer systems
and therefore property changes, which would limit the useful life of the structure, might be
expected. Radiation induced crosslinking to produce a brittle matrix resin might be expected based
upon these literature data. Because only I ited experimental data exist [10] for the radiation
durability of current high performance materials such as epoxies, polyimides, and advanced
thermoplastics, these materials are the subject of our current radiation effects program.

Experimental Facilities

Several unique experimental facilities are being developed by NASA to verify material
performance and provide the characterization needed for development of models and ultimately an
accelerated test methodology. Simulation of the space environment will be performed in a single
chamber as illustrated figure 5. This facility will incorporate a I MeV electron acclerator. a 2.5
MeV proton accelerator and a solar UV simulator all targeted at a 3U mm diameter specimen mounting
plate. This equipment is schematically shown in the upper left of this figure. A comparison of
the operational energy range of the facility with the electron and proton space environment is
shr .n in the upper right. This comparison shows that the facility will duplicate a significant
portion of the energy/flux range of the actual environment. The exposure chamber and beam
expansion for the electron accelerator are shown in the lower portion of the figure. Ultra high
vacuum low contamination pumps enabling 1O-1 Pa pressures are used to evacuate the chamber and
beam tube.

Characterization of the fundamental radiation interaction mechanisms is obtained by using

.ialler single parameter exposure chambers. In these chambers, polymer films are subjected to low
S.nergy (100 KeY) electrons. Chemical and physical properties such as weight loss, outgassing and

)ndensible products, infrared (IR) absorption and dynamic moduli are followed during the
irradiation. Mechanical properties of the films are obtained after irradiation. These
characterization data serve as a sensitive measure of the radiation interaction and provide data
for development of mechanistic models of the interaction process.
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Development o, Test Procedures

Because real-time exposures to evaluate space materials are not practical, a test acceleration
methodology must be established that can be used to accurately predict long-term performance from
short-time data. Test variables such as temperature, particle energy, dose rate and type of energy
must be evaluated to develop this methodology. Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate some initial results of
this effort. Figure 6 shows the effect of dose rate (test acceleration rate) on sample temperature
for both polysulfone films and a graphite/polysulfone composite (4-ply, unidirectional). Because
of the low-thermal conductivity of polymers and difficulties in maintaining good contact with the
specimen cooling plate, the temperature of the composite specimen was found to increase
substantially with dose rate. For polysulfone films, contact with the cooled base plate was easier
to achieve and the maximum temperature at 108 rads/hr. was about 50C which is significantly
below its glass transition temperature, (190) and no major effect due to temperature is
anticipated. High specimen temperatures, particularly those near the glass transition temperature,
nay change the radiation interaction mechanism and therefore produce material changes not
representative of changes expected in actual service. For composites, long and thus expensive
tests are required.

Figure 7 shows the effects of dose rate and total dose on the glass transition temperature of
electron irradiated polysulfone films. From these results, it appears that dose rate, within the
range studied, does not affect the radiation interaction mechanism. However, comparison of these
data with similar information obtained at much lower dose rates must be made before any definite
conclusions concerning dose-rate effects on the interaction mechanism can be made. Very low dose-
rate studies are underway.

Effect of Ionizing Radiation on Mechanical Properties of Composites

The effect of radiation on composite mechanical properties has not been fully explored.
Limited data [11-13] have shown, as indicated in figures 8 and 9, that radiation does not
significantly affect physical properties. Figure 8 shows the flexural properties of small (1.2 x
2.5 cm) unidirectional specimens of T300/5208 graphite/epoxy composite after exposure to electron
radiation. These miniature specimens were used because the exposure area was small. Exposures in
vacuum for doses up to and including 8 x 109 rads are shown. The fiber direction was in the
direction of specimen length (longitudinal), so the flexural properties were fiber dominated. The
flexural strength, figure 9, appears to slightly increase with dose, approximately four percent at
8 x 0 ads. However, the size of the confidence band is large and could mask small changes in
flexural properties. This scatter is typical of conosite specimens and is a major problem in
conducting environmental effects studies on composites.

Figure 10 shows the effect of electron irradiation on tensile propertie of C6000/P1700
graphite/polysulfone composite specimens exposed to electron doses to I x ]

1

:
J rads. Again,

miniature 4-ply composite specimens with a 4 5 * orientation were testd. Slijht increases in the
indicated properties were found when the materials were tested ft room temperature following
exposure. The modulus data for this composite increases in a similar manner as that found for film
samples of this material (figure 11). However, the magnitude of the change is less.

Iffect of Ionizing Radiation on Chemical Properties of Matrix Polymers

Thermoplastics with improved properties are being actively considered for structural
applications. One class that has received considerable attention for space and aircraft
application is polysulfone. For space use, these materials are attractive becasue of their
thermoformability. To assess long-term durability of these materials in space, a study [14) of
their radiation stability was performed. A series of 4 materials, each with a different chemical
structure, was exposed to either an electron or a proton environment using several different dose
rates and particle energy sufficient to give a unifom dose through the polymer film. The absorbed
dose was varied between 108 and 1010 rads. Film samples of all materials were used because
chemical characterization of films is much easier than composites and provides a more sensitive
measure of radiation damage.

The effect of total electron dose on the observed modulus ot the four polysulfone films is
shown in figure 11. The modulus of the unirradiated film is given on the ordinate. Modulus values
were obtained using an automated Rheovibron Dynamic Viscoelastometer [15], with all data obtained
at a frequency of 3.5 Hz. When determining modulus, the film sample was inserted, removed and
reinserted several times to eliminate sample mounting effects. All reported values are the average
of at least three measurements.

For all materials, modulus increased as dose increased, and the threshold value for a major
change in modulus appears to be near 109 rad. The percent increase ranges from about 24% for
P-1700, to 58% for Radel 5000. Thii increase with dose suggests that crosslinking is occurring in
all materials, particularly after 10 rad.

The glass transition temperatures (T ) for these polysulfones after exposure is shown in
figure 12. Tg was measured by a Dupont M4del 943 Thermal Mchanical Analysis System in the film
stretch mode. T9 followed very closely the trends observed in modulus. That is. significant
increase in T9, compared to the unirradiated materials was found to begin at 10 rads total

A



dose. The observed brittleness, and increase in Tg and modulus at this do~e level indicate that
crosslinking has occurred. The Tg values for exposures between 1O and 10 rads were lower than
the initial value indicating that in this range chain-scission reactions predominate. These data
suggest that the ratio of chain scission to crosslinking changes with total dose and therefore must
be included in any attempt to model the radiation interaction processes that occur in these
inaterials.

In figure 13, two infrared spectra, each made from a separate film of polyethersulfone, are
shown. This polysulfone is representative _f the four materials studied. The lower curve
represents the portion from 1600 to 600 cm frequency, of the IR spectraii of unirradiated
polyethersulfone. The upper curve represents that same portion of the spectrum of polyethersulfon
irradiated with electrons to 1010 rads. The SO, absorption band occurs at approximately 1400 cm

-
?

which can be clearly seen as an absorption peak (an inverted peak) on the unirradiated curve.
'!owever, after irradiation this peak is greatly diminished. Near 1300 and 1150 cm-1 are the
asymmetric and symmetric O-S0 2-  absorption bands, respectively. These bands are present in the
lower curve, but have almost disappeared in the upper curve of the irradiated material. At
approximately 1070 cm-

1  
the C-O-C absorption band, that appears on the spectrum for the

unirradiated specimen is absent in the spectrum for the irradiatec polyethersulfone. The spectra
shown here are the two extremes of the data actually obtained. The spectra of those specimens
irradiated at lower doses resemble the spectra of the un rradiated material, and, as the dose was
increased, the spectra approached that of the curve at 1010 rads. Pll four polysulfones exhibited
this same basic trend, with the SOz , €-S02-€ and C-O-C bands being the most significantly affected
by the radiation. The proton data, not shown here, also followed this trend, but the magnitude of
change is less.

Following irradiation of each polysulfone film, a chemical anal vsis was performed to determine
changes in elemental composition. Figure 14 shows this elemental co'nposition data for one material
(PI700), normalized relative to the chemical analysis of the startlnj material, as a function of
total dose. Similar chemical analysis data were obtained on all : olysulfones studied and showed
trends as presented in this figure. The analysis showed considerable loss of oxygen and losses of
sulfur and hydrogen. The threshold for a major decrease in oxy,2en occurs near 2 x 108 rads.
About 24% of the initial oxygen Content is lost for P-1700 at 1010 rods and that loss could
establish sites for crosslinks. This apparent loss is supported by the diminished absorption bands
associated with oxygen in the IR data. The breaking of an eygen bond by irradiation and
subsequent combination of oxygen atoms to form oxygen molecules, which could then be lost to the
surroundings, would explain the decrease in oxygen content and the diminished absorption bands.
These data provide an indication of the type of outgassing products expected during irradiation and
the associated changes in chemical structure.

Figure 15 compares the normalized oxygen composition of PI'00 polysulfone irradiated by
electrons and protons. As noted above, the electron irradiated sample showed a loss of oxygen
through the dose range studied. The proton exposed materials, however, showed a loss of oxygen
only after 5 x 109 rads indicating that a different mechanism of irteraction may be involved with
protons.

r)vvelopment of Radiation Interaction Models

Development of durable materials for future space missions requires development of mechanistic
models that can predict chemical and mechanical stability over long periods (10-30 years). A
fundamental requirement of these models is the understanding of the primary processes of energy
absorption in the material and the resultant energy dissipation which may involve bond cleavage and
chemical change. These changes ultimately result in chemical composition. T9 and modulus
changes in the material as demonstrated in polysulfone data shown above. Figures 16 - IP show some
results of an effort to first, characterize and predict the site of the primary energy absorption
processes and second, to identify the products if the initial bord cleavage resulting from this
energy absorption.

Electron impact mass spectral data of molecules with similar composition to structural par's of
the matrix polymer have been used to predict the likely interaction site of space electrons wl. an
epoxy as shown in figure 16. In the right side of this figure (results of mass spectrometer data).
the probabilities of breaking major bonds are compared. The H-N bond exists in both the cured
epoxy and in the simple molecule in a similar configuration (adjacent to the benzene ring). The
data demonstrate that this bond is more susceptible to breakage than the C-C band, also adjacent to
the ring. Applying this procedure to the epoxy structure using mass spectral data of many simple
molecules, the possible electron interaction sites have been identified and are shown with arrows
on the epoxy structure. In addition, taking the prediction procedure one step further, the
reactive radicals expected from the material when bonds break, can be identified.

Experimentally, the radical concentration in irradiated polymeric materials is being measured
with electron spin resonance (ESR) techniques. This technique measures the presence of unpaired
electrons In the material. The specimen is simultaneously subjected to a fixed frequency and a
sweeping magnetic field. At a particular combination of frequency and magnetic field,
characteristic of the electron's environment, the unpaired electron's spin is flipped and a net
absorptlon of energy is detected. Figure 17 shows typical ESR spectra of an epoxy that has been
irradiated to various levels and compares these to the unirradiated material spectrum. The epoxy's



signal shown in the figure is due to radiation-generated radicals, the number of which varie, with
dose. The signal magnitude, position, and structure vary with radiation dose as shown.

The variation of radical concentration, in a 177'C cure epoxy, with electron dose is shown in
figure 1. For 1.3 x 108 rads, the radical concentration was approximately 1.9 x 1018 spins/g, or
one radical for every 55 molecules. As shown in figure 19, this ra,!iral concentration decays with
time once the exposed material is removed from the radiation source. For these data, the samples
remained at room temperature while being transported from the radiation source to the ESR apparatus
therefore, some decay occurred before the radical concentration could be measured. The data show,
however, that many radicals are long lived. Literature data suggest that each radical would, if
given sufficient time, generate a cross-link or chain scission.

Summary and Future Directions

Research on the long-term radiation stability of polymers and coml:osites is underway. The ,najor
accomnplishrients to date include: (1) construction of a unique space simulation facility
incorporating sources for electrons, proto-s and UV exposure of a large temperature controlled
exposure area, (2) development of initial test procedures to insure that an "accurate" simulation
is being performed; and (3) assessment of mechanical and chemical property changes in polyimide,
epoxy, and polysulfone films and graphite reinforced composites. !nitial characterization show

°
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that significant chemistry changes occur during irradiation of th,, polymer. Major changes in
mechanical property of the composite, however, have not been found. Future efforts will focus on
this inconsistency and the need to run long-time low-dose rate e posure tests to more closely
simulate the natural space environment.

DIMENSIONAL STABILITY OF COMPOSITES

As discussed earlier, the performance characteristics of may, large space structures are
dependent upon their dimensional stability. Materials to be usel in these stractures include
graphite and quartz cables, resin/matrix composites, and metal/matrix composites. The primary
factors controlling the dimensional stability of these material, include both thermal and
mechanical load cycling, moisture desorption, radiation exposure, an: microcracking. These factors
may cause permanent changes in the thermoelastic properties, as wel" as permanent residual strains
in the composite materials.

The dimensional stability program at NASA-Langley is livid(,: into three major areas of
research. The first of these is aimed at developing a thorough nderstanding of the stability
aspects of current graphite/resin composite systems. This includes .tudying the effects of therm.al
cycling, radiation, and processing variability on the dimensional %tability of these composites,
both experimentally and analytically. Research to date has focuse, on the development of precise
laser-based measurement systes for measuring small di'nensional c'-ang.,s in composites, and the
effect of microcracking on the dimensional stability. The seco,' major research area is the
dimiensional stability of advanced composite systems, including h)brids, touqher resin/matrix
composites, and advanced metal!matrix composites. Research in thi, area is just beginning. The
third area is the dimensional stability aspects of candidate tensi n-stabilize: cable materials.
Resuilts from all of these areas will be discussed in the forthcoming sections.

Technique,; for Measuring Small Thermal Strains

The composite laminates used in structures where dimensional s1a3ility is critical will have1 CTE's approaching zero. Therefore, any measurement system used t, characterize the dimepsional
stability of these composites must be capable of detecting strains on the order of 1x.0'" . Two
laser interferometer systems have been developed to accomplish this goal, a moire interferometer
and a Priest interferometer, each having its own advantages and disadvantages dependino upon the
particular measurements requirements.

Schematic diagrams of the moire [16] and Priest [17] interfero-imeters are shown in figures 20
and 21. The interferometers are enclosed in chambers in which the temperature of circilating air
is controlled by a resistance heater and liquid nitrogen, and a heliumi neon laser is used for
illiumination. Both techniques utilize a change in interference tinge density to determine the
thermal strain of the specimen. A major advantage of the moire interferometer as opposed to the
P-iest interferometer is that it does not use the ends of the specimen for measurement, thus
e iminating end effects and allowing for a combination of mechanical and thermal loading. The
mire technique also provides full-field displacement information permitting the determination of
non-homogerneous strain fields. The major disadvantage of the moire technique currently used is
that measurements cannot be made below -75°C due to embrittlement of the silicone rubber used for
the specimen grating. Alternate grating materials are being investigated to extend the measurement
capability to -150°C. Measurements can be made over the full temperature range of interest, -150

0
C

to 150°C, with the Priest and it elso provides a better theoretical resolution, approximately
4xlO-

6
/fringe compared to 25x10 '/fringe for the moire. For these reasons the Priest

interferometer is preferred for normal thermal expansion measurements.

Typical thermal expansion data collected for unidirectional and quasi-isotropic T300/5208
graphite/epoxy over a temperature range from -150

0
C to 100

0
C, are shown in figure 22. These data

show the large range of CTE values that can be obtained in composites depending on the laminate
configuration. As can be seen unidirectional T300/5208 provides a very small CTE, -0.13 to



0.ilxlOb/°C, over the entire temperature range. The expansion behavior of these laminates is
expected to bound the behavior of the lainiates chosen for space structures. This type of data for
different graphite fibers and resins is essential for verification of analyses used for tailoring
laminates to achieve required stiffness and low CTE.

The Effects of Microcracks

Microcracks are small cracks in the matrix material which extend parallel to the fiber
direction. They occur when the internal stresses exceed the transverse strength of an individual
lamina. The two primary causes of microcracking are thermal stresses due to repeated thermal
cyclinr and mechanical loading. A limited amount of research has been conducted concerning the
causes and effects of microcracking in composites. Repeated thermal cycling has been shown to
cause microcracking in graphite/epoxy laminates thereby causing the CT to approach that of the CTE
for the unidirectional material [18]. Research has also shown that residual strains, due to
nicrocracking, of up to 20xlO

-
L may develop in graphite/epoxy during the first cooling cycle to

-140°C F191.

An experimental and analytical investigation is being conducted to quantitatively correlate the
change in CTL with microcrack density. Microcracks were induced in the lamirates by mechanical
load because the amount of damage could he easily controlled and characterized. Specimens from two
quasi-isotropic T300/5208 laminate configurations were loaded to produce varying amounts of
nicrocracking in plies perpendicular to the load direction. The amount of microcracking was
characterized by computing an average crack density in the damaged plies. The average CTE, over
the temperature range 25 to 150'C, for the various specimens was measured using the moire
interferometry technique. A photomicrograph of a microcracking pattern along the edge of a
quasi-isotropic specimen is shown in figure 23. The effect of this type of damage on the thermal
expansion is shown in figure 24. Microracking reduces the thermal strain for a given change in
temperatuire thus lowering the CTE.

The effect of -'icrocracks on the CTE was modelled with a finite-element analysis. A
generalized plane strain formulation was used with four noded, linear general quadralateral
isoparainetric elements, capable of handling orthotropic material properties. The finite-element
computer code [20] was modified for the current study. Numerical results were generated
for both the [Om/0On] (m n = 1, 2, 3) class of laminates and two quasi-isotropic
configurations, [0/+45/9 ]s and [0/90/+45] s , using typical material properties for T300/5208.
Results are presented in the form of CTE as a function of linear crack density in the 900 plies
which was varied from 0 to 3 cracks/mm. The value of 3 cracks/mm was found to be an upper limit on
the crack density formed in these materials during the experimental phase of this research. The
results presented are preliminary in nature and represent the efforts of an ongoing research
project.

The analytical results for the [0m/
0
ns family of laminates are shown in figure 25. As

would be expected the laminate configuration with the largest percentage of 900 plies experiences
the largest reduction in CTE. The CTE at 3 cracks/mm for the three laminates, [0/9033s,
102/902

1
s, and [03/90]s, are reduced by approximately S10, 65, and 40 percent,

respectively. For all of these laminates, the CTE ras reduced in a direction towards the value of
the CTE for the unidirectional material, -O.lxlO- /oc, and approached a stabilized value after
app.oximately 2 cracks/mm.

Analytical results for the quasi-isotropic laminates were compared with experimental data as
shown in figure 26. Experimental results are normalized with respect to the average CTE values of
the uncracked [0/+45/90]s and (0/90/+45]s laminates. The experimental and predicted values
both show the same trends, however, the analysis consistently underpredicts the effect, especially
for the [0/90/.45] s laminate. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that not all of the
damage present in the specimens was accounted for in the analysis. At very low crack densities,
some of the microcracks could have been missed in the visual inspection. Also, some specimens
contained visible microcracks in the adjacent 450 plies. This occurred in specimens that were
loaded to a large percentage of their ult'iate stength. Both of these factors would contribute to
the underprediction when not included in the analysis.

In general, these two laminates shov the same trends as the [Om/90n]s family of
laminates. The [0/+45/90] s laminate exhibited! a larger reduction in CTE than the [0/90/+45] S
for the same crack density. The reason for this is that the 900 ply in the [0/+45/90] s laminate
is constrained by an uncracked ply on one side, and another cracked 900 ply on the other side. The
900 plies in the [0/90/+45]s laminates are separated and therefore each 900 ply is constrained by
two uncracked plies. This added constraint reduces the magnitude of the overall effect on the
CTE. This demonstrates that the effect on CTE is not only a function of the amount of 900 plies,
as demonstrated for the [Om/9Onls family of laminates, but is also a function of the
constraint on the 900 plies (i.e. stacking sequence).

Classical laminated plate theory can also be used to predict the effect of microcracks on the
CTE by appropriate reduction of the transverse stiffness of the cracked ply [21]. This method is
being applied to predict the effect on the CTE of cracks in more than one direction, as in the case
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Tests to determine the thermal cycling response of graphite/epoxy are currently in progress.
However, earlier tests on graphite/polyimide (C6000/PMR15) have also been conducted to determine
the effect of thermal cycling on residual mechanical properties [22]. Specimens were cycled 150
and SOO times between -156*C and 316'C. Residual mechanical properties were then measured at both
room temperature and 316*C. Thermal cycling did induce microcracks in the specimens. The amount
of microcracking was about the same after 150 and 500 cycles, although the size of the microcracks
was larger after 500 cycles and extended into adjacent plies, as shown in figure 27. Figure 28
shows the results of the interlaminar shear and flexure residual strength tests. In general,
thermal cycling had a larger effect on the interlaminar shear strength than the flexure strength,
with a reduction of as much as 40% for the quasi-isotropic laminate. This was as expected because
the interlaminar shear strength is matrix dominated, and microcracks tend to reduce the matrix
strength.

Improved Polymer Matrix Composites

Research opportunities to enhance the potential of polymeric materials for large space
structures include the development of tougher matrix resins. Current graphite/epoxy composites
appear to meet stiffness, CTE, and weight requirements, but the brittle nature of epoxies makes
them suspect for long life missions. Resistance to microcracking from thermal cycling and
radiation induced embrittlement is of primary concern. Other resin systems such as thermoplastics
and modified thermosets would appear to have excellent potential to improve composite toughness.
One approach in new resin development is shown in figure 29, where a flexible linkage and
thermoplastic properties have been incorporated into a normally brittle polyimide system. Research
concerning the dimensional stability aspects of these new resins is just beginning. This type of
research should provide guidance in the synthesis of new polymer resins having the potential of
long-time structural stability in the space environment.

Improved Tension Stabilized Cable Materials

Lightweight deployable cables are currently being used in certain antenna designs to shape the
mesh reflector surfaces, and are being considered for the same purpose on the Hoop-Column Antenna
Concept [23] under study by NASA. Current cables are made of quartz fibers because quartz has a
low thermal expansion, is inherently stable in the space environment, and can be made in small
diameter fibers. A typical cable, approximately 450 w in diameter, is composed of approximately
2000 individual quartz fibers. 9 jm in diameter, held together by a Teflon cross wrap. One of the
problems with this type of construction is that it is very difficult to get all of the fibers
aligned and keep them aligned during handling and storage of the cables with the result that a
small (60 x 10-) but significant residual strain is produced in the cable when subjected to
repeated load or thermal cycles. Also, considerable variability is observed in this reisudal
strain making it difficult to accurately bias this out during fabrication when the precise length
of each cable is determined.

The results of a recent program conducted by Harris Corporation [23], under NASA contract, to
develop an improved cable are summarized in figure 30. Two major improvements were made which sig-
ni-icantly advanced space cable technology. Unidirectional composites were made by impregnating
th, bare fibers with Teflon while holding the fibers straight under tension to achieve a better
al qnment of fibers and minimize the amount of twist in the fiber along the cable. This resulted
in a substantial increase in the relative stiffness of the cable and reduction in residual strain
ifter repeated thermal/mechanical cycling. Further improvements were achieved by using graphite

1fibers in place of the quartz fibers.

Summary and Future Directions

Research to date has concentrated on an understanding of the factors which influence the dimen-
sional stability of currently available graphite/resin composite systems. Research remaining to be
done includes further work on the effect of thermal cycling and radiation on the dimensional
stability of graphite/resin composites, both experimentally and analytically. These factors must
also be assessed for tougher resin/matrix composites that are less susceptible to microcracking,
and hybirds designed to have near zero CTE's. The potential of metal/matrix composites for
dimensional stability applications appears promising and future plans should include assessing
their performance in the space environment. Successful application of composites for dimensionally
stable structural members requires manufacturing techniques capable of producing precision members
with very little material variability. Therefore, the effect of processing variables such as
voids, resin content, cure cycle, etc. have an important role in dimensional stability and are also
included in future research plans.

THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS

The basic requirement for thermal control coatings is to keep spacecraft components within
allowable temperature limits. Thermal designers have two major problems: one where the
temperature limit is dictated only by the solar heat input, for example, large area structures, and
the second where both solar and Internal heat are thermal inputs, for example, a manned habitat.
In each case a coating with a different ratio of solar absorptance to thermal emittance is
required. In table 2 the coating requirements for a composite structure in GEO are compared to the
requirements for a manned habitat in LEO. The major differences are: (1) low emittance coatings
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are required for the composite structure to reduce the extent of cool-down during a solar occult,
(2) coating to be used in GEO must be able to withstand high energy electrons and protons in
addition to UV, and (3) a higher electrical conductivity is required in GEO to eliminate spacecraft
charging. Contamination would be a major source of coating performance degradation for the manned
habitat because of the shuttle. However, repair or refurbishment of coatings can be considered for
this application but not for GEO missions.

Table 3 summarizes some of the existing and previously used radiator thermal control coating
teterials and identifies the major problem with each of these materials. The table also points out
that no low emittance paint-type coatings are available for use on large space structural
components. Because of the weight penalty associated with use of this type coating on small thin
gauge tubular structural elements, organic matrix white paint coatings would not likely be
considered. New coating concepts which are easily adapted to any structural configuration and have
good long-term durability in the radiation (ionized particle and UV) environment most be developed.

Sore of the best available long-tine data on coating performance in space flight are shown in
figure 31. These data are from an Air Force flight experiment [24] conducted in a polar orbit.
The interesting part of this figure is that the 3 white paints exhibit a substantial increase
(130%) in solar absorptance in 5 years and all three have about the same degradation rate. The
second-surface mirror type coatings, which do not have pigments, also are grouped together in
degradation but exhibit a ouch lower degradation of only 40% and remained stable over long
periods. Because most of this degradation occurred in the first 2 or 3 months of flight,
contamination is suspected as a primary source of degradation for these nonpigmented coatings.

l!iqh Performance Polymer Films

Recent developments of high performance polymer films are particularly noteworthy for thermal
control coating applications. From a study of structure/property relationships, a colorless
polyimide, figure 32, has been developed [25] w ich nay be used as a replacement for FEP Teflon on
second-surface mirror type thermal control coatings. Polyimides are inherently more radiation
stable, because of their highly aromatic structure, than FEP Teflon and therefore should give
longer service in GEO type orbits where high doses of electrons and protons will be encountered. A
clear polyimide could also be considered as a replacement for Kapton in such applications as
thermal control blankets. A low solar absorptance cannot be achieved with Kapton because of its
coloration. By replacing Kapton with the clear polyimide, a lower solar absorptance could be
obtained and thus less heat input into these blankets.

Another development in high performance polymer films [26], with potential applications for
coatings, is shown in figure 33. By incorporating metals into polymers, the mechanical and
electrical properties of films are significantly improved. Figure 33 illustrates the magnitude of
improvements which were ob'erved in the adhesive strength and electrical conductivity of films.
Improvements in the thermal onductivity have also been noted. The improved electrical conductiv-
ity however may be their most important property particularly when used as thermal control coatings
because of their ability to dissipate static electrical charges. Many other applications for these
materials may exist depending on their color and radiation stability.

LDEl Flight Experiment

'1 In addition to development of new coating concepts, Langley has also maintained a continuing
role in both ground testing and development of flight tests of coatings. Specialized equipment
developed and used for the laboratory evaluation of coatings is shown in figure 34. This equipment
provides for 'IV and proton exposure of thermal control coatings and allows for optical property
evaluation of these materials without removal from the vacuum system. To verify the ground based
test of coating performance, the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) is being used. This flight
is outlined in figures 35, 36, and table 4. The objectives of LDEF are to determine the effects of
both the shuttle induced environments and the space radiation environment on selected sets of
spacecraft thermal control coatings. The experimental approach is to passively expose samples of
thermal control coatings to shuttle induced and space radiation environments, return the samples
for post-flight evaluation and compare with pre-flight measurements to determine the effects of
environmental exposure. Two additional sets of samples will remain in the laboratory and will be
analyzed for comparison with the flight data. Optical measurements of the sampies will include
total normal emittance and spectral reflectance. The experiment will use a 15.2 cm deep tray and
an Experiment Exposure Control Canister (EECC) to provide protection for some of the samples
against the launch and reentry environment. The EECC will be programmed to open about 2 weeks
after LDEF deployment and close prior to LDEF shuttle retrieval.

Some samples will not be housed in the EECC and will be exposed to the shuttle-induced environ-
ment during launch and reentry. Comparison of data from these samples with that of samples in the
EECC will yield information about possible contamination induced degradation effects. The thermal
control coatings that are being considered for this experiment are listed table 4.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Polymer matrix composite materiai ill be used for future space structures because of their
excellent properties. This paper has presented results from an investigaton of the effects of



these space structures. Data were obtained in this investigation on graphite reinforced
composites, cables and thermal control coatings. Test results suggest that currently
available composites will not undergo significant mechanical property changes for 20-30 years of
service in space. No significant degradation has been observed in residual strength of composites
upon laboratory exposure to electron radiation doses to 5 x 09 rads (equivalent to 30 years
expesure in GEO). However, results to date are preliminary and were obtained using high dose rates
(30-60 hours of test to simulate for 30 yrs. exposure). Longer-term, low-dose rate tests which are
more representative of the conditions expected in space need to be conducted to determine if dose
rate effects are significant. These tests are underway.

Extensive chemical characterization of polymer films exposed to radiation doses expected in
space have shown that radiation does produce significant chemical changes. Degradation mechanisms
have been established for a polysulfone and similar studies are ongoing on a number of other
polymers. The point at which mechanical property changes appear has yet to be established.
Radiation degradation models currently under development are expected to aid in understanding how
radiation damage occurs in polymers and how chemical and mechanical properties are changed.

Thermal expansiun measurements of composites are difficult because of the orthotropic nature
of composites and because of their low coefficient of thermal expansion. To make precision strain
measurements of composites, two laser interferometer techniques were developed. The effect of
mechanically induced microcracks on the CTE was determined experimentally and an analysis was
formulated to predict the observed changes. Results showed that microcracks reduce the CTE towards
the value for the unidirectional material, and the reduction is a function of both the crack
density and laminate configuration. Tests on graphite/polyimide have shown that thermal cycling
induces microcracks and reduces matrix sensitive mechanical properties. Research in the area of
improved cable materials has resulted in the development of a Teflon impregnated graphite cable
with a higher stiffness, lower CTE, and greatly reduced residual strain than the conventional
quartz cable.

An assessment of current thermal control coatings indicates that they will not meet the
thermal control requirements for large space structures. Existing white paint coatings are heavy
and undergo significant degradation in optical properties in 5 years if space exposure. Langley is
working new advanced-coatings concepts including unique particulate and UV radiation stable polymer
films which may be suitable for thermal control coatings and blankets. The development of a clear
polyimide anJ high conductivity polymer films offer good potential for developing improved
coatings. The planned coating experiment on LDEF will provide useful data for evaluating shuttle
contamination of coatings and for verification of ground based simulation tests.

Confidence in advanced composites technology is being developed to the extent that designers
of current spacecraft are making extensive use of composites for selected space hardware
components. Composites will be used to an even larger extent in future large space systems as
additional confidence is gained in their long-term durability in space.
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Table 1. Summuary of important space environmental parameters and materials uncertainty associated
with each parameter.

ENVIRONMENTAL NOMINAL RANGE REASON FOR INTEREST
PARAMETER OF PARAMETER IN PARAMETER

VACUUM PRESSURE 10-11 - 10-19 Pa VACUUM OUTGASSING RESULTS IN
LOSS OF MOISTURE AND SOLVENTS
RESULTING IN DIMENSIONAL AND
MECHANICAL PROPERTY CHANGES

ULTRAVIOLET WAVELENGTH 0. 1 -0. 4 pm DEGRADATION OF COATINGS

I NTENS ITY 1. 4 Kw~m2

PROTONS ENERGY 0. 1 -4. 0MeV DEGRADATION OF COATINGS AND

FLUX 108P *Icm2 
- se SURFACE PLIES OF COMPOSITES

EL.ECTRONS ENERGY 0. 1 - 4. 0 MeV SURFACE AND BULK DAMAGE;

FLUX 10 8e -/cm2 _-e SPACECRAFT CHARGING

TEMPERATURE MATERIAL TEMPERATURE MICROCRACKING. THERMAL
CYCLING 8KTO40KWARPING. DETERIORATION OF

80K TO420 KCRITICAL SURFACES

Table 2. Thermal control coating requirements.

COMPOSITE STRUCTURE MANNED HAB ITAT

OPTICAL PROPERTIES WEc - SELECTIBLE a/E - SELECTI BLE
WITH~ c50.3 WITHc E 0.8

TEMPERATURE -10&o TO +8&C -100O TO +400C

ENVIRONMENT UV, e-. P+. VAC. AT UV, VAC. AT

ELECT. CONDUCTIVITY :S108 f0HM_1 -CM-1 ) 10-8 - 101 (OHM' - CM'1)

LIFETIME 10 TO 20 YEARS 10 YEARS
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Tkble 3. Current thermal control coatings.

RADIATOR COATINGS (LOW ABSORPTANCE, HIGH EMITTANCE)

COATING PERFORMIANCE

S-13 GLO (ZnO/RTV-602) RTV 602 DISCONTINUED. NEW SILICONE BINDER
FOR QUALIFICATION

ZOT (Zn,)TO 4ISI L ICATE) ABSORBS MOISTURE. HARD TO CLEAN

Z-93 (ZnO/SILICATE) ABSORBS MOISTURE, EASILY CONTAMINATED
At OR Ag/TEFLON LARGE AREA APPLICATION DIFFICULT

STRUCTURAL COATINGS (LOW ABSORPTANCE, LOW EMIUTANCE)

NO QUALIFIED PAINT-TYPE COATINGS AVAILABLE

Table 4. Coatings in LUEF flight experiment.

TYPE COMPOSITION SUBSTRATE USE

PAINTS ZnO1SIUICNE (S-13GLO0 Al. Gr~p CONIMINATION (C)
ADHERENCE (AlI

Zn2TiO4/SILICONE (ZOTI Al. Gr/Ep C. A
102/POLYURETHANE (A-276) Al. GrI4 C. A
Cr2O3 1SILlCONE (EXP.) Al. Gr'Ep LAB-CALIB (LC). C. A
CHEM-GLAZE BLACK Al. G r'p L.C. C . A

ANODIZE CHROMIC ACID W- 1.5 Al LC. C. A
CHROMIC ACID WEa/ -~ 0.5 Al L.C. C. A

SECOND-SURFACE QUARTZISILVER (AgI (,SR) Al I.C. C. A
MIRRORS TEFLCN/Aq Al. Gr/Ep I.C. C. A

DIFFUSE TEFLON Ag Al. Gr~p I.C. C. A

VACUUM Al/Al C
DEPOSITED Au/QUARTZ C

A. QUARTZ c
NI/QUARTZ C

POLISHED NICKEL C
PLATINUM C
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Figure 1. Focal missions for advanced technology developments.
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Figure 2. High stiffness low thermal expansion space materials.
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Figure 3. Durability concerns for structural composites in space.
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Figure 4. Combined electron-proton dose-depth profile for a polymer in GEO.
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Figure 8. Flexural modulus of irradiated unidirectional T300/5208 graphite/epoxy composites.
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Figure 15. Effect of type of radiation on the normalized oxygen content of P-1700.
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Figure 16. Prediction of most probable locations of chain scission due to electron radiation.
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Figure 17. Typical electron spin resonance spectra of electron Irradiated epoxy.
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Figure 34. Equipment for evaluation of thermal cont rol coatings.

Figure 35. LDEF flight experiment.
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Figure 36. Layout of NASA-Langley's thermal control coatings experiment on IDEF.
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SIMULATION DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT ACOUSTIQUE D'UN LANCEUR AU

DECOLLAGE ET DE SES EFFETS VIBRATOIRES SUR LES STRUCTURES

par Dr. Alain BOURGINE

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches AMrospatialea (ONERA)
92320 Chitillon (France)

RESUME

Au cours du lancement et du vol tranasonique des fus~es, des vibrations
intenses, dans une bande de frdquences large , sont tranarnises A Is charge utile et
aux dquipements aensibles du lanceur. Les essais de simulation en laboratoire ont
pour but de reproduire fidblement ces phdnombnes dangereux. Mais lea moyens d'easais
classiques (chambres scoustiques rdverbitrantes) ne permettent pas en gft~ral de
reproduire correctement lea excitations du vol r~el.

La m~thode propoade ici consiste & imposer la rt~ponse vibratoire de la
parci du lanceur, par exemple sur Ia coiffe abritant le satellite. (Lea csractdria-
tiques de cette rdponse sont obtenues par un calcul prfvisionnel pr~alable). on
utilise pour cela un petit nombre d'excitateurs 6lectrodynamiques agissant & Is
paroi ;lea N forces al~atoires appliqu~es sont obtenues par synthbse num~rique sur
ordinateur. La simulation correcte eat realisde lorsque lea r~ponses vibratoires
mesur~es en N points ont des caract~ristiques statistiques vc isinea de celles du
vol. Le champ acoustique dans Ia cavitd et lea vibrations transmises A Is charge
utile sont slors dgalement tr~s proches des conditions de vo!. Des exrinplea d'appli-
cat ion A des structures r~elles, en particulier aur Ia coiff,, de Ia fus~e Ariane,
sont prksent~s.

SIMULATION uF THE ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT OF A LAUNCHER

AND OF THE NOISE-INDUCED VIBRATIONS ON ITS !1RUCTURES

SUMMARY

During the launching and transonic flight of a launcher, high level and
wide-band frequency vibrations are transmitted to the payload and equipments.
Preliminary simulation teats are planned to reproduce these dangerous phenomiena.
But, generally speaking, classical test facilities (reverberant acoustic chambers)
do not provide simultaneously the true apace and time distribution of the flight
pressure fluctuations.

J The method described in the paper consists in forcing the vibratory
respons;e of the launcher wall, for instance at the shroud which shelters the
satellite. (Statistical characteristics of this response are known by a previous
analytical prediction). Forced vibrations are produced by using a few number of
electrodynamic shakers acting on the wall ; the N random forces are simulteneously
synthesized on a digital computer. The proper simulation is realized when measured
responses at N points exhibit spectral distributions and overall IlI'S levels very
close to the predicted flight values. Then, the noise level inside the shroud and
the vibrations transmitted to the payload are also very close to the flight
conditions. Some examples of applications to realistic structures, as the shroud
of the Ariane vehicle, are presented.

sh



I - ORICINE DUi PROBLEME

Le bruit dmis par Les jets des rnoteurs d'une fus~e au d~collage est consid~r6 en &6 .
4
raI come

la principale source de vibrations des structures et des mat~riels embarqu~s. En raison du niveau 6lev6 et
de la large bande de fr~quences de cette Omission acoustique, Les vibrations al~atoires induites peuvent
atteindre une intensit6 consid~rable susceptible d'entratner des ruptures locales sur certaines parties
sxpos6es de la structure, ou des d~faillances graves dans le fonctionnement de cortains C-qoipements. On est
done ameoi6, classiquk-ment, k entreprendre des ossais partiels en environnemont acoustique ou sur pots
vibrants, en vue de contr~lor, en laboratoire, h on stade suffisammont pr~coce du d6veloppoent du projet,
qu, lea vibrations du vol no risqoont pas do faire 6chouer Ia mission.

Mais la d~finition des moyens d'essais do simulation vraiment reprdsentatifs, ainsi quoi celle
ties spdcificatiwis pr6ciqes de lexpidrimcntation,soulivent des difficult~s importantes, pour plusiours rai-
sons prirtcipales

1.1 - Connaissance de I environnement do vol. L'exemple du lanceur ARINE

Lenvironnement de vol r~el est lui-m~mt- en g~ndraI mal c',nnu :l'expdrience acquise dans des
lancements ant~rieurs et les 6tudes do base sot to bruit des jets pormtctent souvent d'obtenir des esrima-
tiwia "raisonnables" du niveao global ot do spectre des fr~quencoe Omises, mais Ia g~ocsitrie dou champ
ac-isticlue dans leqouel est plong6 Ie lancour eat en gdnsral ignorde. En outre, l'ensemble do ces caractd-
ristiques du bruit 6volue de bas en haut do lanceur, ainsi qu'er fonction de l'altitude de colui-ci par
rapport ao pa., d,, tir. Entin , dans Is phase initial.' do lancernont , les interact ions des jets des tsiteurs
avtz lo A4 et lea strocturos do pas de tir poovent irfluencer forternt ces caractiristique , surtw~t A
1arrioro do Ia fus~e.

ine 6tude assez d6taill6e de ces diff~ronts factours a It,' Laite par I'ONERA, dans le cadre
do dl, :eppertent do lanceur ARIANE [13, A laide de deux maquettes ) Vhelle r~duite (1/20 et 1/10) do la
Lusdo ot do son ps do tir. Ces maquottes 6taiont monies do noteurs uti[isant les omoae propercI-

0; 4- UW~iA ) et prd sentant lea m~mos caractdristiquos, do foncrionntymiit zapport de mtlarge, pressiin
dcombu. rion et rapport de d~tente) 'joe lea motors r6els. La bonne toticrdanto des rd4sultats obtentis aux

46chelles 1/20 et 1/10 (fig.1) a permis d'extrapoler ) Ide helle grandeut les nivoaux vt specties obtenus,
avant de pouvoir contrlr ceatte prdvision lors dos premiers lancements du v~hiculo rt't I Is afigure 2 four-
nit des indications plobales sur Les niveaux do bruit, en Loniction do lailtitud-, !i Varri~re, ao mailieu
et ) I avant du ijocour. Le spectre do bruit maximunm, so coors do d~coI ai,., A li par)i de la coiffe prord-
geant l a charge utile oat prtdsent6 figure 3. Enfin tine tude plus fine de, caract~ri siiquvq spat isles dol
champ acousticlie mesurde )Isl paroi do lanceur a pormis de localiser l1- principal- q utrcos acoustique
darts certaine: rdgions des carnearrx, ces rtgin so idplacant lgtbromcrt en Loniction do laltitude (fig.4).
11 rlsulte do ces caracttristiqoes quil est possible do construirt, on nindt~tv simpli Li6 de :environnertnt
acoostique du lancznur :en particulier, ao voisinage do Is coiffe abrir tnt lo satellite, done A one di'.nco
.rsoz grande des sources principales. Ie bruit se propage par oindos plaoes I,- directiotn or d'inrtnsirt'
cotinue; av,, oine prdci sion suffi sante poiur effectou r des ealeuls pr6visionno Is do Ia rdp-n-, ci bratot r, ie
Is coiffe.

Si l'on roviont maintenant A Ia ddfinition d'un essai do simulatio)n on laboratoir", sur c~rtte
paitie de l a struc tore, Ila reproduc tion do phiinomilno rdoe I x igero it mart los tertent on tkoinne N on ens p o~ros-
si ves do grandes dimens ions, avec on niveao Pl'xeitat ion cons id~rable ([1.4 dB). A d.' aot d'uno telIle insta;-
lition, des teats effetu6s dana one chambie acoustiquo r6verbiranto deolurent possible-;, mats n.< simulont
pas le phtinom~ne reel do vol. Dana tous Iha caa, le niveau do bruit A critor alu voisinage de spdeiraens tr' s
volumineux eat voisin des limites des pos?;ibilitis des installations existantes. La construction de nou-
veaux moyn d'esai de ce type, doe tr~s grandes dimensions et do performances plus 61evi~es -donc d'un cot
.5galement trbs ilev6-- ne pout donc dans ce cas rtre justifido par one m. illeure garantie do reprcsserrtativit '
des essais de simulation.

Pour tormirer avoc Lea probIL~mes Ii~s A Is connaissance d, 1 environnement de vol. il convient
encore dsattirer lattention sor Lea dangers do certains raisonnemrents simples, non appuy&s sur t'exp~ienc,i pokur I'eqtiraation des nivesux de bruit int~ressant lea structures do laceur.

line illustration de ce point oat fournie ici A nouveau par l'exp~rimentation au 1/20 do I&
fus~e Ariane dans la version ot) le premier Rtage do lanceur est muni do deux propulseurs h poudre lat.~raux
destin~s A fournir on compldment do pousa~e so d~collage (fig.5). Les rcsultats obtenus montrent, corite it
fallait s'y attendre, one augmentation sensible do bruit, variable en fonction do laltitode, sur la partie
arriLrre do premier Otage ( +*3 A + lodB ). Par cont're. Is croissance )bserv~e au nivesu de Ia coiffe eat
extr~mement mod6r~e (environ +1dB) so mraximun, so coors do lancement ;dana Lea premi~res aecondes suivant
le d~collage, Ie niveso baisse m~me dana cette rdgion doune manibbre tr~s notable (-I] A -12dB), ce qui eat
encore plus surprenant au premier abord. Mais, l'analyse do Ia localisation des sources scoustiques indique

I L slors clairement que Ia misc A feu des propulseurs d'appoint A basso altitude modifie Is position moyenne
de ces sourc'r. dana lea carneaux (elles a'41oignent de l'axe so lanceur) et lea ktale dlana lespace, ce qui
en diminoc -roarc I'influcnce A grande distance. Les interactions des jets entre eux et aver lea infrastruc-
tures du ps de tir, qui sont probablement A l'origine do cet effet global, ouent done ici on r8le trLs
favorabl. qui permet de ne ps pdnaliser lea teats do qualification des structures et 6quipemeltsaus voisi-
nage de Is charge utile.

Ces quelques indications soasnaires permettent do caractdriser one premi~re difficult# dana
l'ex~cution de simulations vibratoires r~alistes :l'envirnnnement de vol r~el doit stre connu sync one
marge d'incertitude aussi faible quo possible. De ce point de vue, des ossais accostiques pr~alables, a
ichelle rosduite, fournissent un cadrage tout A fait indispensable do prohliime r~cl.
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1.2 - R~ponse vibratoire de 1lenveloppe du lanceur

On admet en general que l'6nergie vibratoire tranamise A la charge utile au cours du lancement
provient principalement de lenvironnement acoustique de I& coiffe. La r~ponse vibratoire de is paroi de
celle-ci eat donc A lorigine du bruit qui rogne dans la cavit6 interne et qui, h son tour, est une source
d'excitations des sous-structures qu'elle contient. Or, le comportement vibratoire de l'enveloppe de Is
coiffe, sous l'influence du bruit au dt~collage, nWest pas seulement dfterminE par is distribution spectrale
de~ lenergie de l'excitation (ou son intensittE en chaque point, dana one bande de fr~lquences donn~e) mais
6galement par Ia distribution de Is phase de cette excitation en tous leb points de Is paroi. Dants le cas
do laoceur Ariane, nous avons montre ci-dessus que l'excitation de Is coitfo pouvait Etre sch~matis~e en
prettiere approximation par one propagation d'6nergie acoustique par ondes planes :sur one g~n~ratrice de Ia
coiffe, on a stors une evolution lin~aire de Is phase avec Ia distance, pour une fr~quence d'excitstion don-
n&
5
e. Coisne cette propri~te joue on r8le important dans ]a r~ponse vibratoiro de 1'enveloppe, ii eat alorm

certain qu'un essai en simulation qui nie respecterait pas is condition suppl~mentaire sur is phase de l'exci-
tation tie serait pas repr~sentatif :un test r~alis6 en champ diffus, par exemple, nie conviendrait pas.
Douno point de vue pratique, toutofois, tin ssai de ce type pourrait CEtre acceptable si loon dtait en mesure
de prouver quoit pr6sente une "s~v~rit6 au moins equivalente" pour le sp6E-imen. En general. noen nie permet
de garantir ce rfsultat, et Is difficuito5 du probl !me reste enti~re.

11 ressort die cette rapido analyse des conditions h satisfa~re pour ex~cuter uone simulation
r~aliste des ph~nomi~nes acoustiques et vibratoires rencontr~s au coors du lancement d'une fusee, que le seul
dispositif experimental convenable semble tro. .. ile lancement reel lui-v ne. C'eat pour essayer de sortir
de cette impasse que l'ONERA a propose one approche nouvelle des essais de simulation conduisant A one mE-
thode exp~rimentale originate dont le d~sveloppement est en coors.

It - UNE APPROCIE NOUVELLE DU PROBLEME :PREVISION ET SIMULATION

Dans lea essais do simulation "classiques", on s'efforce de reprodoire en laboratoire on envi-
ronnement acoostique, suppose bion connu, autour do specimen destine A subir des vibrations. Dana le cam
d'une coiffe, par exemplo, Is mise en vibration des parois a'accompagne doune transmission d'6nergie A i-
t~rieor, vers is charge utile, par voie solide et par voie acoostique. Si loon regarde maintenant le probl~i
uniqoement sous Iaspcct de cette transmission d'6nergie, on peot conaid~rer quo l1'entr~e" du syst~me eat
on champ do, vibrations de 1lenveloppe, on ignorant provisoirement Is maniorc dont cc champ vibratoire a pu
Atre cr,66 par des sollicitations externes. En particulier, si loon so donne lea caract~ristiques de ces
vibrations de la paroi en tin nombre N fini, de points, on pourra toojours imaginer uone configuration
d'excitation externe, 6galement concentr~e en N points, reproduisant exactement ces m~mes caract~ristiques I
vibratoires A la paroi aux points d'obsorvation choisis. Selon ce raisonnoment, on eat donc conduit A substi-
tuer su champ acoustique externe, agiasant en tout point de Ia structure, one r~partition discr~te do Nl for-
ces allatoiros dont lea effets vibratoires, Agalement observes en N points, doivent Atre identiques A ce
qu'i1 IS sraient sous l'action au champ acoustiqoc. Coni nous conduit Ai one approche difflretnte do probllme
de la sirilation, qui eat maintonant fond~c air is reproduction d'un cha:rp de vibrations .1 la paroi do la
qtroctire. et non plus stir Ia reproduction difficile d on environnement acoostiqoc complexe.

Cette conception soulblve toutefois deux questions pr~alables:

a) I,- champ vihrat,,ire pari~tal de Is structure n'etant pas commu a priori, coiment Ie consi-
drtcomio one "donnole" de lessai do simulation?

b) on supposant quoit soit possible do reproduiro fid~lement les vibrations do Ia paroi en
N points discrots, n'est-il pas n~cessaire d'augmentor N ind~finiment poor obtenir une simulation r~aliste ?

I1.1 - Prevision et simulation

La reponse A is premi~re question fait appel A un calcul do prevision des caract~ristiques
atatiatiqoes des vibrations de Ia paroi de Is structure, selon la m~thodo dynamique statistique [21 , em-
ploy~e avec succ~s A IONERA depois quelques annhes. Ce calcul repose sur la formule fondamentale

(1) 5( .F):Jjs f( r-i. 5P jraei5 fcM

danam laquelleS(t.) eat I& densitot spectrale de puissance de Is 'tponse-accEitlration au point Mo, b !a
fr~q unce f ; p (Mi, Mi, f) eat la densitoS apectrale crois~e de la pression acoustique A la paroi 71.
aux points Mi et Mj cc terme complex," eat connu A partir d'expotriment at ionsasur maqizottes A Ochelle r~duite
t -ties qu'elles ont 6tEs pr~sentfes so paragraphe I . -f (Mi, Ni. f) eat on terme do transfert structural,
doesignE~ par "fonction de Green g~ndralis~e", qui peot tre obteno exp~rimentalement de fa~on simple sur le
spiscimen reel ; di et JMj sont lea elements d'aire associds aux points courants Mi et Mj.

Pour lapplication do cotte formule, on substitue en fait aux quantitos figurant dams lea
deux membres, ,leurs mayennes fr~quencielles sot one bande E~troite, cc qui pet-met d'int~grer lea effets des
nombreox mides de vibration qui interviennent dana le comportement "haute frdquence"dela structure. Atitre
d'itlustration, on prdsente figure 6 lea risultats compares d'une prevision et d'un essai en chambre acoos-
tique r~verbdrante en deux points d'un specimen do coiffe en matdriau composite. Ces rdsultata sont relatifa
sox densit~s spectrales de puissance des r~ponses, present~ea avec des 6chelles lindsirs. Ise peuvent titre
c naid~r~s cosmic satisfaisants compte tofu de Ia connaissance approch~e de l'environnement acoostique du
specimen.

La m~thode de prevision ayant dtd valid~e par de nombreux tests dans des configurations veies
de structures et d'environnements acoustiques, ii devient donc possible d'envisager de prendre lea valeure
prolvisionnelles comme des donnfea en vue d'on essai de simulation par excitations discrittes. Lee phases de
prevision et de simulation deviennent donc etroitement tiess, at as troovent d'ailleurs pratiquemusnt
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imbriqu~eq lors do l'essai global sur le sp~cimen r~eI.

11.2 - Simulation par excitations disci-~tes en queiques points

1our aboutir A un systbme de simulation de dimension raisonnable, mais n~aantins r.ealiste
quint au ph~nomone h simuler, on doit esp~rer que Ia r~partition des niveaux RMS et des spectres vibratoires
sur Ia structure est relativement "homogene" ou encore, A dtfaut, au mains "localement homopZnv" c'est-A-
dirt, yie i'on pourra d.~ouper Is structure en quelques zones, chiacune dilles .6tant de construction assez
homogc'ne elle-m~me pour pauvoir estimer que les r~ponses vibratoires en deux points appartenant A Is m4me
zone pr~senteront des caract~lristiques die rkponse voisines. L'exp~rienw: montre que ceci est assez bien
v~rifi6 sur des structures r~elles, le choix des diff~rentes zones A considkrer itant d'abord du domaine
die "l'art die l'ingenieur". A titre d'illustration, on prt~sente figure 7 Ia r~partition spatiale dei niveaux
de vibrations efficaces A Ia paroi doe Is coiffe en matdriau composite, de construction h~tkrogLne -c'est-
A-dire d'Opaisseur variable suivant une g~rntratrice- lora d'un essai t~moin ex~cutO dona une chambre acous-
tique rt.verb~rante. Les niveaux efficaces sont report~s lin~airetnent, suivant une unit,4 arbitraire, stir
une g6n~ratrice et sur on paraMll~e de Is structure, pour one bande spectrale d'excitation d'environ
30wsitz. on peut observer que ces niveaux globaux varient trls peu d'un point A on autre. La distribution
spectrale do ces rlponses vibratoires, visible sur la figure 8 pour 4 acc~sl~rom~tres r~partis sur une g~n6-
ratrice de la coiffe, pr~sente 6galement Ia mfme allure g nWrale, sauf en queiques paints doe frequence par-
ticuliers. Dana une telle configuration structurale, on peut donc escompter obtenir des r~sultats convena-
bies avec on nombre tr~a restreint de points daexcitation at de mesure. Nous montrerons au paragrapho 4
que ceci est -n offer bien vi~rifi6 avec N -2. Pour des cas plus complexes rencontr~s en pratique, ii
senibie tr~s raisonnabie de r~alispr des simulations avec 4 ou 6 points d'excitation seulement, au maximum.

III - PRINCIPE DE LA SIMVLATION PAR EXCITATIONS DISCRETES

111.1 - Relation entrdo-sortie en rt'gime alt~atoire

on considlre maintenent Is structure m~canique r~elle comr. on syst~me vibratoire lin' aire
dibcret (figure 9) poss~dant N entr~es (paint d'application de N farces al~atoires) ot N sorties ou points
d'observat ion de Ia rkiponse vibratoire. En d6si Lnant par H Ia macrice do transfert (N x N) do ce syst Me,
Ia matri ce spectrale des paramltres de r~ponse f est lite A Ia matrire spectrTle des forces dcexci-
tat ion ?.,, Wf par Ia relation classique

(2) : H r

o6 d~signe la quantitO conjugu~e et (T) Ia transposition. Lea matrices qpectrales e t (,tEant
Ae Is forme (pour N 2)

(3) )

S'4, Cpl.5a

les terms~e disgonaux rep'-A, -tent loa densit~s spectrales de puissance tie clialue paramLtre de sortie (ou
d'entrile). et let; terme diagonaux lea densit~s apectrales crois~es entra cc's paramltres, avec lcs
propri~tEls

Dons Ie problkme posE ici, Is marrice spectrale de sortie feat suppos~e connue (elle r~sulte
ld'un calcul previsionnel come indiquc& ci-dessus enl). 11 s'agit donc, A partir do Ia connaissance de
Is matrirae de transfert H (identification do Is structure), d'obtenir la matrice spectrale des forces d'exci-
rat ion Pe (par inversion de Is relation (2) ), puis d'61aborer des signaux aloatoires (el, e2... .CN) doot

t~ eat Is matrice spectrale (synthitse al~atoire). Ces diff~rentes operations d'analyse ape ctral e, d'identi-
ication et de synth~se al~atoire sont confi~es A an ordinateur rapide scion Ie sch~ma gendrai. pr~sentO

figure tO.

Dons tout ce qui suit, on conviendra de d~signer par H is matrice do transfert globale de
1'ensemble "amplificateurq de puissance - excitateurs Electrodynamiques - structure -capteurs et amplifica-
teazrs de sortie".

'11.2 - Fonctions principales du dispositif de pilotage

Lea op~rations principales du dispositif de pilotage sont led suivantes

a) Au cours de l'opdration d'analyse, lea signaux de sortie Sl, S;... SN sont dirigds sur dea

convertisseurs analogiques nuishriques, puis dana Vordinsteur qui en ex~cute 1 aayse spectrale rapide en
des points de friquence discrete V, I - k AF . on obtient donc une suite de matrices spectrales discrttes

fo.Des prdcautions particuli~res au niveau du traitement des signaux num~risfs perusettent d'assurer que
cgaq ue terse deg matrices is reprosente Is moyenne, our I& bands 616saentaire~e. du spectre r~el contmnu.

b) Au cours de l'o~,dration de synthbee,on part d'une suite de matrices spectrales V' Eo e

ment connues pour des valeurs discrltes de Ia frdquence, et on diabore des signaux analogiques d excit Si on
de spec~re de rdq c cotinu Cette operation est compiexe :ella utilise une triangularisation de O,

yuiie d C. lacul1 dectransmforises de Fourier inverses des terses de Is matrice triangulaire, pasis d'une
combinaison de ces dchantillons teasporela aprAs pond~ration par une fen~tre temporelie convenable.

I ______&WAN
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Le d~tail des caract6ristiques de ce traitement eat fourni dana L3]

c) L'op~5ration d'identification utilise Is relation (2) sous une forme particuli~re, qui
S'6crit

06uf et 'r,_ repr~sentent maintenant les vecteurs A N
2 

composantes constitu~s A partir des matrices
spectrales~as et Pee- Pour N - 2, on a

et une forme a nalIogue pour '-',( f). La mat rice
3  

eat a lars du type (N 2)

14% H.*.U

(6) H" H -4 VA, H.

14, Vi v4, A. H." HLL ,j L

114L IL 14,^ HL, HA, HL5,

Danq l'op~ration d'identification, coest cette matrice globale, constitu~e de prodoita de
tonctiona de transfert .il6mentaires, qoi eat d~termin6e par voje exp~rimentale. Pour cola, le systbme de
pilotage synth~tise succesivement quatre configurations de qustre signaux d'excitation ind~spendants (soit
4 vecteurs 'j, ind~pendants) qui sont envoy6s sur Is structure. L'analyso spectrale des r~ponses conduit
ensuite aux 4 vecteors r~ponse -. ) partir desquels on pout d~sduire les termes deflXfM Coo. plus exacte-
ment, les movonnes de tea termes aur chaque bande de fr~quence Oldmentaire). Des pr aoltiona particuli~res
doivent tre observLB au tours de cette op~ration d'identification delt en effet, si onl se donne Lr (f)
(ou la matri~t: apectrale f~s qui eat 6quivalente), on peot invorser l'expression (2bis) pour d~'terminer
'+ (f), puis Is matrice spectrale d'entrlo fee (f), qui doit v~rifier lea propri~t6 (4) pour tre physi-

quement admissible (cest-A-dire permettre do synth6tiser effectivement des aignaux de coemmande). Le con-
ditiunnoment correct do Ia matrice "expiriuentaleo Ut constitue uo des difficult~s principales do prcblc-
me de Is simulation par excitations diacr~tes.

III.3 - Configuration, do syat~ne do pilotage

Li configuration actoelle do syst~rie informatique eat pr~sent~e figure 11I. Elle repose sur
l'association d'uo mini-ordinateor HP 21 MXE et doun calcolateur para11~le FPS - AP 120B. A 1'entr~e,
4 voiea de filtres anti-replienent, d'dchantillonneurs-bloqu,,urs et de convertisseurs analogiques num~ri-
ques perme~tent l'acquisition des donn~es A cadence 61ev~e. Le traitement camplet des signaux eat effectuL6
en temps reel !ans une bande spectrale de 5000Hz sur chaque voie. En sortie, 4 voies do2 conditionnement et
de convers ion num~rique-analogique sent disponibles pour d~livrer lea signaux d'excitation d~sir~a.

Actoellement, le systLme est op~rationnel dans one version probatoire A deux voies. L'exten-
sion on coors pirters aa capacit6 A qoatre voles.

IV - APPLICATION A DES PROBLEM4ES DE SIMULATION SUR STRUCTURES REELLES - TRAN4SPARE.NCE ACOUSTIQUE

Dana one version prototype monovoie, le ayst~me de pilotage a po tre testd en 1979 Bur is
coiffe de la fus6e Ariane [41. "-lgr, les insuffisances de cette premi~re r~alisation, des rfaultats trL~s
encourageants avajent Pu 6tre obtenus dana Is tentative do reproduction des apectres et des niveaux vibra-
tires A la parni do Ia coiffe, pour la phase de d~collage do lanceur. Une estimation raiaonnable do bruit

dans la cavit6 avait alora Ot obtenue par meaure directe h l'int~rieur do le coiffe so coors de lesaai
de simulation.

Depuis lora, on certain nombre de progrL~s ant pu atre accomplia dana le traitement et ls syn-
th?±ae des aignaux, aboutiaaant A on nouveau systbme A deux voies dent lea performances ant pu ftre test~es
Bur tine atructure-coiffe en matdriau composite.

Poor cela, Is structure a d'sbord etds placde dana one chmbre acooatique r~verbdrante et Boo-
mise so bruit ambiant. Des meaures nombreuaes d'acc~l~rations paridtales et de bruit interns ant #t6 exdco-
t~es. Coamme il a dt indiquA pr~ctideirmsnt, lea r~sultsts de lanalyae apectrale des vibrations de la paroi
ont pu Atre confrontds d'une inanitbre satiafaisante sox previsions effectu~es par ailleurs.

Lea essais de pilotage destinE. h simuler cet essi acoostique de r~f~rence ant ensuite dt#
entrepris. Deux ooints de assure utjljsds tars do Vessai acoustiqus ant #td k nouveau choisis pour y repro-
duire lea mgmes spectres vibratoires. On a po o,)server exp~rimentalement que lea rdsultata lea silleurs
Otaient obtenus, en simulation, loraquc lea points d'applicatian de cheque force dtaient relativement pro-
ches des points de assure chaisis. Bien enteisdu, cea points 6taisflt assez distants entre eux pour assurer
une r~partition plus homog~ne des vibrations engendrdes par le systIme.
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on pr~sente ici les rdsultats obtenus dons deux configurations d'implantation des excitateura
et des points de mesure. Dana chaque cas, on dt~aigne par "consignes" lea spectres vibratoires A reproduire.
Les figures 12 et 15 montrent que le syst~me de simulation impose lea forces convenables pour reproduire
lea spectres de sortie d~sirds. En d'autres points du spdcimen, comme il eat normal, Ia simulation & deux
voies tie reproduit pas exactement Ia mame distribution spectrale de rdponse que l'essai acoustique de rofg-
rence (figures 13 et 16). Seule lallure g~n~rale du spectre eat conserv~E.

on prdsente enfin, figures 14 et 17 l'analyae apectrale du bruit dona Is cavit6, c'est-h-dire
le niveau d'excitation affectant Is charge utile ou lea dquipementa. On peut observer que Ia simulation
reproduit encore assez correctement le phnom~ne r~el. Ces rdsultats serajent toutefois certainesent amg-
lior~s avec Is dispositif de pilotage a 4 voies dont le ddbveloppement eat en cours. Consid~r~e globalement,
Ia m~thode proposes semble donc adapt~e A Is r~solution pratique du probl~me de Ia simulationet de l'6tcude de
Is transparence acoustique des structures spatiales.

v - CONCLUS ION

Lea difficultds rencontr~ea pour reproduire, en laboratoire, en vue de sa simulation, l'envi-
ronnement acoustique complexe d'un lanceur spatial au d~collage, a conduit A rechercher une approche origi-
nale du problL'me. A l'aide d'un petit nombre de forces ponctuelles agissant A Ia paroi, et dont lea signaux
sont obtenus par synthbse num~rique our ordinateur, on s'sfforce de reproduire assez fid~lement I& distri-
bution spectrale de la rdponse au champ acoustiqus externe rdel, tin calcul pri~visionnel pr~alable eat nkces-
saire pour obtenir, en quelques points, une estimation corrects de ce spectre vibratoire. L'exp~tience
montre qu'avec un nonrbre limit6 de points d'excitation et de meaurs, une simulation r~aliate des vibrations
et du bruit transinis psut Atre obtenue.
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SUMMARY

The electrostatic charging and discharging of different thicknesses of Kapton when irradiated in
vacuum with mono-energetic electroi.s of 5 to 30 keY energy has been studied at different temperatures.
The leakage currents and rates of discharging always increased with the incident electron energy and flux,
4hereas the surface voltage showed a more complex behaviour, exhibiting a maximum and then falling at

higher energies for the thinner films. The surface voltage, the rate of discharging, the peak current,

and the total charge flow during a discharge were enhanced as the temperature was decreased from +700C to

-180°C. The results are discussed in terms of the resistivity of the polymer and the secondary emission
of electrons, and they demonstrate that very thin Kapton films are markedly less susceptible to

electrostatic charging and discharging.

The electrostatic behaviour of Kapton when it is incorporated into a laminated material, or when used

as an insulator for an electric heater pad, or in the form of a substrate for a flexible solar array is
also describ,!d. In addition, data are presented which demonstrate the performance of thermal control

paints (Chemglaze A276 and L300), aluminised PTFE, and solar cell cover glasses under similar conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Kapton film is widely used on geostationary satellites as the outer layer of passive thermal control
systems, and as a substrate for flexible solar arrays. Since the exposed dielectric can be of large area,

is relatively thin, and usually has a conductive backing, large capacitalces exist, which under the

conditions prevailing in geosynchronous orbit and in the absence of sunlight, can become electrostatically
charged during geomagnetic substorms and result in arc discharges. These may physically damage the

polymer and its substrate, and the associated electromagnetic radiation can cause serious communication

and telemetry problems.

Many aspects of the charging and discharging of various dielectrics have been reported , but there

is a sparsity of data obtained by varying a wide range of irradiation palameters under identical

, experimental conditions. Such data has been obtained for Kapton as part of a materials characterisation

programme, and since very few observations exist of the effect of temperature on the surface voltage and

discharging activity of Kapton, this parameter has been studied in some detail.

In spacecraft Kapton is employed in several different configurations which may modify its

electrostatic behaviour. Thus, it can be laminated with aluminium, or it may be used with a conductive
coating applied to its exposed surface. Electric heaters used on wave guides and batteries are embedded

between two layers of Kapton, and under some circumstances these units may be exposed to the ambient
electron flux. When employed as a substrate for a flexible solar array

(
-
] 

the Kapton exposed on the
reverse side of the array is shielded from sunlight, and will be susceptible to charging in the absence of
photoemission. The electrostatic behaviour of Kapton used in each of the above ways has been examined,

and comparable tests have been performed on other dielectric materials. These include two thermal control

paints, aluminised PTFE, and solar cell modules.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The equipment used for this work (Fig. I) was based on a 0.5m diameter vacuum chamber, operating at a

pressure of 2 x 10
- 7 

torr,oin which samples could be irradiated with mono-energetic electrons at
temperatures from 25 to 75 C, or at about -180 C. The electron energies were in the range 3 to 30 key,

and the beam flux was from 0.02 to 35 nA.cm
- 

. The Kapton samples consisted of 140 mm diameter circles
having projections for electrical connections (Fig. 2). A central current collector (101 mm diameter in
*standard" samples) and a concentric guard ring of aluminium were vapour deposited on the lower surface,
and subsequently sprayed with an insulating coating. To facilitate heat transfer the samples were secured

on the sample holder with a silicone encapsulant (Dow Corning 93-500) used as a low bond strength
adhesive. The area of the sample irradiated was defined by a 110 mm aperture in an earthed collimating
plate just above, and insulated from, the sample. The beam uniformity over the irradiated zone was + 30%.

During irradiation the leakage current from the central collector to earth was measured with an
electrometer (Keithley, model 610C), the output of which was displayed on a chart recorder to show the
frequency of discharges. The pulse characteristics were monitored with a fast current probe (Tektronix,
type P6303) inductively coupled to the lead from the sample to the electrometer. The output of the probe
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.yed on a I00 MHz storage oscilloscope (Tektronix, type 4() so that pulses could be
It-t grai..d fci .easurement of peak cuire'nt, pulse duration, and the irea beneath the trace, which gives

t !otal onarge lowing durinq a discharge. For automatic measurement of the charge flow associated with
ar 'e nu.Trt.*r; 'f puls., the output of the cu rrent probe amplifier was fed into a transient recorder
,Ihataab, m-!. I D-22l and the arkas of the displayed peaks were converted into Coulor s.

in. surtace voltage profile of the top surface of the samples was measured during irradiation by a
n, n-,n'tactinq electioutiti,, voltmeter (Trek, model 340HV) equipped with a probe (type 4031S) having a
v

. 
Ita ; se;innq aperture of U." run diameter. This was swept, about 3 min above the sample surface across

1 i am..t'r ,f ti- sample 11, 12 seconds, and operated at the potential it wats measurinog, th1us avoiding
lLsturt in ,f t!,- surface voltage, and the risk of discharges between the prote and the sample. Tine

coutput of the prube was not affected by the electron beam, and it was ustal lished that the ligtht emitted
ky the electro, gun had no significant effect on the surface voltage of Kpton.

The vlectromag.etic radiation associated with the current discharges was; monitored with a circular
Icop antenna mounted in the vacuum chamber. The voltage induced in t is loop ly discharges was displayed
11, "t se(2otid identical oscill,,cope. For the, particular cumponents empi loyed, tnis sys-emr ga.,c relative
measurements of the electromagnetic signal at 20 MHz.

Visual and photographic observation o f samples during irradiation was made through a port in the
vacuum chamber.

3. IRRADIATION OF KAPTON - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(a) Surface Voltage and Leakage Current

Measurement of voltage profiles a',ross the surface of KIapton airing irradiation showed that it
required syveral minutes to attain an equilibrium level at a flux of 5 nA.cm

- 
. Figure 3 ilows ,0w the

profile changed for 5 keV electrons incident on a sample having a small diameter ccll._ctor. The
equiliLrium level was ,IkV below the energy of the incident electrons, and this was also true of the
maximum levels attained over the unaluminijoed areas of the sample with higher enerqy electrons lFig. 3).
The sirface voltage profiles also show that earthed aluminium on tha, i, ir surfo , t !:,', Kapt,n 1owa.ia-
the potential of the irradiated surface. The maximum surface voltages attaned nr uitaltitinisd Kapton,
and those measured at the centre of standard samples are pres-nted in ligure 4 as a functicn of the
incident electron energy and the thickness of the Kapton, for irradiations performed at -1SUci wit!, a beam
flux of 5 nA.cm

- 2
. The plots all extrapolate to an intercept which indicates that under ccrtain c, nditions

the surface tends to attain a voltage which is 1.3 kV below the eneroy of the incident ele,'*,rcns.

The leakage current through Kapton to tie aluminium collector during irradiationr was prop:,ortional to

the area of the collector from 8 to 80 cm
2

, and to the inuident electr,n flux, up to the maximum ittainable
-urrent of 35 nA.cm

-2
. It was also a function of the energy of the elcntrons, and the data in Figure 5

for 51pm thick Kapton irradiated at two temperatures show that at 25
0
C it acc-ounts for cssentially all of

the. ncilden flux at the highest energy.

The aoove observations are consistent with a charging mechanism mr dielectiics in which the surface
voltage attained represents a balance between the incident flux and the loss of electr(,::s ty conduction
and Ly secondary emission and backscattering. When there is no aluminium on the lower surface, or for
very thick films, where conduction is low, secondary emission plays a ecisive roeI

(3 ) 
in the absence of

light. For a surface to attain equilibrium under these conditions witsi electrons uf incident energy E,
the secondary emission coefficient 6 must be unity i.e. one electron i-ives for each one arriving at the
surface. If 6 were always >1 or always <I the surface would charge positively or negatively respectively,
and could never attain equilibrium. ,S is a function of the incident electron energy (4) such that it is
greater than unity in the range "kleV<E a lkeV, so that when irradiation commences with electrons of energy
E,>lkeV very little secondary emission occurs. However, as the incide~t. electrons are trapped (asi ,nino
the dielectric is thick enough) the resulting potential of the surface retards the cl-ctrons subsequently
arriving, and the surface will charge up negatively unti: its potential reache's a level at which it ards
the incoming electrons to an energy for which their secondary emission coefficient is unity. Davies" "

showed this energy was 0.9 keV for Kapton at 250C, and the present results indicate that there is very
little effect of temperature on the upper threshold for secondary emis ion, since at -180 C the Kapton
surface acquires a voltage which is 1.3 kV lower than the eneroy cf tl.. incident electrons.

The lower resistance between the front and rear surfaces of the t!inner samples permits higher
leakage curretnts to flow through the polymer, thus providing a second route for electron less when the
lower surface is earthed. Equilibrium is therefore maintained by a decrease in secondary emission, 6 falls
below unity, and equilibrium is established with incident electrons of higher energy. There is therefore
less retardation of the incident electrons so that the surface is at a lower potential. However, the
variation of resistance with thickness alone cannot account for the differences between the plots in
Figure 4. The greater penetration of the more energetic elections duritag the charging process will
presumably result in a radiation-induced contribution to the conducti,.ty

(5 ) 
which extends to a greater

fraction of th thickness of the film at the higher electron energies, thus raising the leakage current
(Fig. 5). The range of 30 keV electrons in Kapton is estimated from e-lectron range data

(6 ) 
to be 12.3jim,

which represents a penetration of half of the thickness of the 25pm film, but only 1/10 of that of the
thickest film. When the penetration is a significant fraction of the thickness the enhanced conductivity
results in even lower secondary emission to maintain equilibrium, and so the surfa,-e voltage falls at the
highest energies.

In the case of the thinnest film (6.9pm) studied, the range of 22 keV electrons is equal to the
thickness of the film, and therefore above this energy the surface voltage would be expected to be very
low, as was indeld found (Fig. 4). These low voltages were accompaniel by high leakage currents. With a
flux of 5 nA.rm- of 5 keV electrons incident on the film the leakage -urrent at -180 C was 0.3pA, and it
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reached a level of 0.49pA for electrons having energies of 20 keV or highor. The leakage current therefore
rises much more rapidly than in the case of 51pm thick Kapton (Fig. 5), presumably as a consequence cf the
greater radiation-induced conductivity associated with the higher penetrat ion of the electrons in the thin
film.

For low energy (<5 keV) electrons impinging on the thinner films the above conduction effects are
negligible since the penetration is low, and secondary emission is still tc decisive factor; all of the
plots in Figure 4 therefore approach that for unaluminised Kapton.

The above considerations indicate that the use of the thinnest Kapton films available as the outer
component of thermal blankets would facilitate the removal of even the lower energy incident electrons,
and result in very low surface voltages, with a consequent reduction in c. :sceptibility to dielectric
breakdown by arc discharge. This conclusion has recently been reached i;,lependently on theoretical
grounds by Fellas

(7)
.

(b) Discharging Behaviour

Electrical discharges were observed when Kapton was irradiated with -lctrons having an energy
esceeding d threshold value, which was about 15 keV for 51pm thick Kapte:. it 25 Ck. The discharges were not
of constant size, ror did they occur at regular intervals, so that there -,re short term variations in the
rate of dischargina, which fell progressively as irradiation continued, aid eventually ceased, as a result
of the prodiction of permanent low-resistance routes to earth due to rcpe ted dielectric breakdcwn. The
rate of discnarging varied in a non-linear manner with the beam flux (Fig. 6, presumably because apart
from the rate of arrival of electrons at the sample surface other factor, control the initiation of
discharges and the amount of charge removed in a single event, e.g. variation of the radiation-induced
component of the surface conductivity with the incident flux.

For the majority of discharges observed the current rose within about 0.5 jse,- to a peak, which was
as high as 2')A, and then decayed to the level of the leakage current in a period of several ,sec. The
charge associated with the pulse is given by the area under the current ttace. For a particular example
this was *.6 x 10

-6 
Coulomb, and since the corresponding voltage profiles indicated a fall in potential of

about ii kV, then the energy associated with this discharge was about 40 q.3, which was a typical value foro0
51 im thick Kapton irradiated with 25 keV electrons at -180 C. Many of the current [ul.eO were more complex
and xlhibited smaller secondary pulses superimposcoi on the decay of the in:itia 1,ulce, presumably due tc
secondary dielectric failure within the area from which the first discharie was collecting electrons. The
signal induced in the antenna by the electromagnetic radiation associateu with the current pulses
exhibited ir.iti-A peak amplitudes of up to about 9V and decayed in about 111sec.

The surface voltage proliles 1-rovided an indication of the extent in terms of area and vitage level
to which a surface was discharged in a single event. The scans reproduced in Figure 7 were reccrded during
the irradiation at -1800C of a standara 51pm thick Kapton sample with 30 keV electrons at a 1,am flux of
5 nA.cm 

2
. The first scan shown that when the surface was at only about 11.5 kV a discharce occurred

which reduced the voltage to zero. Immediate reversal of the probe traveyse revealed in the second scan
that the whole width of the sample had dischiarged, and if account is taket. of the partial recharging of
the surface by the electron beam during the swetp, which was estimated by comparison of these two scans to
be at. a rate of about 170 V/sec, then the whole sample must have fallen very close to zero volts. The
third scan, commenced immediately after a discharge, illustrates the fact that in other cases; the full
widtn of the sample disch:arged, but the surface did not fall below 5 kV. The fourth scan shows t.e result
of another common type of discharge which was very localised and reduced the voltage over only a fraction
of the Kapton surface. This was towards the edge of the sample, which is the region of maximum voltage
gradient and where initiation of discharges would be expected. These wide variations in the chances in
nurface voltage raun.ed by discharges are consistent with the differences which exist between the amonts
of charge associated with the individual diioharges occurring in a sample under steady irradiation
condit4ions.

.e behaviour of 25pm thick Kapton differed frcm that of the thiicker films in that the discharges
whic ,.ourred hd almost no infl ience on the surface voltage, in spite of involving significant amounts
of charge. Furthermore, the charge associated with the largest pulse observed for each incident electron
energy decreased with increase in this parameter, being 29.8, 17.1 and 3.8 x 10

-
7 C for 20, 25 and 30 keV

electrons respectively. It is suggested that these effects result from the greater penetration of higher
energy electrons in the thip film due to its lower surface voltage (Fig. 4), with the consequence that a
higher proportion of the electrons become trapped at distances approachino the range of electrons
possessing the incident energy. Thus, 30 keV electrons penetrate nearly to the centre of the 25m film,
and dielectric breakdown in this case will involve only half of the thickness of the Kapton. This will
presumably remove fewer electrons as the incident energy is increased, since they will be trapped more
diffusely in the upper part of the film at the higher energies, and probably only those electrons from the
zone near the maxAmum range will be involved in a discharge. Removal of electrons primarily from the
deeper trapping zones would also account for the small changes in surface voltage caused by discharges
from the 25,Wn film. Moreover, since the breakdown voltage involved would be that of about half of the
thickness of the Kapton, then the occurrence o' discharges at the surface voltages observed (Fig. 4) does
not contradi:t the reported dielectric strength of 1-9 kV for 25m thick Kapton -180°C ( 8 ) .

With the 6.90m thick film the normal type of discharges were observed only with 10 and 15 keV
electrons and they were very small, the charge associated with the largest pulses being 6.9 and
2.5 x 10- C respectively. The discharges had no effect on the surface voltage, and presumably occurred
at the edge of the central collector, in the unaluminised annulus, where the voltage was up to 2 kV higher
than in the centre of the sample. At higher energies the electrometer recorded no discharges of this type
but did show small negative displacements, indicating a change in behaviour when the incident electrons
had sufficient energ, to penetrate the film completely.

The discharge arcs produced pinholes in the Kapton film, but the first pinhole formed was not the
site for all subsequent discharges, even over a small area. The discharges were accompanied by visible

_ _ , --- ' --_-'now
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light flasnes, and ph. tographs showed that they occurred exactly at points where pinholes were found, and
that one or evetral pinholes may be involved in a particular discharge. Repealed discharging may take
place at a given pinhole but not necessarily successively it the same hole. For all of th sirples
exeminedl t,, pinhie,; .ind other damage, occurred within the unaluntinis( I zone or at the adjaceut Cige of
the aluIuo.n,,olikct,.r, indicating that discharges are initiated in tose regions whore tt.e voltage
5tress iti ;retest. Tihe pinholes were surrounded by a region of charred polymer, and usually by a
network of visi:,le dischatge tracks. Mcrn extensive damage arose when disciiarges occurred in alamirisod
aleas, and they sometLine3 produced holes of up to I = diameter due tc complete vaporisation of Kapton and
I.- ;-f a.,minuur. from a fur'her I mmi strip around the hole. This damoge had resulted from discharges of
at. ir-a ,f at most 10; (;m

2 
and involving -0. 1J of energy. Since the area of dielectric surface on a

set iit- Can he up" to several n2, arid scaling experiments have shown
( ' 

that the riaximur energy in
Aischarags is pcoprtional to the function (area of dielectric)

1
.

5 
then it is apparent that uischiarges of

tuns of Joules of energy ,:. occur and cause considerable damage to the2 satellite in addition to giving

rise 'u -le,2trical interference.

(c Influence of Temperature

Tila temperature at which Kapton is irradiated has a significant influence on its b,.haviour. When
irradiat-d with 3,J keV electrons at a flux of , nA.cm

- 2 
standard 51im thick samples showed at most one

discharg* per hour at 80 C. At 25°C the rate was initially about 2 per minute, while at -18U0C it was
a1, ut 4 er minure. 50Moreover, the charge associated with each pulse wis on average several fold greater
at -U 0 C than at 25 C, and as the irradiation proceeded there was a much slower fall in the ratel of
Ilschargirg at the lower temperature.

18)
The volume resistivity of Kapton is greater at lower temperatures and this should lead to

'uction-, in the leakage cirrents and increases in the surface voltag-s as the temperature i. reduced.
T, data in Tanle I show that the voltages at the side (unaluminised region) and in the centre of standard
5:m thick Kapton samples do indeed increase as the temperature is recuced, and at the same time the
I-akaq current falls. However, the decrease in the latter is much smller than would be predicted from
t:i, volume resistivity, which decreases nearly 10-fold between 250 and 70eC , so that presumably
rat iation-induced conductivity makes a much greater contribution than ohmic conductivity. Nevertheless
tleI latier probably determines the effect of temperature, since the raiiation-induce! effect would not be
ejece- to vary with the temperature. The data given in Table I were measurrd under cor.ditions where
it.

• 
or ti, ii,.chargin; occurred so that tiv voltages represent equilibriun values rather than the

: r. .,wn vot;e of ti'-o sample.

"APi1E Eff, t t.f mperature en S,,rface Voltage of Irradiated Kaptan

HOOC 250C -18C>C
ec ron . . .. . -

r. v(-, . t -ge VI tg VItage Voltage V, Itaoe Volt age
V at at Lr.k.,ne at ,It. Leakaq, at at I., k d ,

'5 flx , Lme sample o!rr,t sam-le sample current sample sample current
nA. ':i edge centri A x 1 edae centre A x 10 edge centre A x 10

-
'

kV kV (V kV kV kV

I,1. 9.7 2.* 1 . ' 3 2.5 1Z.5, 11.8 1.,

20 . 3.2 3.5 11.2 9.1 3.0 14.0 12.4 1.9

- - - - i - >n13.4 11.8 .

,1. 'IHE ELEC'R"HSTATIC BEHAVIOUR OF OTHER SPACECRAFT MTERIALS AND COMPONENTS

orl Ci ? rjsit.' Kapton ,V't¢ms

v .. iirut riaterili *,xarinec -- sistej of a ]aminate of 
2

5pm of a:u.h.inium bonded to 75,im thick Kapton
with a 1niyester adhesive: this ha l been proposed as a VIIF shield on the OI'S satellite '. When
irradiated on the Kapton side with 30 keV electrons at a beam flux of 12 nA.cm

- 2 
this material exhibited

c-ni;id.rble discharging at 70oC (TaLle 2), although the rate of discharging fell rapidly as irradiation
nitinuel. At low tet:irerature (-1 8 0 C) it shcwed even higher rates of discharging, which decreased only
i') lhrly ot, c intihaed exposure. In spite of the discharges the samples irradiated at 0°C suffered no

pycldamage, but those iirauiiated at -18 0 C all had holes (up to 17 of ,I mm diameter) blown completely
ttirough the Kapton into the aluminium by the discharges, although they did not penetrate the thick
aluminiur, layer comFlutely. These results demonstrate that this laminated material is much more
susceptible to electrostatic effects than the thinner (51pLm) Kapton coated with vacuum-deposited aluminium,
t-it the- thicker aluminium layer was able to withsjtand the discharges wich occurred.

FABLE 2. Irradiation of Kapton-Aluminium Laminate with 10 keV Electr',,s

FjTemperatire Ihitial discharge Final discharge Duration Total number Maximum discharge
C frequency (per min.) frequency (per min.) of run (mtn.) of discharges x 10-

7
C

70 4.3 0.15 185 280 34.2

71 4.7 0 168 275 5 I.1

-I 0 6.5 4.9 205 - '3.9

18 5.6 3.7 174 740 2.

-180 8.2 5.7 218 1255 46.4
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More recently Kapton having a transparent conductive coating has be',eme commercially available
(Sheldahl Inc.), and a sample of 

7 6
uI thick Kapton with vacuum-deposited aluminium oi the rear surface and

a coating of indiam-tin oxide on the front surface has been tested. The two surface coatings were
connected electrically by painting Chemglaze L300 paint (Hugheon Chemicals Inc., Erie, P%) around the
edge of the sample, which was irradiated with a flux of 10 nA.cm

- 2 
of electrons, the energy of which was

increased in 5 keV steps up to 30 keV. Throughout two series of irradiations, at ambier,t temperature and
then at -8uoC, the surface voltage remained at less than 5 V. The total current collected from the two
surfaces was usually 70-80% of the incident flux, although it exhibited a minimum of 5(0s for 15 keV
electrons at each temperature. At 25cC the sample exhibited a few microdischarges (-It fsd on the
electrometert iensitivity 10-

5
A fsd) with 25 keV electrons and similar pulses at a rate of %4/min with

30 keV electrons. At -180"C the first few discharges occurred with 20 keV electrons, but at the higher
energies the behaviour was similar to that at 25 C. The results describ.d abo-ve for indium-tin oxide
coated V.,%pton confirm and extend earlier observations

(
)
) 

of its essential freedom from electrostatic
effects. The suitability of the material for use on the outer surface of spacecraft wi I therefore depend
primarily on the mechanical and thermal properties of the coating and on the difficulty in confirming the
integrity of the invisible film over the whole exposed area of the material when installed c7. a spacecraft.

0

Two "Mince" pad heaters have also been tested for their electrostati: behaviour at 25 C, but since
they jave similar results only one test is described here. The heater consisted of a 2751" element
nandwiched between Kapton discs (- 65 mm diameter; 7 6pm thick) to give an overall thickness of 15

7
pm. The

lower disc was extended into a tongue to support and insulate the heater connection tats. The current
from the heating element to 2arth was monitored with an electrometer, an the sample was sur! " -'.- an
earthed metal plate which overlapped the edge of the heater by about I m, but was insulatel frm The
sampl, was irradiated with an electron flux of 5 nA.cm 

2
, the electron t~cergy being it.creased in I

steps to 30 keV.

The surface voltages, leakage currents and sizes of the discharges observed are summarized in .-e .
Discharging commenced with 20 keV electrons, and at the higher energies !:e peak currents reached and
tht discharges decayed completely with lpsec. The data show that up to 20 keV electron energ. th, 1,e
voltages are consistent with those for KaFton given in Figure 4. The voltage jr-ofiles were sFaTL
energy up to 15 keV, but at 20 keV a voltage level of t 7 k, was recorded over tne whole Sam; le at
di.charge. Due to the more frequent discharging with 25 and 30 keV electrotcn al of the prclles ., ttese
energies were different, but in no case did the surface voltage fall lel w 5 kV. The leakaie ccrrent to
the heatiiig element increased with the electron energy, and although the rate of discharging with 0O keV
electrons was lower than at 25 keV this probably only reflects the usual derease it discharge rates with
prolon'ged exposure at 25°C. The mean charge flow involved in the pulses lereasnd with electron en, rgy
from 20 to 30 keV in a similar manner to that quoted above for 25pLm thick Kaptor.

After completion of th" above irradiation vxamir.,itio;: of the heater tdowed ' pinhcles pun, :.- " ;1
the Kaptoni from the irradiated surface to the heating element by the disc osris. T'hus, in all r en,,s
the behaviour of this type of pad heater is in accord with that expected from the data presented for !t)e
electrostatic behaviour of aluminised Kapton.

TABLE 3. Irradiation of a Pad Heater at 25 C

Electron Energy Maximum surface voltage Leakage current Mean dii;cnarge rate Mean discharge size
keV kV x 10

-7 
A per rin. x 10-6 C

5 2.7 0.C2

IC 7.15 ,0.C2

15 11.4 0.0C

20 15.8 0.5j 0.11 6.1

25 11.4* 0.8 0.42 2.6

30 10.3 0.8 + 0.3 0.27 1.7

-low levels due to discharging

(b,
, 

Aluminised Teflon

Self-adhesive aluminised Teflon tape is used for thermal control purposes on spacecraft, and it is
therefore necessary to examine its electrostatic behavioir under electron irradiation. The material is
commonly employed with the alumlnised layer electrically floating, the strips of Zape being stuck to the
substrate with their edges as close together as possible. Samples were I repared from 125ptm thick Teflon
tape 'Sheldahl, G40)800) in the form of two semicircular pieces of radius 6S mm stuck closely together on
1.5 mm thick aluminium plate, and an earthed shield, separate from the sample, limited the area of the
sample exposed to the electron beam to a circle of Ill mri diameter. 2 The following results are for a sample
of this kind irradiated at 250C with a flux of electrons of 5 nA.cm at inetgies increasing in 5 keV steps
up to 30 key.

The maximum surface voltages attained at each energy, are given in Table 4, and extrapolation of the
data for the three lowest energies indicates the second crossover for secondary emission from Teflon at
250C lies at 3.5 kV. However, a duplicate sample gave an intercept of only 2.0 kV, nevertheless on
average the second crossover for Teflon is somewhat higher than that for Kapton. Each profile showed a
pronounced dip at the centre of the scan where the surface voltage probe passed over the join between the
two halves of the sample, and for electron energies up to 15 keV stable .luilibrium profiles which were
symmetrical about the central dip were obtained, but above this energy every profile recorded was different
due to the frequent discharging of the sample. No leakage currents were observed from the sample at
energies up to 15 keV, and this is consistent with the fact that the Teflon was 125pm thick and the
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TABLE 5. Irradiation of Thermal Control Coatings with 30 keV Electrons it a Beam Flux of 1. nA.cm
- 2

Temperature Initial discharge Duration of run Total No. of Maximum discharge
Material aC frequency (per min.) (min.) discharges x 10-7,

69.7 0 245 0 0

Chemglaze A276( 69.7 0 174 0 0
paint on -180 0.4 206 178 53
aluminium
plate -180 4.4 180 202 14

-180 1.9 183 343 9.8

73 6.9 212 352* 3.6

73 3.2 194 127* 8.0

Chemglaze A276( 73 5.1 211 231" 10.7
paint on -180 4.3 192 915 JIG
514m thick
Kapton ( -180 3.0 215 308 32

-180 7.4 225 104C 45

-180 3.9 288 995 347

*Final discharge frequency zero

(d) ;olar Cell Arrays

Solar cell modules having the construction illustrated in Figure 8 wt.reassembled, ind their
susceptibility to electrostatic discharging at low temperature was investigated by irradiating them with
electrons of up to 30 keV energy at a beam flux of 5 nA.cm

-2
.

The first module incorporated solar cells without any coverslides, toe culls being mounted on 25.
4
pm

thick Kapton using Dow Corning 3145RTV silicone adhesive. The module was secured to the sample hr-lder
with the low bond strength adhesive, the cells facing upwards for the initial irradi, tions, in which the
sample holder was cooled by liquid nitrogen. The Kapton film was therefore at about -1800C, but the
temperature of the exposed surface of the cells was not known. The negative lead from the top surfact, of
tht cells in the module was connected to earth via an electrometer, and the discharges were recorded by
the purer monitor coupled tc, this lead; the positive lead was also earth-1.

During irradiation the conductivity of the cells held their surface pxtential telow aoout -200 V, but
the exposed Kapton around the outside of the module reached nearly -4 kV with 1' keV incident electrons,
and gave small discharges (peak current 0.4A), whereas aluminised Kapton of this thickness rrodaces no
disc!,arge,, at this energy, and only very small ones with 15 keV electrons. Clearly the voltage stress
hetwefn the exposed polymer surface and the solar cells is a source of discharges in such an assembly if
it is not .xposed to sunlight. Nevertheless, even for 30 keV electrons the discharces were still small
(peak current <O.BA) and locaaliaed. When the assembly was irradiated from the substrate side the
benavi ur with 5 and ll keV electrons was essentially that expected for plain Kapton film, the surface
charging up to 4. and 9.1 kV respectively. With 15 keV electrons the Kapton attained 11 kV, which is
about twice the leve-l attained by aluminised 25 m thick Kapton. Clearly the leakage current to the solar
cells was very low, due to the additional insulation provided by the adhe-sive, but eventuilly breakdown
discharges occurred, although they were not very large (peak current <1A). With 20 keV electrons the
surface even reached 18.2 kV before the first discharge occurred. Subsequently, at. this and higher
energies, the surface discharged from about 10 kV, and the discharges were of about the same size a,;
above, but occurred at high rates, of up to 6.6/min. Thus, under operational conditions an array of this
type wild be subjected to large numbers of small discharges from the Kapton film to the solar cells.

For a module comprising solar cells with 501m thick cerium doped ICMX/ cuverslides and 51pm thick
Kdpton irradiation with 5 and 10 keV electrons gave surface potentials about 2.5 kV below the energy of
the incident electrons, indicating the charging of the surface of the coverslides. Small discharges
occurred with 10 keV electrons, (peak current -0.6A; maximum charge associated with pulse 1.5 x 10-

7
C),

however, with 15 keV electrons the discharges were quite large (peak current :6A, charge .20 x 10
7
C). As

the electron energy was further increased the discharges remained at a comparable size, with the peak
currents reaching 8A, and the pulse rates being up to 8.4/min. The changes in surface voltage showed that
several solar cells could be discharged in a single event, but in no case did the whole assembly discharge,
so that the total charge involved was less than that from the discharge of a comparable area of Kapton.
Moreover, for an array of solar cells having cover slips, which themselves charge up, the charging of the
exposed Kapton surrounding them is of less significance in the electrostatic behaviour of the assembly.

When this module was irradiated from the substrate side the behaviour up to 15 keV was essentially
that expected for plain Kapton, apart from a few discharges at 15 keV. At higher energies the polymer
surface always reached the same limiting voltage ,f about 14.5 kV, which presumably represented the
breakdown voltage to the solar cells, since it shewed discharges at rates of up to 1.8/min, which reduced

much of the sample surface to nearly zero volts, and resulted in physical damage to the polymer film.
Thus, under operational conditions an array of this kind would be subjected to significant electrostatic
discharging.

Inspection of this assembly after it had been irradiated in each orientation showed a considerable
number of discharge sites in the form of charred pinholes. When irradiated with the solar cells exposed
to the electron beam the damage was confined to Lhe Kapton adjacent to the edges of the solar cells, and
when irradiated from the KApton side the damage was always within the area of each cell.

I n m ____________-,____.____"__"



The electrical characteristics of the solar cell module were measured befoi, ar.d after IrL,'lat; in,
and it was found that the exposore to the low energy electron beam cau:,ed no changes. This i!; consistent
witi 'he fact that the electron ranges were less than the thickness of the coversi '. )r of th Kapton
su sLrate.

A solar cell module incorporating 'frosted' sil.ica coverslides ha- also been irradiated. Witn the
electron beam incident on the coverslides the surface voltage equilibrated at 1-5 kV for ele.ctron energies
up to 15 keV, but exhibited surface voltages from 0.5 to 7.5 kV at the igher electron energies, due to
discharging. Although the thicker (150pm) 'frosted' erslides were at a higher tem;erature tha, the CMX
glasses duo. to i different mounting technique being usid, this would have been irsufficient to account for
the much lower vltagen observed. 11owever, the threnold at which discharging occurr-! was higher, ,t
20 kcV, for this module, compared with 10 keV for the CMX assembly. Discharge freq.ncies and peak
currents for the frosted module were fairly similar to those for the CMX system.

On exposing the reverse side of the above assembly to the electron beam the surface voltages behaved
in a very similar way to those observed on aluminised Kapton. Dischar,7ing through the Kapton and adhesive
to the rear of the solar cells commenced at 15 keV electron energy, and the discharge pulses re&cned p -,k
currents up to 5A. On the 'frosted' system the discharges produced a large number (61) of pinholes in the
Kapton regions behind the cells, and these were usually associated with some volatilisation of metal from
the rear surface of the cell and interconnections. The maximum dimenson of the damage.l area was 1 mI.

(1, 11)
Other wcrkers have found similar results for the irradiati;n of flexible solar arrays based or,

a ]6ii- thick Kapton-fibreglass substrate with electrons of up to 20 keV energy at fluxes of I-10 nA.cm
- 2

.
When the cubstrate side was exposed to the beam the majority of discharges occurred at the edges of cells,
due to dielectric breakdown to the cell interconnects when the surface potential reached 10 + 2 kV. For a
rilid array, with the cells mounted on Kapton

(11 )
, irradiation; from the cell side produced voltage profiles

snswi:g imilar features to the present observationr, with the highest voltages arising on the exposed
Kapton border surrounding the cells. The discharge.4 in this case also originated at the edges of the
cove rs I ides.
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SKAPTON ALUIMINISED ON LOWER SURFACE

UNALUMINISED KAPTON

FIG.2."STANDARD"ALUMINISED KAPTON SAMPLE
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FIG.3. SURFACE VOLTAGE PROFILES FOR ELECTRON IRRADIATION OF KAPTON
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SESSION 11 - ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

by

D.R.Tenney

NASA-Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23065

USA

Five papers were presented on space environmental effects on materials. Professor Tennyson discussed a program
he is conducting at the University of Toronto on the effect of the space environment on the thermal distortion of
polymer matrix composites. The objectives of their program were presented and the facilities at the university for
studying space environmental effects on materials were discussed. Experimental data were presented for both
graphite/epoxy and Kevlar/epoxy systems. Thermal cycling studies, over the temperature range 24°C to 95°C, showed
only small changes in the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTF) up to 50 cycles after an initial change during the
first few cycles. The effects of UV and electron exposure on the CTE of composites were also investigated. UV
exposure of up to 160 days and electron exposure tp to 10'0 rads had no significant effect on the CTE. However.
electron exposure did cause considerable scatter in the data. Linear elastic and viscoelastic models were used to
predict the thermal expansion and creep response of composite laminates. In general the agreement between predic-
tions and experimental data was good. Data presented on the creep response pointed out that viscoelastic effects
need to be considered for space applications when designing with angle ply composites. In addition, a discussion was
presented on bonded strain gages which indicated that at low dose levels radiation exposure did not significantly alter
strain gage response and therefore could be used in an environmental chamber for strain measurement at low-dose
levels.

Dr Tenney presented an overview paper on the long term durability of composite materials in space. Major
topic areas covered included radiation degradation of polymer matrix composites, dimensional stability of graphite
reinforced polymer composites, and thermal control coatings. Experimental data on the radiation stability of
epoxies and polysulfones showed significant changes in the chemical structure ol the polymers. Iloweser. significant
imechanical property changes of the composite were not observed at the dose lecels (5 x 10' rads) being considered.
These results were obtained using high dose rates to simulate a 30-year exposure with 30 60 hours of testing. The
need for longer-term, low-dose rate tests, which more closely simulates the space environment, was identified. Data
were also presented on the effect of microcracks on the CTE of graphite/epoxy composites, showing that cracks in
the 90° plies reduce the CTE. Experimental data compared favorably with a finite element analysis used to predict
the effect. Work on the development of high toughness matrix resins was also discussed. Use of these resins, which
have . higher strain-to-failure than currently available epoxy resins, may eliminate matrix microcracking caused by
thermal cycling. Dr Tenney also presented an overview of the requirements for thermal control coatings and an

assessment of the status of currently available coatings. Experimental flight data were presented showing the increase
in solar ahsorptance with flight exposure years of typical white paint coatings and second surface mirrors. Experi-
mental data were also presented on two new polymer systems which look promising for thermal control coating
development. A new colorless polyimide is hei:.g evaluated for second surface mirror applications and high conductivity
polymer films may help to eliminate spacecraft charging.

I)r Bourgine discussed results of a program to simulate the acoustic environment of the Ariane launcher and
me;.sure the high level and wide-band frequency vibrations that are transmitted to the payload and equipment.
Flectrodynamic shakers were used to force vibrations in the launcher wall at the shroud which shelters the satellite.

The proper simulation was achieved when measured responses at the wall exhibited spectral distributions and overall
RMS levels close to the predicted flight values. The noise level inside the shroud of the Ariane vehicle and the
vibrations transmitted to the payload were judged to be very close to those expected for flight conditions. The
results were encouraging and demonstrated that the simulation method used could reproduce the random vibrations
expected in the real environment with a high degree of reliability.

Mr Saylor reported the results of the experimental program conducted at General Electric on space environmental
effects on composite materials. It was a very extensive program and included evaluation of Kevlar 49/5209,
P75-S/1C339, GY70/X-30, and T300/)34. Several different laminate orientations were fabricated and specimens

were individually exposed to high-energy electrons in a vacuum chamber especially designed for use with the Van

de Graaff located at the University of Illinois. Three levels of radiation were examined as well as specimens in both

moist and dry conditions. Extensive mechanical and thermophysical property measurements were made on the
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materials before and after exposure. Mechanical property tests were conducted over a large temperature range
( 1XS5C to + 120k'). ixperimental data on some of the materials showed that the moisture saturation level
increased by a factor of 2 due to electron radiation. Data also showed that the CTE for unidirectional graphite/
epoxy laminates changed at elevated temperatures due to radiation exposure. The thermal conductivity of the
graphitteepoxy material systems was not significantly aftected by the radiation In general, the Kevlar materials
were much more sensitive to the space environmental exposure than were the graphite/epoxy materials.

Mr Dollery presented experimental results on the electrostatic discharging behavior of Kapton, Kapton-
Aluminum laminate 125 pm Aluminum/75 urm Kapton), aluminized Teflon, a black thermal control paint (Chemglaze
L300t), a white thermal control paint (tChemglaze A276), and solar cell cover glasses under similar conditions.
Samples were irradiated in vacuum with mono-energetic electrons of 5 to 30 Key energy at temperatures from

181) to 70 'C. Characterization of the electrostatic behavior included measurement of the maximum surface voltage.
leakage current, mean discharge rate, mean discharge size, and maximum discharge size. Surface voltage profiles for
Kapton irradiated with different energy electrons were presented and examples of the effect of discharges on surface
voltage profile% were illustrated. In some cases electrical discharge resulted in physical damage (pinholes) to the
Kapton film. One of the key conclusions reached in the paper was that use of the thinnest Kapton films available
(thinnest studied -

t)am as the outer component of thermal blankets would facilitate the removal of lower energy
tnvident electrons, and thus reduce the susceptibility to dielectric breakdown by arc discharge.

Subsequent general discussions at the end of the session focused on the i, portance of having a good understand-
ing of the long-term behavior of composite materials in tile space environment. Fhe need for such data was stated by
materials researchers present and by a number of spacecraft designers who indi,,ated that the design lifetimes of future
spacecraft will likely be extended to a 15 -20 year range. There was a consensus that general sparcity of good experi-
mental data was a problem for the spacecraft designers in trying to insure long operational lives. Considerable discussion
pursued as to the outlook for making significant improvements in space materials. Several examples of ne" materials
development currently underway that hold promise for future space use were discuzssed. In general. the area of space
environmental effects on materials was considered to be an important area of research and should be pursued vigorously
in the future.

, .
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CANDIDATE MATERIALS FOR PRETENSIONED MEMBRANES OF

FIBRE COMPOSITE MATERIALS FOR SPACE APPLICATION

by

W. Buchs

Messerschmitt-Blkow-Blohm 0,:hb1
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In recent years pretensioned membranes of fibre composite materials have become
increasingly under consideration for use as solar cell substrates, thermal shields etc.

Various particular areas of investigation arose from 1>-ads (launch vibrations)
and environmental conditions (vacuum, temperature, irradiati n).

Glass-, Carbon- and Aramidfabric composite materials wore analyzed with respect
to the requirements and the interfaces determined by the tensioning frame.

Sections and full-scale samples of some membranes wer, manufactured and tested
with methois, which in several cases had to he specifically .ioveloped for these purposes.

Spectial attention has been payed to the decrease of characteristics cf aramid-
fibre cc,mpositer under (V-irradiation.

Analysis results are presented as well as test data and manufacturing experience.

1. INTRODUCTION

Compared to sandwich structures, which are in use in spacecraft subsyst'm Struc-
ture: with a mass per unit area of 1.1 to 1.4 kg/m' in composite construction, the use
of pi etensiones membranes plus frames was calculated to end up with the amount of 0.7
to ( . ,kg/r. This promissing benefit combined with high packing density should be taken
into account specially when talking about large spacecraft structures such as solar array
structures for directly broadcasting satellites. The design details in the following
pagu; are taken from the development of membranes for the Ultra-Light-Panel solar array
(ULI').

The results concerning material selection, however, should be also valid for

similar applications such as for thermal shields, plain reflecting layers etc.

Figure 1 shows the whole assembly of the ULP solar array at the MBB test facility.
/1/ gives detailed information about development and qualification of the whole subsystem.

Fig. 1 ULP solar array with Carbon-Fibre Composite (CFC) frames and pretensioned mem-
branes covered with solar cells
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2. TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The main design requirements relevant for the membrane and its interface to the
frame are typically the followings

- withstand the static launch loads
- withstand the launch vibrations from sinusoidal, random and acoustic vibration with

limited amplitude (two neighboured membranes may not touch in the stowed array due to
vibrations)
show a first natural frequency of above 20 Hz, in order not to interfere with the first
natural frequency of the spacecraft

- withstand deployment shocks
- withstand temperatures from -18CPC up to 100*C
- withstand irradiation from 7 years geostationary orbit without a decrease of charac-

teristics, which could prevent function in orbit
- have provisions for electrostatic discharge

3. DESIGN DESCRIPTION

3.1 Membrane suspension

In order to meet the static and dynamic launch requirements, a membrane suspension
in one axis providing a global (including frame stiffness) equivalent spring constant of
about 200 N/mm was chosen.
This spring constant mainly is provided by an appropriate bending stiffness of the sus-
pension beam. The bending line of these two beams is compensated by individual packages
of cup springs at 11 suspension points.
The two not suspended edges are basically free, a so-called "fishing-line", however,
limits the edge amplitudes.
Fig. 2 illustrates the arrangement of the outermost spring-package (in suspension beam)
bracket at the end stringer of the membrane and the "fishing-line" at the free membrane
edge.

Fig. 2 Membrane suspension in high modulus CFC frame (white cabling is test cabling)

At 7 lines over the panel the membrane furthermore is guided between two auxiliary beams
of high modulus CFC in a sliding manner. This, too, is for raising the membrane's first
natural frequency and lowering the amplitudes.
More details about the structure design, specially of the frame, are given in /2/.

3.2 Membrane components

The load carrying part is a 1 layer composite structure of fibres and epoxy resin.
It is covered at the cell-side by a thin plastic film, which acts as bonding surface for
solar cells and electrical isolation, when using carbon-fibres in the composite.

The suspension edge shows an end stringer with unidirectional CFC, suitable forjoining the suspension brackets (see figure 2).

The "fishing-line" is joined by tab elements of composite. In the sliding area between
the auxiliary beams stiffeners of composite material are bonded to the basic membrane.

I-'
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4. MATERIAL SELECTION

4.1 Beams

All teams are designed in high modulus CFC, in order to meet the frequency require-
men t S.

4.2 Suspension elements

Cup springs are of steel, coated with nickel, the bolts are of inoxidable steel,
coated with chromium. The bracket elements are made of anodized aluminium.
The reasons for these materials were mainly to avoid galvanic und wear problems.

4.3 End stringers, stiffeners, tabs

In general the same materials as in the basic membrane are used. The preferred
fibre orientation in the end stringers is unidirectional, the one in the stiffeners
and tabs 0*/90* (tensile-stiffness and strength in plain required).

4.4 Basic membrane

Calculations showed that very light fabrics (in plain weave in order to avoid
"curling" after curing at elevated temperatures) or filament wound skins would be desi-
rable from frequency point of view. In order not to cause unacceptable distortions of
the panel at the deep temperature extreme (-180'C), the basic membrane should have a
coefficient of thermal expansion close to the one of the frame - i.e. close to zero -

and a low inplain tensile stiffness E-t.

Investigations showed that plain weave fabrics were commercially available as
glassfibre fabric with 26 g/m'
aramidfibre fabric with 60 g/m2

carbonfibre fabric with 66 g/ml.

Although offering the lowest mass ( 55 g/m') and tensile stiffness (1930 N/mm),
the glassfibre composite (GFC) had to be rejected because of the high coefficient of
thermal expansion ( a = 11,2 - 10-6 m/mK).

The filament winding of (high modulus) carbon fibre was rejected because of the
high costs: a huge mandrel would have been necessary.

From the commercially available fabrics the high tensile CFC with a mass of
115 g/m2 , a stiffness of 4100 N/mm and a coefficient of thermal expansion of
3,5 • 10-6mI/mK seemed to be the best compromise. Therefore, the first membranes were
manufactured in CFC.

The suitable matrix material was epoxy resin with a curing temperature of 120*C,
the suitable plastic foil material seemed to be a polyimid foil with 12,5 am thickness.

Later negotiations with a fabric weaver, however, brought a unidirectional aramid-
fibre fabric composite (AFC) into discussion with a completed mass (i.e. including epoxy
and polyimidfoil) of 82 g/my of a stiffness of 2830 N/mm and a coefficient of thermal
expansion of 1,3 • 10- m/mK.

As this membrane revealed superior the one of CFC it was decided to manufacture
and test one further membrane of this kind.

4.5 Adhesives

Room temperature curing epoxies and epoxy resins curing at 120*C were chosen as
adhesives, because experiences from other programs were available on these.

5. MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE

The first manufacturing step is unrolling the polyimic film cn a table and
cleaning it. Figure 3 shows a chock to local defects by a high voltage test device, the
so-called "wet-sponge" test.
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Fig. 3 "Wet-sponge" test for local defects of polyimid film

Then the polyimid film is wettened with resin + hardener and the dry fabric is
positioned on it and impregnated with rollers.

The vacuum lay-up is applied and curing in the autoclave is performed (autoclave
yields high fibre volume content).

After unpacking besides of the standard inspection criteria (e.g. to fibre misalign-
ments) the "wet-sponge" test is repeated.
At this step the intended 12,5 gm thick polyimid film showeJ much more defects (i.e. was
penetrated by carbon fibres) than at the initial inspection. Therefore, a 25 am thic.
polyimid film hat to be taken for CFC membranes, which now had a mass of 135 g/ml inhtead
of 115 g/ml before.

After this inspection the basic membrane is cut to size and prepared for assembly
with the sti.ffeners, stringers and tabs, which had been preocured in separate press-moulds.

The assembly is performed on a special bonding table, which allows exact positioniny
of all components to be bonded.

6. TESTING

6.1 Outgassing

Shortly after the selection of materials the outgassing behaviour had to be proven.
For the CFC basic membrane a total weight loss (TWL) 0.32% and an amount of volatile con-
densible material (VCM) of 0.03% was determined. For the basic AFC membrane the corres-
ponding figures were: TWL 0.96%, VCM 0.04%.

The comparitively high amount of TWL at the AFC membrane was found to be water.

6.2 UV-Irradiation

In a previous program the influence of space irradiation on CFC was investigated
and no degradation was detectible. Therefore, no irradiation test was performed with the
CFC membrane.

From numerous publications, however, the decrease of strength of unprotected AFC
unl-r UV-irradiation is krown.

Initial measurements with polyimid films even thinner than 12.5 am had shown,that
in the range of wavelengths about 200 nm ("hard" irradiation) the transmission of UV-
light was below 1%, in the range of 450 nm between 5% and 10%.

A 1000 h irradiation test with 6 + 2 solar constants at 60*C was performed in order
to verify that the protection by the 1275 am thick polyimid film was sufficient.

The result was: no influence on stiffness detectible comparing irradiated (series
III) to untreated specimen (series I). An increase in stiffness was measured at the
specimen treated with 60°C for 1000 h (series II), which was assumed as post-curing
effect.
Figure 4 shows measured stiffness data of the three series.

'" I" . ..
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Concerning strength, a decrease of 11% was measured (see Figure 5), and again a
postcuring effect could be postulated.

Extrapolating the initial decrease to 7 years orbit liletime, it was stated that
no risk for the mission exists by the expected degradation of the strength.

It should , however, be kept in mind that the number of test Sp'c iren due to the
expensive irradiation tests was limited to 3 and 4 per measuring point, respectively.
The figure of 11% degradation thus should be more regarded as a trend information which
has to be substantiated by further tests.

6.3 Stiffness and strength

For the stiffness and strength measurement a special test method had to be deve-loped for the basic substrate as commercially available strain gauges turrel out to be

too large compared to the fine yarns of the substrate.

Figure 6 shows the test specimen and the test equipment: a tensile test specimeni 300 x 15 mm with aluminium doublers is suspended soft against bending in Lhe test

machine. Mechanical elongation gauges ( 200 m length) take the edges of the aluminium
doublers as referred elongation length.

For strength tests the mechanical elongation device is removed.

• | 2

Fig. 6 Test specimen and test equipment for stiffness and strength determination of basic
substrate



The strength of the stringer bondings was determinated in a further test series
with representative "mini-membranes" in representative suspension. All specimen showed
high margins of safety referred to the acting loads during the mission. In several cases
the load introduction bracket failed - see figure 7.

Fig. 7 Three types of failures at suspension load introduction: failures of matrix to
fibre adhesion (above), failure of bracket (center), failure of end stringer
bonding (bottom)

7. CONCLUSIONS

The manufacturing of several full-scale membranes and the performed environmental
and mechanical testing showed that both carbonfibre and aramidfibre composite membranes
are suitable for geostationary orbit missions. For mass reasons, not existing of isola-
tion problems and minimization of suspension frame distortions at deep temperature ex-
tremes the aramidfibre membrane can be recommended for further applications.
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SUMMARY

Nonmetallic materials specimens from the Viking program were tested in situ invacuo after continuous thermal-
vacuum exposure from 1971/1972 to the present. Eleven ASTM based tests we-'e 93-e on appropriate specimens of 30
materials; however, no single material received all the tests. Some specimens also were exposed to 1 or 2.5 MeV
electrons at differing fluences before testing. Baseline exposure data is reported here for graphite/epoxy specimens that
had been exposed to vacuum since 1974. These materials have been transferred to the thermal vacuum storage facility for
future in situ testing and irradiation.

Thin G/E specimens were tensile tested after thermal-vacuum cycling exposure. Photomicrographic examinations
and SEM analyses were done on the failed specimens.

INTRODUCTION

The space structures and advanced space transportation systems that are envisioned for space flight in the next
several decades must be fabricated from long-life, low-cost, environment-resistant materials in order to be economically
feasible and to meet mission goals. Materials technology must be advanced through studies to identify degradation and
changes in properties of materials induced by environmental exposure, to define degradation mechanisms by which environ-
mental parameters interact with the materials, to determine accelerated test methodology, and to derive accurate
degradation prediction modeling techniques. Since previous work has shown that it takes a decode or more to bring a
material concept to engineering readiness, NASA has emphasized a strong space materials durability research and technol-
ogy program to develop new and improved materials.

Composite materials show great promise for structural applications in future space systems and are being used today
in critical structural elements of space systems, such as the graphite-cpoxy metering truss, focal plane structure, and
optical bench structures of the Space Telescope. Fiber resn composites such as graphite-epoxy, boron-epoxy, graphite-
polyimide, and graphite-Kevlar-epoxy are being proposed as primary structural materials in design studies of future long-
life large space systems. The improved performance characteristics of fiber-metallic matrix composites make them highly
attractive structural and engineering materials for specialized applications in space systems. Consequently, there exists a
great need for increased research and technology development of environmentally resistant advanced composites. Compre-
hensive environmental testing of composite materials is vitally required because of the complex and varied degradation
effects that are induced in composites by long duration exposure to the different external and internal environmental para-
meters of space systems.

At the conclusion of the Viking Mars Lander program, a number of samples of a wide variety of materials that had
passed the initial screening tests remained in thermal-vacuum exposure at the Martin-Marietta Corporation (MMC). The
decision was mode at that time to continue the thermal-vacuum exposure of these materials with the plan of reestablishing
a test program to measure the effects of long duration exposure on the properties of these materials in the future. In 1979,
MMC and the Materials and Processes Laboratory at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) decided that sufficient
exposure had occurred to warrant testing some of the specimens to obtain data on nominally nine years exposure. Over
150 specimens of 30 of these materials were evaluated including some with electron exposure in the present program.

In 1973 test specimens from 12 different graphite-epoxy samples that had been fabricated at MSFC were put into
long duration vacuum exposure following baseline materials properties measurements. These specimens were transferred in
vacua to MMC for in situ testing and inclusion in the irradiation testing with the Viking specimens.

Specimens from 10 sets of samples of thin 1S0 um to 560 ;m graphite-epoxy composites fabricated by Hercules
Aerospace Division in 1980 have undergone baseline testing and thermal-vacuum cycling testing. Long duration thermal-
vacuum exposure of some of these specimens has been start:- ut MMC.

This paper describes the results of evaluations of a variety of long term (since 1971 and 1973) thermal-vacuum
exposed materials and short term (1982) thermal-vacuum cycled thin graphite-epoxy materials. The materials reported on
here along with their descriptions are shown in Tables 1-a and 1-b.

TEST FACILITIES

The testing and evaluation work reported herein was accomplished jointly at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
and Martin-Marietta Corporation (MMC), Denver Aerospace Division. The unique in situ vacuum test chambers and
thermal-vacuum exposure systems at MMC were complemented with the Van de Gro-f-accelertors at MSFC to achieve
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the desired tests and environmental exposures.

Thermal-Vacuum Exposure Facility (MMC)

The long-term vacuum exposures were accomplished at MMC in individual canisters connected to ion pumps. Four
canisters are coupled directly to 50 i/s ion pumps and the remaining 28 are connected to seven-canister plenums, with
each plenum attached to a 400 Z/s ion pump. Each system is capable of maintaining pressures in the 10 - to 10 6 pascal
(10- to 10-8 torr) range. Each canister is constructed of 300-series stainless steel, with a double wall for circulating
water and maintaining the required thermal conditions in the canisters. A Mormon clamp seals the lid to simplify remote
opening and closing of the canisters in the test chamber. Two vacuum valves between the canister and vacuum plenum
permit the canister to be removed from the pumping system and transferred to the test chamber without altering the pressure
in the canister or plenum. A recirculating hot water heater maintains canister temperatures between ambient and 660C.

Vacuum In Situ Test Facility (MMC)

The Vacuum In Situ Test Chamber at MMC is constructed of 300-series stainless steel and consists of two individual
vacuum chambers separated by a sliding gate valve. The main chamber is a nominal 1.5 meters (5 feet) in diameter and
2.1 meters (7 feet) long. The pumping portion of the main chamber consists of two 7 .9 cm (20-inch) diffusion pumps with
a multicoolant baffle and a valve isolating the pump from the chamber. The airlock pumping system consists of a 2.4 cm
(6-inch) diffusion pump with a multicoolant Laffle and isolation valve. The .55-square-meter (6-square-foot) chamber
window has three tempered gloss sections. A door on one end provides easy access to the entire chamber interior.

The unique feature of this system is the master/slave manipulation capability in the main chamber. Three manipu-
lators provide !ix degrees-of-freedom and have electric indexing in twc axes for displacement of the master arm relative
to the slave arm. All other motions are mechanical, with a one-to-one force ratio between the master arm and the slave
arm except for the friction of the motion rods within the seal tube assembly.

A Universal test machine is coupled to the main chamber. The columns are sl}ock-isoloted from the chamber with
bellows and a moving crosshead pull rod is attached to the bellows. Tensile, compression, flexure, and shear tests have
been performed in this chamber. Electrical property tests, including dielectric strength, dielectric constant, and surface
and volume resistivity, are conducted with the aid of special fixturing developed by MMC for use in vacuum with the
master/slave manipulators.

Radiation Effects Facility (MSFC)

The Radiation Effects Facility of the Materials and Processes Laboratory located at MSFC includes two Van de Groaff
accelerators, a Model A-2500 and a Model A-400 in a shielded irradiation room with an associated control room. The
irradiations that were performed for this work were done with the A-2500 accelerator operating in the negative mode pro-
ducing electrons with energies of either 1.0 MeV or 2.5 MeV as required for the different specimens. An electromagnet
is used to deflect the electron beam into the iiradiation vacuum canister and to provide a mo'ioenergetic electron flux.
A 19 im (0.75 mil) thick aluminum foil was used to spread the electron beam to cover the desired irradiation area without
significantly degrading the energy of the electrons. The electron beam fluxes were kept low, of the order of 10 to 15 A,

*1 for all irradiations to minimize thermal effects in the specimens. Faraday cups were mounted inside the canisters to monitor
the electron beam during the irradiations.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Viking Mars Lander Materials

For the Viking Mars Lander program, MMC performed a series of screening and qualification tests on the candidate
materials proposed for the lander capsule. All proposed materials were screened initially by thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) with materials that showed relatively high weight loss and a relatively low decomposition temperature being rejected
at this time. The materials that passed the screening tests were subjected to more detailed TGAi RGA, heat compatibility,
and physical properties tests before and after thermal-vacuum exposure to qualify them for use in the lander (Ref. I & 2).

The residual material specimens that were not used during the Viking program have been maintained in a controlled
thermal-vacuum environment in the vacuum exposure system at MMC since 1971. Some 150 specimens of 30 of these
materials were selected for testing after nominally 9 years exposure at 660C (150PF) temperature and 10- 4 pascal (10-6 torr)
vacuum. The tests selected for a particular material were determined by the baseline and short term tests that were origi-
nally done on that material in 1971/1972. All tests were done in situ in vacua in the MMC Vacuum In Situ Test Facility.
The specimens were kept in a vacuum environment at all times durin transfer and testing through the 7se--orthe portable
vacuum canisters and the chamber airlocks.

A limited number of specimens were irradiated with electrons at the MSFC Radiation Effects Facility. These speci-
mens were maintained constantly in a vacuum environment at all times during transfer between Denver, CO, and Huntsville,
AL, and during irradiation. The lap shear specimens were exposed to a fluence of 1 x 1015 e-icm2 of 2.5 MeV electrons.
All other specimens were irradiated with 1 ~AV electrons to a fluence of 1 x 1014 e>'cm2 except for the initial Irradiation
test in which a fluence of 1 x 1015 e/cm was used. Some of these specimens were degraded to the extent that they broke
while being removed from the canister at MMC; therefore, the lower fluence was selected for subsequent irradiations.

The Viking program materials that were tested are identified in Table 1-o along with their manufacturer. Table 2
lists the materials tests that were done in situ in the vacuum chamber and the ASTM test procedure that was followed (Ref. 3).



The results of the tests, the number of specimens, and the date the tests were performed are given in Tables 3 through 11.
The average value and the range of values are listed. The tensile data given in Table 3 show that the tensile strength of
most nonmetallic materials will be affected significantly by thermal-vacuum exposure with Kapton being the least affected.
The initial short exposure usually, but not always, produced a sharp decrease in strength and the longer exposure gave a
slight recovery. The effect of electron irradiation, however, was to reverse the effects of the thermal-vacuum exposure.

The lap shear strength data given in Table 4 for adhesives and coatings generally showed on increase in strength for
short duration thermal-vacuum exposure, but a large decrease for the long duration exposure. All of the electron irradiated
specimens showed a relative increase in strength. Thus, the electron radiation tended to reverse the effect of the long
thermal vacuum exposure on the lap shear strength of the adhesives tested.

The flexure strength data in Table 5 and the compression strength measurement in Table 6 indicate that the effect
of the long thermal-vacuum exposure is a continuation of the effect of the short exposure for the tested materials on these
parameters. The 180-degree peel strength data in Table 7 also shows a similar trend for two of the materials. The overlap
of the data for the PC board indicates no significant change occurred for this material. Likewise the hardness measurement
given in Table 8 shows no significant change for the various environments.

The dielectric strength data in Table 9 reveals that for all materials tested the dielectric strength is reduced signif-
icantly by short duration thermal-vacuum exposure; however, some materials tend to recover with long exposures, but other
materials continue to decrease. The dielectric constant and dissipation factor data in Table 10 and the volume resistivity
data in Table 11 show similar responses.

Thermograv imetric Analysis

A useful technique for predicting polymer system degradation kinetics at moderate temperatures is high temperature
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) in conjunction with mass spectral analysis with a residual gas analyzer (RGA). In TGA
a small sample of material is taken through total decomposition by ;ncreasing the temperature of the sample at a constant
rote (e.g., 10°C/rin.) in vacuum while continuously measuring the weight loss of the sample.

The variation of the rate constant with temperature is represented by the Arrhenius equation

AE
RT

k = A

where k is the reaction rate constant, T is the absolute temperature, R is the gas constant, .;E is the energy of activation,
and A is an integration constant. Generally the thermal degradation reaction is a first order reaction with the degradation
rate proportional to the concentration of the reacting material

-dc
d - kC
dt

where C is the concentration of the reaction species, and t is time.
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where a is the initial weight of the sample, x is the weight loss after time t, and is the rate of weight lass.

Figure 1 shows a schematic multistage (here two-stage) TGA curve. In Table 12 the number 2 in the column headed
"Stages in the TGA Curve" refers to curves similar to that depicted in Figure 1. The number 1 indicates that only a one-stage
degradation takes place through total decomposition, and the number 3 Indicates an even more complex degradation than
depicted in Figure 4, that is, a three-stage degradation through total decomposition. With multistage decompositions only
the lowest temperature degradations (i.e., stage 1) were analyzed since this would be the one expected to dominate the
near normal-use temperature isothermal decompositions. In the column labeled "Reaction Mechanism in Stage 1," the ao
is the so-called "active component" Tn chemical kinetics terminology, and B represents the chemical component resulting
from the degradation of ao. Some materials show a simple mechanism, a. * B, of degradation while others show a complex
mechanism, a : where co decomposes to B at the lower temperatures and a * C as the temperature Increases within
stage 1. Thus materials labeled 1 (i.e., single stage) a decomposes to B at the lower temperature and q0 I C as the
temperature increases within stage 1. Thus, materials lcteled 1 (i.e., single stage) and a0  B have a simple reaction
mechanism through total degradation. Materials labeled as multistage (i.e., 2 or 3) and ao  will have an exceed-
ingly complex degradation since the decomposition stage (or stages) at higher temperatures, which were not analyzed for
the present study, may also degrade by complex routes such as (do) E

IN
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Graphite/Epoxy Composites

In 1973 graphite/epoxy samples were fabricated by the Materials and Processes Laboratory at MSFC using High
Modulus Surface-treat (HMS) graphite fibers at orientation angle increments of 450 and 600 in types 5208, 3501, and
BP-907 epoxy resins in the combinations shown in Table 1-b. Tensile test specimens were cut from these samples. Base-
line tensile test data were taken, and a set of specimens from the 0.8 mm (30 mil) and 1 .0 mm (40 mil) thick samples were
exposed to a fluence of 2.63 x 1016 e'/cm2 of 2.0 MeV electrons. A second set of these tensile specimens were exposed
in vacuum to ultraviolet light from a solar simulator using a xenon lamp source for 2000 ESH. This data, shown in Table 13
has considerable overlap between the range of electron or UV irradiated values and the range of the baseline data, and
indicates no significant degradation was induced by these levels of radiation (Ref. 4).

The remaining specimens were placed in a vacuum chamber at MSFC for long duration vacuum exposure. In 1981
the specimens were transferred to one of the vacuum storage canisters and transferred to MMC in the MSFC mobile vacuum
system van. In situ testing and irradiation of these graphite/epoxy specimens is in progress.

Thin Graphite/Epoxy Materials

Tensile and shear specimens of thin graphite/epoxy materials were obtained from Hercules, Inc. for environmental
testing. Hercules used their HMS/3501-6 graphite prepreg tape to fabricate high modulus specimens. Unidirectional
layups of 2, 3 and 8 plies and 1450 layups of 4 and 8 plies in a (+45 0, -45 0 45 p450) pattern were prepared. With a
nominal tape thickness of 7.5 mm (3 mil), the specimens ranged from about 15 mm (7 mil) to nearly 60 mm (22 mil) in thick-
ness. Top and bottom caul plates as well as special processing of the laminate sheets were used by Hercules to achieve
improved surface flatness and consistent thickness of the specimens. Data generat,-d only on the ±450 layups are reported
on here.

Specimens of the HMS,3501-6 ±450 layup material were thermally cy lea in the thermal vacuum chamber from
-73C (-1009F) to 149aC (300 F) in a vacuum of the order of 10-2 pascal (10- torr) with each thermal cycle lasting about
an hour. The tensile data are shown in Figure 2 for specimens removed after 104, 522, and 2003 cycles. The anomalous
behavior of the 8 ply specimens after 522 cycles as yet has not been determined.

After the tensile and flexure testing was completed the specimens were cut in half using a diomond saw. One
section was used for SEM examination of the surface and the other section was mounted for photomicrographic examination.
The tensile specimens were cut near the failed area and the filament density of that cross-section was measured. No corre-
lation was found between the tensile data and the filament density.

The specimens were examined by SEM on one surface to determine presence of cracks and other anomalous conditions.
Photomicrographic examinations were made on cross-sectioned specimens to evaluate sub-surface cracking, delamination
filament distribution and other conditions. The control sample illustrated conditions representative of all the samples, such
as missing fibers in one laminate and a surface pattern created by the woven "bleeder" cloth used when pressing the laminates
and not associated with the graphite fiber layup. No cracks were found in either of the control samples. Examples of the
microcrack;ng are seen in Figure 3 for specimens after 104, 522 and 2003 thermal vacuum cycles. Samples thermal cycled
104 times had cracks both surface and sub-surface (Figures 3a & b). The surface crocks were oriented parallel to the layer
of fibers immediately below the surface and were relatively uniformly spaced at intervals of approximately 35 mm (0.014 in.)
over the surface. The sub-surface cracks occurred in the matrix between the laminates and at the fiber-matrix interface
perpendicular to the fine of the composite sheet. After 522 cycles the surface cracks became more numercus and wider
(Figures 3c & d), with spacings on the order of 30 mm (0.012 in.) to 6 mm (0.0025 in.) and some cross-cracks started to
appear at 90P to the predominant crack direction. Internal cracks became longer and extended across two or more plies.
With further cycling to 2003 cycles the surface crack spacing remained about the same as at 522 cycles but were more
pronounced (Figures 3e & f), both parallel and perpendicular to the first sub-surface laminate. The extent of cracks per-
pendicular to the laminates seen on the cross sections were about the same as at 522 cycles but there was considerable more
crac~s parallel to the laminates.

Examinations of the thermal cycled samples showed that the primary degradation due to cycling was crack formation
in the epoxy matrix ?nd this degradation increased with increasing number of cycles. Initially the cracks were predominantly
perpendicular to the plane surface of the composite and, with increased cycling, also occurred parallel to the surface.
Internal cracks were mostly at the interface between the graphite filaments and epoxy. The cracks observed on the surface
were mostly parallel to the outer laminate filaments and generally increased in width up to 522 cycles. This is probably
due to shrinkage of the epoxy as a result of continued curing due to heating during cycling and this fact may account for
the observed increases in strength at 522 cycles. This "post-curing" may have masked the degradation due to cycling until
further damage was caused by cycling up to 2003 cycles.

CONCLUSIONS

The data reported herein for the Viking materials shows that the effect of long duration exposure to space environ-
ments on some of the properties of many nonmetallic materials is not predictable from the response of those materials to
short duration exposures. Electrical insulating materials, for example, often showed a recovery after long exposure of the
electrical properties that were degraded during short exposure. A surprising result is that electron irradiation sometimes
reverses or reduces the change in material properties that was induced by vacuum exposure.

These results confirm the need for continued testing and evaluation of materials exposed for long durations to simu-
lated space environments in order to identify acceptable materials for long-lived spacecraft. The wide variance in the
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patterns of this data exceeds the capability of current models to predict the degradation and verifies the necessity for more
advanced studies of degradation mechanism modeling techniques.
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TABLE 1-a - VIKING MATERIALS LIST

Material Classification Manufacturer

Abefilm 501 Film Adhesive Ablestik Labs
Adlock 851 Phenolic Laminate Am Reinforced Plastics
Choseal 1224 Conductive Elastomer Chromerics Inc.
Choseal 1236 Conductive Elastomer Chromerics Inc.
DC93-500 Silicone Encapsulant Dow Corning Corp.
DC6-1106 Sealant Dow Corning Corp.
Diall FS-80, Type GOI-30 Molding Compound Mira Plastics Inc.
EA 934 Structural Adhesive Hysol
EA 956 Structural Adhesive Hysol
EA 9414 Structural Adhesive Hysol
EC 2216 Structural Adhesive 3M
Eccofoam FPH Structural Adhesive Emerson and Cuming, Inc.
FM 96U Structural Adhesive Am. Cyanamid Co.
HT 424 Structural Adhesive Am. Cyanamid Co.
HT 435 Film Adhesive Am. Cyanamid Co.
C7-4248 Epoxy Resin Hysol
'(apton F, 011 Electrical Insulation E. I. duPont
,opton F, 919 Electrical Insulation E. I. duPont
Kynar Tubing Heat Shrinkable Tubing Raychem Corp.
Lexan Polycarbonate GE
Lucite Acrylic E. I. duPont
Nylon Polyamide General Electric Co.
Polyethylene Polyethylene E. I. duPont
Polythermalese Wire Magnet Wire Insulation
Polyurethane Polyurethane Belden
Printed Circuit Board-Type GF Laminated Sheet
Solithane 113 Polyurethane Coating Synthane-Taylor Corp.
Stycast 1090 Epoxy Encapsulant Thiokol Chem Corp.
Therm-Amid Wire Magnet Wire Insulation Emerson and Curing, Inc.
Vespel SP- I Polyimide Rea Magnet Wire Co.

E. I. duPont
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TABLE I-b - MSFC GRAPHITE/EPOXY MATERIALS

Sample Manufacturer Fiber Resin Fiber Orientation Number of Plies

T-22 MSFC MOD I 5208 ± 45/90 8

T-24 MSFC MOD I 5208 ± 45/90 16

T-26 MSFC HMS 3501 ± 45/90 16

T-27 MSFC HMS 3501 ± 45/90 8

T- 35 MSFC HMS BP907 4 60 6

T- 36 MSFC HMS BP907 + 45/90 8

T- 37 MSFC HMS BP907 ±60 12

T- 38 MSFC HMS BP907 + 45/90 16

T-40 MSFC MOD I 5208 ±60 12

T-41 MSFC MOD I 5208 + 60 6

T-42 MSFC HMS 3501 ±60 12

T-43 MSFC HMS 3501 + 60 6

H-9 Hercules HMS 3501-6 + 45 4

H-10 Hercules HMS 3501-6 ± 45 8

TABLE 2 - TEST METHODS UTILIZED TO EVALUATE MATERIALS

Test ASTM

1. Tensile Strength D638, D882

2. Lap Shear Strength D1002

3. Flexure Strength D790, C393

4. Compression Strength D695, D3410

5. 180-deg Peel Strength D1967, D903

6. Hardness D785

7. Dielectric Strength D149

8. Dielectric Constant D150

9. Dissipation Factor D150

10. Volume Resistivity D257

11. Thermal Degradation See Text
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TABLE 3 - MATERIALS EVALUATION - ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH IN MPo,
NUMBER OF SPECIMENS, AND DATE TESTED

Material Baseline 1 Mo/3 Mo Long-Term After Irrod

Adlock 851 184 +80 234 +33
-70 -45

(5) 06/71 (5) 07/SO

+5 0 +8.0 +2.0 +2.0
Vespel SP-1 124 -7:0 124 -11.0 139 -2.0 139 36

(5) 101 (5) 11/1 (5) 01/80 (3) 05/81

+10.3+18.6
Kapton F, 919 103 +103. 109 -86

-15.8-36.5
(5) 11/71 (5) 05/80

Kapton F, 011 9 +20.7 84 +19.3
-22.1 -26.2

(5) 11/71 (5) 05/80

Lucite 88.9 +1 4 68.9 +6.1 77.1 +1.2 64.6-4.9 -4.6 -2.9
(5) 03/72 (3) 06/72 (4) 05/80 (1) 05/81

Lexon 66.7 62.4 +2.3 +0.6 +2.0
-4.2 -1.2 -0.3 -2.8

(5) 03/72 (4) 09/72 (4) 05/80 (4) 05/81

+2.3 +5.9 +1.5
Polyurethane 56.1 -2.4 -2.3 -0.8

(5) 03/72 (4) 05/80 (3) 05/Si

+2.7 +1.5 +1.4 +1.4
Nylon 59.3 -0.9 56.5 -1.9 77.2 -1.4 86.8 -0.6

(5) 03/72 (4) 09/72 (3) 05/80 (4) 05/81

+1.6 +0.05 +3.30 +0.20
Polyethylene 14.5 -2:4 9.78 0.05 0 15.4

_ (5) 03/72 (4) 09/72 (4) 05/80 (3) 02/82

LL



TABLE 4 - MATERIALS EVALUATION - LAP SHEAR STRENGTH+ IN MPo,
NUMBER OF SPECIMENS, AND DATE TESTED

Material Baseline 1 Ma/3 Mo Long-Term After Irrad

Alfl50251+2.07 30640.96 271+3.04
Abeflm50 2.1-2.76 306 1.31 271-0.34

(5) 08/72 (5) 1 1/72 (5) 03/80

+0.34 +3.1 1.24
EC 2216 27.9 -0.83 28.1 -3.2 32.7 -1.45

(5) 10/71 (5) 01/72 (5) 01/80

+1.-31 +1_45 '0.55 +0.69
EA 934 16.7 - 1.79 16.9 -1.10 15.8 -1.17 16.1 -0.83

(10) 10/71 (5) 11/71 (5) 01/80 (5) 05/81

E95145+1.0 149+0.70
EA95 1.5-0.4 149_0.30

(3) 08/72 (3) 05/80

EA91 66+2.3 426+1.1
EA944366-2.2 426-2.2

(3) 08/72 (3) 05/80

226+0.83 +1.38 218 .40 223 0.70
FM 96U 226_0.47 23.5 - 1.38 218-3.90 223-0.70

(5) 11/71 (5) 01/72 (5) 0 1/80 (3) 02/182

+0.76 +0.48+10 10
HT 424 21.8 -. 3 25.3 -. 5 23.7 -0.96o 21.7 '9

(5) 11/71 (5) 01/72 (5) 01/80 (3) 02/82

H43169+0.83 158+0.90 135'0.69 151+0.50
HT 35 6.9-0.48 158_0.83 135-0.75 151-1.0

(5) 11/71 (5) 01/72 (5) 01/80 (3) 02/82

HT45wt 41+0.83 145A0.69 131-1.10
HT45 ith141 0.69 145_0.69 131-1.10jAdlocc 851 (5) 11/7 (5) 01/72 (5) 01/80

Adherends

Sltae13 20+0.48 1.3+0.14 2.8 0.15
Solthne11 2 0 .48 1 -0.14 2.8-0.10

(5) 09/71 (4) 12/72 (5) 01/80

4All with 0.16 cm (0.063 in.) aluminum odherends (except as noted).

TABLE 5 - MATERIALS EVALUATION - FLEXURE STRENGTH IN MPa,

NUMBER OF SPECIMENS, AND DATE TESTED

Material Baseline 1 Mo/3 Mo Long-Tenn After Irrad

+'4.1 43.4
Vespel SP-1 132 -4.1 118 -4.1

(5) 10/71 (5) 01/80

PC Board 36 +22.0 "5 +9.0 47 + 13.1
Cpe-ld-10.3 -6.2 -11:0

CopperiClte (5) 02/72 (5) 03/72 (5) 06/80

+9 +23 +21
Adlocc 851 407 -8 600 -3 704 -16

(5) 10171 (5) 11/1M (5) 04/80
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TABLE 6 - MATERIALS EVALUATION - COMPRESSION STRENGTH IN MPa,
NUMBER OF SPECIMENS, AND DATE TESTED

Material Baseline 1 Mo/3 Mo Long-lerm After Irrad

+15.2 +13.8 +41
Hysol C7-4248 217 15.2 129 -41 .8 115 41

-15.8 -42.0 -43
(4) 01/72 (5) 02/72 (5) 01/80

TABLE 7 - MATERIALS EVALUATION - 180-DEGREE PEEL STRENGTH IN N/m X 10 3 ,

NUMBER OF SPECIMENS, AND DATE TESTED

Material Baseline 1 Mo/3 Mo Long-Term After Irrod

DC6-1106 4 2.8 2.7 +0.37 2 '.26
-1.8 -0.16 2.4 -0.26

(5) 09/71 (5) 10/71 (5) 05,80

+1.22 ,1.22 +0.44
EC-2216 6.47 -1.58 -2.10 1.66 -0.26

(10) 07/71 (5) 01,'80 (3) 05/8,

+0.09 +0.01 +0.07
PC Board 0.32 -0.05 0.27 -0.05 0.30 -0.03
Copper Peel ( 1) 02/72 (12) 03/72 (20) 06/80

TABLE 8 - MATERIALS EVALUATION - HARDNESS, NUMBER OF SPECIMENS,
AND DATE TESTED

Material Baseline 1 Mo/3 Mo Long-Term After Irrad

Vespel SP-1
+0.8 +0.4 +1.8

RockwelIl-M 88.2 -1.2 89.6 -2.6 87.2 -2.2

+0 +1 +I +I
Shore-D 86 -1.0 85 -0 87 -1 86 -0

(5) 10/71 (5) 11/71 (4) 01/80 (3) 05/181

Note: Rockwell-M tester could not be used in situ - Rockwell tests carried out after Shore-D test.

*1 f
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TABLE 9 - MATERIALS EVALUATION - DIELECTRIC STRENGTH, NUMBER OF
SPECIMENS, AND DATE TESTED

Material Baseline 1 Mo/3 Mo Long-Term After Irrad

Vespel SP-1
+0. 1 +0.2 +0.1

V/m (10 - 7 ) 2.7 -0.1 .9 -0.4 1.6 -0.1

(5) 12/71 (5) 01/72 (5) 06/80

Hysol C7-4248
4 +0.73 +1.25 +0.06

V/(10 - 4) 9.1 -1.70 76 -0.90 8.0 -0.12

(5) 05/72 (5) 06/72 (3) 03/80

Knynar Tubing
4+0.14 +0.13 +0.08

V/ (10) 5 -0.07 2.78 -0.22 1.89 -0.12
(5) 05/72 (5) 07/72 (5) 03/80

Polythermalese Wire
+1.7 +3.0 +2.2

AWG 20 9.5 -1.4 8.7 -1.5 14.3 -2.3

KV
+2.3 +0.4 +0.8

AWG 30 8.8 -1.8 6.8 -0.3 8.7 -0.7

(3) 05/72 (3) 06/72 (3) 07/80

Therm-Amid Wire
+1.8 0 +0.2

AWG 20 12.7 -1.7 7.5 -0.1 11.3 -0.3

KV
+1 .5 +0 0.7

AWG 30 8.0 -1.0 6.5 +0.1 T0.8 -0.8

(3) 05/72 (3) 06/72 (3) 07/80

TABLE 10 - MATERIALS EVALUATION - DIELECTRIC CONSTANT, DISSIPATION
FACTOR, NUMBER OF SPECIMENS, AND DATE TESTED

Material Baseline 1 Mo/3 Mo Long-Term After Irad

Vespel SP-1 2.94 2.87 2.44 2.52
0.00046 0.00016 0.0013 0.0024
(3) 12/71 (3) 01/72 (3) 04/80 (3) 03/81

Ecco Foam FPH 1.14 1.095
0.004 0.0077
(3) 06/80 (3) 03/82

Hysol C7-4248 2.997 3.065 3.238
- 0.0084 0.0047

(3) 12/71 (2) 04/80 (1) 03/81

Diall FS-80 3.79 3.43 3.49
0.012 0.002 0.004
(3) 06/72 (3) 07/72 (2) 04/80

Stycost 1090 2.89 2.75 3.17

(3) 10/72 (3) 04/72 (3) 04/80

DC 93-500 2.79 2.76 2.70 1.985
-- I - - -- 0.0043 0.0026

(2) 12/71 (4) 03/72 (3) 04/'80 (1) 03/81

-- tl
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TABLE 11 - MATERIALS EVALUATION- VOLUME RESISTIVITY IN OHM-CM X 10"1 4 ,

NUMBER OF SPECIMENS, AND DATE TESTED

Material Baseline 1 Mo/3 Mo Long-Term After Irrod

Choseal 1224 +3.6 +0.1 +4 7
6.2 -3.2 4.8 -0.3 9.0 -3.1

(3) 12/71 (3) 01/72 (3) 04/80

Vespel SP-1 +3.33 +0.13
6.67 -1.67 3.01 -0.27
(3) 12/71 (3) 01,/72

TABLE 12 - MATERIALS EVALUATION- THERMAL DECOMPOSITION

Reaction Stage 1 Activation Energy, kcal, (IW)
Stages in Mechanism in Temp Range,

Material TGA Curve Stage 1 0 C Baseline Long-Term After Irrad

Solithane 3 ao----- B 25-250 23 (96) 26 (109)
EA 934 2 ao - 1B 25-400 70 (293) 73 (305)

HT 424 1 C B 25-500 11 (46) 18 (75)

Vespel SP-1 1 00 _-,B 450-650 86 (360) 108 (450)ao -'-s. C

Kapton F, 919 2 ao - B 300-550 52 (218)
Adlock 851 1 00 ---- B 250-650 14 (59) 16 (62)
Kynor Tubing 2 ao - - B 300-450 48 (201)
DC 93-500 3 o0 ----- B 25-550 25 (105)
DC 6-1106 2 a0 ---- oB 25-550 25 (105)
Choseal 1224 1 a0 -- a. B 330-720 24 (100)
Lucite 1 o0 ---- B 125-400 43 (180) 42 (176) 41 (171)
Nylon 1 ao ---- B 200-400 65 (272) 46 (192)
Lexan 1 a0 ----. B 200-500 52 (218) 48 (201)

2 a° 6C 140-450 59 (247)

Polyurethane 2 a0 ----- B 125-250 24 (100) 34 (142)
Polyethylene 3 0 -e B 150-400 118(490)

GFE 010/049 1 a 25-450 23 (96)
25-450 23 (96)

005/063 1 0 0 - C 25-450 23 (96)

0 1 25-450 18 (75)
009/055 1 ao- B 25-450 18 (75)
004/044 1 a0  A'C

-- b!



TABLE 13 -GRAPHITE/EPOXY SPECIMENS IRRADIATED WITH ELECTRONS
AND UV TENSILE TEST DATA IN MPo

Baseline Electron
Sample MPa Irradiation UV Irradiation

T-22 258 120 225 t 26 223 ±27

T-41 312 t 40 235 +42 230 ±59

T-27 330 ±t18 325 ± 25 305 ±i8

T-43 399 ±61 422 +26 341 :L48

T- 36 221 ±25 242 +32 184 +31

T- 35 216 ±31 256 +12 194 +37

(a.) 2

Sch~mat.O Temperature -

Figue IScheticTGA -urvewihaw-tg eoosin
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Figure 2. Tensile Strength of HMS/3501-6 after Thermal-vacuum Cycling
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STRUCTURAL DAMPING OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS FOR SPACE APPLICAI IONS

by

Luigi BALIS CREMA. Renato BARBONI, Antonio CASTELI.ANI
Istituto di Tecnologia Aerospaziale

Via 'udossiana, 16 -- 00184 Roma - Italy

SUMMARY

A. series of experimental tests carried out (n specimens of composite materials is presented. The measured damping ratios were
obtained, in a vacuum chamber (10 6 torr), from the three first bending modes resonance (frequency range between 15 and 1400 Hlz).
The influence of the following parameters is considered: vibration amplitudes, frequency, air pressure, laminae number and mode shape.

The tests are performed with an electromagnetic exciter and a vibration detector: the measurements of the damping coeffi-
cient is worked by the frequency sweep and the decay transient method.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of damping prediction in aerospace composite structures is shown 1w recent research ctivities carried out in
this field [12, 3.41. As a matter of fact, experience with damping characteristics obtained for metal structures should not be translated
directly to composite structures.

Actually parameters influencing damping are different and additional effects, peculiar for composite materials, must be consi-
dered. So to-day only a preliminary knovoledge of damping pruperties of composite materials is available.

In the future, essential items will be:

i) extensive tests;
ii) theoretical and semi-empirical models of damping;
iii) correlation of stiffness and damping qualities;
iv) n,,linear damping.

In this paper a series of tests carried out at pressure until 10- ' tort is discussed; different specimens in carbin fiber and glass
fiber have been considered. The experimental work represents a preliminary investigation it, determine the behavior of composite
materials in space environment b% using the testing facilities presently available at Institute of Aerospace Techn,,og (Unisersity of

I. DESCRIPTION OF SPECIMENS

A series of specimens made in composite at the Italian Industry AGUSTA (Cascina Costa. Varese) has been tested at the In-
stitute of Aerospace Technology to evaluate the danping characteristics.

Two materials have been utilized: carbon fiber and glass fiber; for each material nine sets of specimens have been used.
In 'rable I the specifications of all the specimens are summarized.

TABLE I

SPECIMEN
number of laminae length (mm)

carbon fiber glass fiber

CCL4 GGL4 16 220
CCL2 GGL2 8 220
CCLI GGLI 4 220
CIA GL4 16 200
CL2 GL2 8 .00
CLI GLI 4 200
CS4 GS4 16 150
CS2 GS2 8 150
CSI GSI 4 150

All the specimens have a width of 15 mm; the nominal thickness for 4 laminae of carbon fiber is 0.75 mm and for 4 laminae of
glass fiber is 0.85 mm.

The specimens named CC-, G(;G- are clamped on the two ends, while the specimens named C--, G- are clamped in (one end, as
shown in Fig. I.

The properties of the laminates are as shown in Table 2.
The lay-up sequence is, fist both the materials, 0/90/90/0.

• i -- _ . - -. .. . . .. . ... . . , _ . . . . . . ...
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The specimen is clamped on a mounting, while the elestromagneik exciter and th. vibration detector fan move along a slide
which is fixed on the same mounting. A frequency range between 2 and 2000 liz can be examined; a digital frequencymeter and an
oscilloscope allow to determine resonant frequencies correctly. It is well known that scrral difficulties are involved since measure.
meni is influen(ced by vibration amplitudes, tratsducer. position, clamping pressure, specimen characteristics, and so on.

Experincnts hase been carried out making any possible effort to maintain identt ,J conditions, in order it) obtain repetitive
and n .iparable results; particular attention has been given to keep comparable vibration amplitudes.

Non dimensional damping coefficients vs. specimen vibration amplitude (peak-pea,) w, normalized io the specimen thickness
h. .are reported in Fig. 3, sshich refers to normal test conditions; it can be noticed that the %ibration amplitude has no effects in wor-
king conditions selected.

3 0 C L4 P= 10 "5 torr
1.lu al CC L2,.. 760 ,

z .. ...5.10-7 ,
G, L 4 , 760 ,

-0 o- 0

0 .5 1. 1-5w/h.02

Fig. 3 - Damping coefficient versus w/h

The tests are carried out in the vacu,im chamber asailable at the Institute of Aerospace Technology: its diameter is 457 mm
and its height 762 mm.

3. EXPERIMENTAL. RESULTS

A series of tests referred to the excitation of the first bending mode, has been made in the frequency range between 15 and
400 Itz and the damping coefficients versus pressure are reported in Fig. 4 to Fig. 9. The pressure range is from 760 tory to 10- ' tore
to simulate, as possible, the space conditions.

The '"igs. 4 and 5 refer to one laminate specimens, the Figs. 6 and 7 to two laminate specimens, the Figs. 8 and 9 to four la-
minate spec..nens.

A series of tests referred to the excitation of the second bending mode has been made in the frequency range between 90
and 600 ILz. The experimental results are presented in Figs. 10 and II, respectively for carbon fiber and glass fiber specimens.

Finallv in Figs. 12 and 13 the results referred to the excitation of the third bending mode are reported.

4. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

As pointed out before, the present research is the first step to evaluate the damping properties of composite materials in space
environment.

In the above tests the pressure and frequency effect was investigated, while the temperature effect shall be considered in future.

Pressure effect: Figs. 4 to 13 show a decrease of damping coefficient versus pressure from atmospheric pressure to 10- 6 tort.

This effect is more relevant for the thinner specimens that get to a decrease until the 25 per cent of the value at the atmo-
spheric pressure.

The numerical values of this decrease are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively for carbon fiber and glass fiber, where r/r'
ratio (to is the damping coefficient at the atmospheric pressure and t is the damping value obtained at 10- tore preuure) versus
frequency is reported.
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I fie pressure variations causes also a frequency shift.
Ihle frequency increase With the pressure decrease, due it the aerodlynamic effct is shown in Fig. 16, %%here the .Af/f ratio

(A I is the I requencv increase and f is the frequiency at 10- ' orr pressure) versus frequent% is reported,

Frequency effect: Inr Figs. 1, and 18 the damping coefficitentis, for the two materials, in the first be nding mnode, %erstis frequency (in
the 15 And 4004) lz range) are shuown at 10- " torr pressure.

'df .'02 glass I

1.0 carb 2

A 4

.6.

. E) E0

A2 A A

0 so 6 do 120li 150 f (HZ)

Fig. 16 .1if/f ratio vs. frequency

It aprears that frequentcy effect on the idanmping crc f-icietit is less remarkable for tie glass fiber, while the carbon fibier ilampinv
ro - fir rot increarses, at least for a first range (abor ut tt i 200. lit), aiccirrding it a nearly Ii rr ti-rnd.

The test Analysis shiiws t hat the damni tg co eff icietnt for the carboti fiber is, fi the ss o 'C range r f io tsi inttenl It( quinr ics,
lower than the damping coefficient for the glass fiber.

A cormparison with results oibtained in prevsious test, 16, 71 on aluminiumn alloys specimens shorws that, at least frt the CMlI ~ ~bn fiber here emploied, the damping coefficient is also lirwer fior carbotn fiber than for alumtnium alloys (F ig. M9.
These salues can suggest a correlations between damping cirefficient and stiffnesb charracteristics (Fig. 20).

Aide effect: in Figs. 21 and 22 (at 10- torn pressure) damping coefficients versus frequency for the three fitst vihiratirn ino
a e,4r,, s h oin.

It appears that the nmrde effect on the daniping coefficient fur the carbron fiber is a significant inc rease versus tsr order,
similarly t)r the frequency effect; for the glass fibier these effects are less remarkable.

5. C;ONCL.USIONS

I he analviis oif thi results obtaineid foir glass fiber and carbon fiber specimens shows that it is possible tn get sigrutrit ant data hN
rnran% of rneirrual test facilities.

For a devvelorpment of the study on comprosite materials damping characteristics in space enviroinment it nedkl t, horesee further
rnvestigatirrns, namely:

i) evaluatiorn if the tempuerature effect in the vacuum;
jii et i rf the lamtnae orrientation;
ii) tinvestigration in low frequnency range (< 5 Ilit);
ts) extenssive rests on the effect if the mode ,rrder;
v) predictirns rrf effctive mechanical prorperties and structural response its terms oif ernnstitutise prriperty of the phase .

'I he presented and prmoporsedl damping tests ipriseri Amn attempt of collecting expierimental data with tire aim rof getting a
prerlic rir't of struc tural damping in aerrospaice mmprrsite strut tores.
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Fig. 17 Damping coefficients vs. frequency Fig. i8 Damping coefficients vs. frequency
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Fig. 19 Comparison between Al and CF Fig. 20 - Damping coefficients vs. stiffness
damping coefficient characteristics
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Fig. 21 - Damping coefrIcients vs. frequency Fig. 22 - Damping coefficients vs. frequency
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SILICON SOLAR CELL CHARACTERIZATION AT LOW TEMPERATURES

AND LOW ILLUMINATION AS A FUNCTION OF PARTICULATE IRRADIATION

by
Ann F. Whitaker, Sally A. Little and Charles L. Peacock, Jr.

NASA - Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama, U. S. A. 35812

SUMMARY

Various configurations of Back Surface Reflector silicon solar cells including small (2 x 2) cm and large (-6 x 6) cm
cells with conventional and wraparound contacts have been subjected to 1 MeV electron irradiation and characterized
under both earth orbital and deep space conditions of temperatures and illuminations. Current-Voltage (I-V) data were
generated from +650 C to-1500 C and at incident illuminations from 135.3 mW/cm2 to 5.4 mW/cm2 for these cells. Deg-
radation in cell performance which is manifested only under deep space conditions is emphasized. In addition, the effect
of particle irradiation on the high temperature and high intensity and low temperature and low intensity performance of
the cells is described. The cells with wraparound contacts were found to have lower efficiencies at earth orbital conditions
than the cells with conventional contacts.

INTRODUCTION

Solar cells, the most critical and costly components of solar arrays, will have long life requirements in the space
structures of the 1980's and 90 's. Cost and space environmental durability of tWese cells are major concerns. Much
emphasis is being placed on reducing costs through development of large cells (-6 x 6) cm which, in addition to being
produced almost as cheaply as smaller cells, reduce array complexity and conserve array area and volume through efficient
packing. Space environmental durability of solar cells has always been a critical issoe with high end-of-life efficiencies
desirable. In the last several years silicon solar cell technology has concentrated on improving cell efficiencies and
radiation resistance by incorporating into the cetl design such features as bock surface field (BSF), back surface reflector
(BSR), shallow junction, textured surface, reduced thickness, and new/"improved co' ers and ontireflective (AR) coatings.

Both solar cell dce-ign and performance differ depending on the cell's application to earth orbit or deep space
missions. In earth orbit cells must accommodate high temperatures and high intensities in addition to more intense solar
particle irradiations. Nominally earth orbital environments are considered to have an intensity of one solar constant
(135.3 mW/cm2) and to produce temperatures ranging from 150PC to +80 0C in operational ce!ls. In deep space near
Jupiter's orbit where temperature and intensitg are low, incident illumination is as low as 0.04 solar constant (5.4 mW 'cm 2)
and ambient temperatures are -120PC to -160 C. Each of these regions imposes operational difficulties on cells. High
temperatures reduce cell voltage output and high intensities can lead to problems with series resistance. Low temperatures
and low intensities (LILT) require a cell to have high junction perfection since shunt resistance can dominant performo ce
under these conditions. Solar cells manufactured for space use to date have been designed for earth orbital applications.

Deep space missions requiring solar array power have been considered twice in the last fifteen years. A proposed
Jupiter mission in the late sixties resulted in the identification of several performance problems in cells not detectable
tinder earth orbital conditions but present under LILT conditions. In 1979 at the time when solar electric propulsion was
being c snsidered for a series of earth orbital/near sun and deep space missions, the Materials and Processes Laboratory at
the Ma. shall Space Flight Center begoai an extensive program to characterize state-of-the-art silicon solar cells to
determ'ne which cells possessed the best characteristics for deep space performance. Current and voltage data were gener-
ated on nine types of cells exposed to 9 intensities and 11 temperatures taken along a mission profile from earth orbit to
deep space. These investigations showed that while a few of the LILT cell problems identified earlier were not present in
the current cells, several severe performance problems exist in these cells and to some extent are peculiar to cell types.
Further, these studies revealed the 2 ohm-cm Back Surface Reflector shallow junction cell to have the best yield and least
problems at LILT. An attractive feature of this cell type is that it is one of the least costly.

This paper descries the extension of the previous work: the evaluation of the 2 ohm-cm BSR shallow junction cell
in the 2 x 2 cm size and in the large cell size with conventional and wraparound contacts at LILT and earth orbital con-
ditions prior to and following various levels of I MeV electron irradiation.

TEST PROGRAM

The BSR 2 ohm-cm silicon solar cells investigated are described in Table I. These are production run cells purchased
from Applied Solar Energy Corporation. The 2 x 2 cm cells represent 1980 technology cells while the large area cells are
late 1981 cells. The testing and evaluation of these cells occurred over a 14 month period. Some of the objectives of the
2 x 2 cm cells evaluation were different from those of the large cells and are reflected in the test matrix in Table II.
However, data vegenerated at sufficient test conditions to provide cell performance comparisons. Most of the analysis is
presented for the large cells since they ore currently of more Interest.

Cell characterization was performed utilizing a Spectrolob X-75 solar simulator. The spectral content of this
simulator over the wavelengths of interest (-300- 1200 mu) Is within a 5% match to the solar spectrum. A standard cell



was maintoined in the cell vacuum test chamber at 28 1 1/20 C to monitor incident intensity. Neutral density filters were
used to vary illumination intensity. During measurements of2 cell current-voltage parameters the cell temperature was
controlled to + 1/2 0 C. Illumination uniformity over 2 3 0 cm was within 1 2%

.

Exposure of the cells to 1 MeV electrons was accomplished with a 2.5 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator. Cells
were maintained at 25 + 20 C during irradiation in vacuum. A Faraday Cup was used to determine incident fk',xes cd
fluences of elp trons on cells.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Earth Orbital Characterization

Earth orbital performance at +25 0 C of the three series of the BSR 2 ohm-cm unirradiated cells are described in
Table Ill. Thet e production run cells which provide power densities of 17- 18 mW/cm 2 under an Air Mass Zero (AMO)
specirum consistently have efficiencies of 13+ percent. The wraparound contact (WAC) version of this cell is an excep-
tion with some cells having efficiencies as low as 12.4%. Series resistance ranging from about .02 to .05 ohm were
measured in the WAC cells under these high intensity conditions. Current densities of about 33- 34 mA/cm2 at the maxi-
mum power point result in a voltage drop of about 55 mV across the series resistance and reduce the maximum power
avoilable. No defects such as cracking of the dielectric material or poor coverage of the contact metallization on the
wraparound edge were detected. While the WAC cells have high open circuit voltage (603 mV average) and short circuit
current (1337 mA average) their fill factors are reduced (.75- .76) to a '-irge extent by this series resistance. Average

short circuit current densities of 37- 38 mAicm
2 in all of these 8- 10 mils (.020- .025 cm) thick cells are indicative of

the effectiveness of the shallow junction, BSR and minimum defect silicon.

Temperature coefficients of Short Circuit Current (ISC), Open Circuit Voltage (VOC) and Maximum Power (MP)

prior to and following 1 MeV electron irradiation are shown in Tables IV and V (temperature coefficient data were not
generated on the small cells following irradiation). The voltage temperature coerficients of -2.1 to -2.2 mV/°C remain
unchanged for both the unirradiated and irradiated cases from -100 0 C to +80°C. Data obtaied by others on small area
2 ohm-cm cells have shown similar results over the temperature range from -20°C to 440PC. Positive changes in current
with temperature showed slight deviations from linearity over the entire range evaluated. As a result coefficients were
generated above and below .25 0 C prior to irradiation. Coefficients were slightly larger above +25 0 C except for an un-
explained decrease in the coefficient of the small area cells. The normalized values of d ISC/dt were found to be .04 to
.06qb'/°C in the large cells which is similar to that found in other unirradiated cells. These cell current variations with
temperature are attributed to temperature variations of the absorption coefficient and minority carrier diffusion length.

The small variations of current coefficients above and below +25 0 C could not be separated from the irradiation
effects. Thus only one coefficient was generated for the full temperature range after each irradiation. These temperature
coefficients of current increase dramatically with irradiation by a factor as large as 2.5 for 1 MeV electron fluences to
2.6 x 1014 e-'m 2 . These increases are a result of irradiation caused changes in minority carrier diffusicr, lengtl .

The large and negative values of dVOC/dt determine the trend of the maximum power coefficient to large negative
values. The magnitude of these values are influenced by the current capabilities of the cells. Normalized values were
approximately -. 4%/C for the unirradiated large cells and -. 3%/ 0 C and - .5, 

0 C above and below +25 0 C, respectively,
for the small cells. Maximum power coefficients of the large cells decrease by about 15% from the unirradiated condition
to 1 MeV fluences of 2.6 x 1014 e/cm

2 . These decreases are a result of changes in minority carrier diffusion length
reflected in reduced current output. Figure 1 shows a plot of normalized values of VOC ISC and MP as a function of
1 MeV electron irradiation with characterization at 1 solar constant/+250 C. At 1 x 101f4 e-/cm2 , the VOC, ISC and MP
parameters of the large cells are reduced by approximately 2%, 6.5- 8%, and 8- 9.5%, respectively. At 2.6 x 1014

e-/cm
2 , these parameters are decreased by about 4%, II - 12°/o and 16- 17%, respectively. Current and maximum power

reductions were less for the small cells even though they were nominally .0005 cm (2 mils) thicker. These decreases in
cell electrical parameters were gradual changes as a function of irradiation. No discernible change in series resistance
with irradiation was noted in the WAC cells. A five year mission of a space platform would be expected to accumulate
cell radiation equivalent to about 1 MeV electron fluence of I x 1014 e-/cm2 .

Under earth orbital conditions these BSR 2 ohm-cm cells behave similarly. The performance characteristics of the
WAC cells show a small series resistance which reduces the power output. In addition there is wide variability in the out-
out of the WAC cells due mainly to a spread in current output. This is reflected in the cell efficiences which vary from
12.4 to 13.4%.

Low Intensity Low Temperature Characterization

The operational problems of solar cells are more severe under deep space conditions of low temperature and low
intensities than under high temperatures and intensities. Our previous investigations revealed two major performance
problems at LILT in nine types of cells. These are- (1) the double slope, flat spot or non-ohmic shunt in Back Surface
Reflector cells and (2) the ohmic shunt peculiar to the Back Surface Field cells. Plots of cell current-voltage curves
(FigUre 2) show examples of these problems which are manifested only under LILT conditions. The BSR 2 ohm-cm cells
investigated here indicate approximately 500 have the non-ohmic shunt defect which results in reduced current and
voltge output ar'ound the performance curve maximum power goint. The reduced cell performance resulting from this
deh ct begins to appear as the temperature is lowered below 0 C at low illuminations and becomes more pronounced as
tem 'eraures and illuminations are further reduced. No additional LILT problems were observed in the performance of
these cells. Comparative evaluations of these cells are provided at LILT conditions of 0.086 solar constant (11.6 mW/cm 2)

Ct
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and -100°C since this is an environmental condition at which spacecraft on deep space missions would spend considerable
mission time.

Deep space electrical characteristics are shown in Tables VI, VII, VIII and in Figure 3. Short circuit current out-
puts we~e proportional to incident illumination which is characteristic of good cells and open circuit voltage shows increases
with decreasing temperature at a rate of -2.2 mV/ 0 C which is typical for 2 ohm-cm cells. Reduced output in these cells
is reflected in the variability of the maximum power values and in the efficiencies and is associated with the non-ohmic
shunt problem. Cell MP outputs were reduced by as much as 30% as a result of this LILT problem. The flat spot effect
responsible for these reductions has been determined to be caused by localized defects in the front metallization in which
highly conductive metal-silicide regions extend through the junction to the base region of the cell. This defect is con-
sidered to be brought about during the processing of the cell metallization.

The changes in temperature coefficients as a function of irradiation under LILT characterization varies somewhat
from those generated at earth orbital conditions even though the temperature ranges covered are approximately the some.
Current coefficients which are low simply by virtue of the low illumination show an increase with irradiation by a factor
of only 1.5 for 1 MeV fluences to 2.6 x 1014 e'/cm2 . Further, a slight increase in the voltage coefficient with irradia-
tion was noted. Maximum power coefficients decrease with irradiation similar to those seen at earth orbital conditions;
the spread in these data is attributed to the magnitudes of the flat spat phenomena in the cells. Normalized parameters
for the large cells shown as a function of irradiation indicate degradation of VOC, ISC and MP at 1 MeV electron fluence
of 1 x 1014 e-/cm2 to be 1.5%, 9.5% and 10%, respectively. At a higher fluence of 2.6 x 1014 e-/cm2 these values
are decreased to 2%, 14% and 17%, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS

The capabilities of the three types of cells investigated in terms of photoconductivity (current density) and devel-
oped voltage generally were as expected from production run cells. However, some of the WAC cells had high open
circuit voltage output (607 mV) at 135.3 mW/#25 0C. The performance spread of the WAC cells was large with efficiencies
ranging from 12.4% to 13.4% under earth orbital conditions; small series resistance contributed to some reduced output in
these cells. The LILT flat spot performance problem identified earlier in BSR cells was found in the large cells in approxi-
mately the same severity and percentage of affected cells.

The large cells showed less resistance to I MeV electron irradiation than the 2 x 2 cm ceils in terms of decreased
current and maximum power output. The degradation shown by normalized current-voltage parameters as a function of
irradiation is equal or slightly greater under LILT conditions than under high temperatures and intensities. The percentage
change in current-voltage temperature coefficients with the exception of voltage wa- less at LILT conditions. Possibly
some synergistic effects involving characterization temperatures, particle irradiation, LILT and high temperature and inten-
sity performance defects and large area, highly doped silicon wafer metallurgy are responsible for the differences in
normalized cell electrical parameters and temperature coefficients found at the two space environmental conditions
addressed here. Characterization of considerably more large cells is required to substantiate these differences.
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IAFLE I - BSR 2 CHM-CM TEST CELLS DESCRIPTIONS

Cull Identficatio'i (2 x 2) cm (5.7 x L'.4 Crr (5.9 A 5.9) cm

Nur-ber of Cells 22 6

Type 4/P BSR N/ 5.SR N,P BSK
2 ohm-em 2 ohm-cm 2 ohm-cm

Thickness .025 cm (10 mils) .020 cm (8 m1:s) .020 cn (8 milU

Junction Depth Shcllow Shallow Shallow
(0.15 to .25 L m) (0.15 to 0.2 5 T) 0.15 to .25 _ ,

Contacts TI-Pd-Ag Ti-Pd-Ag Ti-Pd-Ag

Back Surface Reflector Aluminum Aluminun Aluminum

Grids Fine Line Fine Line Frne L "e
(3/15)

Cover Glass FS 0.35 Cut-on FS 0.35 Cut-u- FS 0.35 Cut-on
.015 cm t6 rnil) .015 cm (6 rr,1) C.015 cm (6 rii)

Cover Gloss Adhesive DC 93-500 DC 93-500 DC 93-500

Grade of Cell Producltor lu,, Product;cn Run Production Fun

TABLE IH - CELL TEST MATRIX

Cell
Exposures Cell Characterization 1 M! Electro I,radiation

Cell I.D. - Intensity (SC)/Iemperature (0C) -luerces (e-/cmt 2)

114
(2 x 2) crn I SC/+50 Oc, 25 C, 0C 1x 1012 , 1.1 1 3,6.1 x 1013, 1.61 x 10

!4

0.174 SC/-50
0C, 6.6 x 1014 1.e6 x 1015, 2.66 x 1015

0.086 SC/-10oC,
0.040 SC/- 150°C

(5.7 x 5.4) cm 1 SC/+80
0 C, 65

0 C, 55C, I x 1013, 6 x 1013, 1.2 x 1o14 , 2.6 x 1014

250C, 0°C, -500C,-100Oc

0. 174 SC/-500C,
0.086 SC/+25°C, -100°C
0.040 SC/- 150PC

(5.9 x 5.9) cm

• _C.._'

I, ii _ I-
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TABLE III - CELL PARAMETERS FOR BSR 2 OHM-CM UNIRRADIATED CELLS

AT I SOLAR CONSTANT (135.3 mW/cm 2)/+250 C

Cell Cell I.D. (2 x 2) cm (5.7 x 5.4) cm (5.9 x 5.9) cm
Parameters Conv C Cony C WAC

ISC 38.3 37.5 38.4
Density, mA/cm2  [37.8 - 39.6 [36.7 - 38.01 (37.2 - 39.31

Avg. VOC 596 597 603
[589 - 6021 [592 - .5991 [599 - 6071

MP 2 18.0 18.2 17.6
Density, mW/cm [17.6 - 18.51 [17.9 - 18.61 [17.4 - 18.21

Fill Factor [.78 - .80 [.80 - .81] [.75 - .761

Avg. Efficiency 13.3% 13.3% 12.9%
[12.9 - 13.51 [13.1 - 13.71 [12.4 - 13.4]

TABLE IV - AVERAGE TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS + FOR BSR 2 OHM-CM

UNIRRADIATED CELLS AT HIGH INTENSITY (135.3 mW/cm2

Cel Type (2 x 2) cm (5.7 x5.4) cm (5.9x5.)c

Parameter Cony C Conv C WAC

Current:

d ISC, mA/ 0 C .160 .59 .56
dt -. 09 .67 .73

d ISC , %/°C .10 .05 .04
ISCr / €l  -. 06 .06 .05

dVOC, mV/C -2.2 -2.1 -2.1
dt

Power:

dMP, mW/°C -. 22 -2.1 -2.3
dt -. 38 -2.2 -2.7

dMP , %/°C -. 5 -. 4 -. 4

w-.MPr /t- .3

+ Coefficients on 2 x 2 cm celIs determined from O0 C to +25°C and +500to +25..

Coefficients on large cells determined from -100°C to +25eC and +80°C to +25 C.
Reference parameters taken at 250C.

1-
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TABLE V - TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS FOR LARGE BSR 2 OHM-CM CELLS AT

HIGH INTENSITY (135.3mW/cm 2 ) AS A FUNCTION OF I MEV

ELECTRON IRRADIATION

Cel d IS C, mA/°C d VOC, mV/°C d MP, mW/°C

I e a a e e rs d t d t "d t'

E e t o l e n e C o n v C +  W A C +  C o n v C W A C C o n v C W A C

Unirradiated .50 to .67 .38 to .72 -2.1 -2.0 to -2.3 -2.1 to -2.3 -2.6 to -2.7

1 x I013 e-/cm2  .52 to .67 .38 to .71 -2.1 -2.0 to -2.1 -2.0 to -2.1 -2.4 to -2.6

6 x 1013 e-/cm2  .65 to .70 .56 to .90 -2.1 -2.1 -1.9 to -2.0 -2.3 to -2.5

1.2 x 1014 e-cm2  .58 to .76 - to .99 -2.1 -2.1 -1.8 to -2.1 - to -2.2

2.6 x 1014 e'/cm2  .85 to 1.05 .91 to .96 -2.1 -2.1 -1.7 to 1.9 -2.2 to -2.4

*Coefficients determined from - 100C to +80PC; Reference parameters taken at - 100o .
+Conventional contacts cells (cony c) have areas-(5.7 x 5.4) cm.

Wraparound contacts cells (,/AC) have areas-(5.9 x 5.9) cm.

TABLE VI - CELL PARAMETERS FOR BSR 2 OHM-CM UNIRRADIATED CELLS

AT 0.086 SOLAR CONSTANT (11.6 mV/cm2 )/-100°C

Cell 1.D. (2 x 2) cm (5.7 x 5.4) cm (5.9 x 5.9) cm
Cel Cony C Cony C WAC

ISC 3.3 3.1 3.1
Density, mA/cm2  [3.2 - 3.51 13.0 - 3.11 13.1 - 3.21

Avg. VOC 817 813 816
[811 - 8221 [810 - 8141 1807 - 8221

MP 2.3 1.7 1.9
Density, mW/cm2  12.1 - 2.41 [1.4 - 1.91 11.8 - 2.11

Fill Factor [.78 - .881 [.56 - .751 [.70 - .791

Avg. Efficency 19.6% 14.8% 16.3%/
118.2 - 20.41 [11.6 - 16.21 [15.0 - 17.81
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TABLE ViI - AVERAGE TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS* FOR BSR 2 OHM-CM

UNIRRADIATED CELLS AT LOW INTENSITY (0.086 SC/i 1.6 mW/cm2)

Current:

d ISC, mA/ 0 C .01 .04 .05

d ISC /d'% / 0 C .06 .04 .04
'SC

Voltage-

dVOC, mV/ 0 C -2.2 -2.2 -2.2

dt

Power:

dMP, mW/ 0C -. 02 -. 08 -. 15
dt

dMP ,%/OC -. 24 -. 19 -. 25
,-/dtMr

*Coefficients on 2 x 2 cm determined from - 150 0C to -25 0 C.
Coefficients on large cells determined from -100C to +250.
Reference parameters at lowest temperature.

TABLE Vill - TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS' FOR LARGE BSR 2 OHM-CM CELLS AT

LOW INTENSITY (11.6 mW/cm 2) AS A FUNCTION OF 1 MEV
ELECTRON IRRADIATION

Cell d ISC, mA/ 0 C dVOC, mV/*C dMP, mW/ 0 C

1 MeV arometers dt -T-dt
Electron Fluenc CnC WAC' ov WAC CorivvCWA

Unirradiated .04 .05 -2.2 -2.2 -. 03 to -. 12 -. 14 to -. 16

1 x10 13 4/cm 2  .04 to .05 .04 to .05 -2.25 -2.2 -. 03 to -. 11 -14 to-15

6 x 10 13 e/cAm2  .06 .06 -2.25 -2.3 -. 03 to -. 10 -12 to-15

1. 2 x 1014 0-/cm2  .06 - -2.3 --. 04 to -. 10-

2.6 x 1014e-/cm2  .06 .07 -2.37 -2.3 to -2.4 -. 04 to -. 10 -. 10 to -. 13

Coefficients determined from -IOCPC to +i25OC; Reference temnperature Is -10cC.
+ Conventional contact cells (conv c) have areas-(5.7 x 5.4) cm.

Wraparound contact cells (WAC) have areas-(5.9 x 5.9) cm.
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Figure 1. Normalized cell current-voltage parameters at 135.3 mW/cm /+250C as a
function of I MeV electron irradiation.
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Figure 2. Current-Voltage characteristics of three ceils
exhibiting different behaviors at 0.086 SC/- 1009C;
(a) Insigniflcant shunt, (b) nan-ohmic shunt, and

(c) ohmic shunt.
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THE EFFE:CT OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT
ON THE DAMPING OF POLYMI R MArRIX COMPOSITI-ES

by
R. C. Tennyson, W. I). Morison and G. E. Ma,,on

University of Toronto
Institute for Aerospace Studies

4925 Dufferin Street
Downsview, Ontario, Canada

?'1311 ST6

SLrMARY

A combined experimental and analytical investigation has been undertaken to evaluate material damping
of laminated composites. Particular emphasis has been given to the effc.,r of thermal-vacuum exposure and
U.V. radiation on the change in damping response. A laminate analysis w;s developed for predicting mate-
rial dami.ing utilizing experimentally deter.ir, ' 'principal' damping coetficients. Results are presented
based on flexural vibration and creep compliance tests performed on grapLite/epoxy laminates at ambient
conditions and in a space simulator.
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I. 1N1 RODlItc r I O

The recent successful flights of the space shuttle usher in an age in which very large scale structures
nutY be constructed in space. Because the useful lifetime of such structures must necessarily be quite long,
the materials used will have to withstand the space environment for decades without severe degradation.
Polymer matrix fiber reinforced composites are among the leading cc-didates for use in these space struc-
,ures because of their high strength and stiffness-to-weight ratios and because of the possibility of
designing dimensionally stable structures. Ihfortunately, the organic components of these materials are
potentially much more sensitive to many space environmental factors than are metals.

One aspect of composite design that has received little attention in the literature is that of optim-
izing material damping. From a structural dynamics viewpoint, material damping plays an important role
in assessing cyclic stresses, fatigue life, oscillatory amplitudes and decay times. For some spacecraft
applications, damping will be essential to ensure successful stabilization of large flexible appendages.
In a recent report on passive damping mechanisms in large space structures I1], it was noted that for
'beam' type configurations it might not be possible to stabilize all flexural modes without using struc-
tural damping, except by the judicious co-location of sensors and controls. Clearly such devices lead to
weight penalties and may well be impractical for very large structures.

Although a large body of literature exists on material damping (see Refs. 2 and 3, for example), it
would appear that the most successful models are those which approach the problem phenomenologically-
that is, damping is viewed macroscopically as the result of a number of unknown micromechanical processes
whose ne t effect can be characterized. Specifically, in terms of viscoelastic composites, a variety of
methods have been taken with varying degrees of success.

In 1968 Schultz and Tsai [41 reported the results of dynamic moduli and damping ratio measurements
of unidirectional glass-reinforced epoxy. Although a simple Bernoulli-Fuler beam subject to an external
damping stress was introduced as an artifice to aid in interpretation of the data, the "model" was based
on laminate constitutive relations. A complex modulus representation of the dynamic response was intro-

I. PREVIOUS PAGEf ~IS BLAN.K



duced and invariants of the compliance ritrix used to predict modulus values of one laminate based on
three other experimental values. Moduli were predicted to within approximately 5 percent; however, the
transfrrution of damping ratios achieved accuracies of only 14 to 32 percent. Further work 15] involving
quay:-iotroplc laminates failed to improve the accuracy of the damping predictions.

In 1-IA0, Hlashin 11,7] developed a model for the complex moduli of both particulate and fiber reih-
forced materials. Using rigorous expressions for effective material constants, upper and lower bound: on
complex quantities were derived using a correspondence principle. This principle related elastic material
ropcrtt- t,, complex material properties. Although the method gave an accurate prediction of modulus,

tfr the one example quoted, the mathematics are made cumbersome by the requirement of a knowledge of the
geometry of the phases in the composite and the need for rigorous expressions for effective material pro-
1,er:ies. Furthermore, an assumption of locally homogeneous stress and strain fields for tht purpose of
rel:iting stress and strain on a macroscale renders predictions invalid outside of a certain fre;uency
range. !his latter problem is a severe impediment if one wishes to express the lo: factor in the pre-
ferred notation of the frequency domain.

In 1972, Aharcar and Cunniff [8] conducted experiments involving the vibration of unidirectional
graphite-epoxy and boron-epoxy beams. A lumped mass approximation to the orthotropic beam vibration was
used to predict natural frequencies for bending and twisting modes. Very good agreement was acThieved in
predicting the frequencies; however, no extension to complex moduli or loss factors was made.

In 1973 Adams and Bacon [9] published a theory for material dasping based oil the laminate constitutive
relations. The theory arrives at an expression for the damping in a general state of stress/strain for a
laminate in terms of the specific damping capacity (ratio of energy dissipated to the strain energy per
cycle). The advantage of this approach is that the damping is viewed :!s being a function of two normal
in-plane damping components and one shear damping component. Thus, th, damping is geometry independent.
Comparison with experimental results for free flexure/torsion tests on unidirectional beam specimens gave
good agreement with complex modulus values, but only fair agreement with damping predictions. Experimental
technique was reported to be the main difficulty. However, further experiments with (± .3) and cross-pl)
laminates failed to improve the accuracy of the damping capacity predictions.

In 1975 Paxson [10] conducted transverse beam vibration tests on horon reinforced plastic. rhe phase
lag between root and tip displacements of cantilever beams was used to compute complex moduli and resonance
curves were plotted. Values of the loss factor were compared using the bandwidth, log decrement and ratio
of loss to storage modulus methods. However, the agreement was poor ar,l the resul-s rendered inconclusive.

In 1976 (;ibson and Plunkett [11] used an extension of the method of Hlashin to co :pare theoretical
predictions of loss and storage moduli to experimentally derived value:,. Due to a combination of analytical
and experimental weaknesses, prediction of loss moduli were in error by 50-30%, although storage moduli werL
in good agreement. The values of the loss factor were not computed (tlev would be at least as Tuch in error
although a strain level dependence was reported.

In 1979-1982 Morison and Bjarnason (12-141 conducted beam vibration experiments in-vacua using a free
vibration decay technique. Log decrement values were compared to predictions from a modified version of
the theory of Adams and Bacon. Fairly good agreement was achieved despite using static values of mterial
properties in the analysis. These results were also reported by TennN:,on [IS,1b].

In 1980 Bagley and Torvik [171 introduced a model of viscoclastic damping based on a fractional cal-
culus approach. Since viscoelastic properties are, in general, proport tonal to fractional powers of time
or stress, a finite clement (FE) dynamics model of a damped structure was derived on that basis. Agreement
between FE predictions and experiment was quite reasonable; however, the model encompasses only isotrpic
viscoelastic materials at present.

As far as environmental influences are concerned, extensive effort has been directed recently towards
determining the effects of temperature, moisture and frequency on the damping of graphite/epoxy laminate,
118]. However, little has been published regarding space environmental effects. The relevant parameters
of interest include outgassing resulting from exposure to hard vacuum (10-' 10

- 7 
tort), thermal-cycling,

and radiation IU.V. and high energy electrons).

Thus, the present investigation has three objectives in mind:

- development of a composite laminate damping model;
- experimental validation of model;
- determination of the effect of space environment exposure

on composite damping parameters.

Other internal dissipation mechanisms such as joints and bearings are not considered. It might be noted
though that the analysis procedure can also be applied to 'constrained viscoelastic layers' that are often
utilized for damping purposes [31.

2. I.AMINATI DAMPINC ANALYSIS

Although several experimental techniques are available for characterizing a material's damping response
131, analytical methods are required to determine the damping behaviour of arbitrary laminated structures.
fine approach involves a finite element solution for the dynamic viscoelastic response of the composite

strn -ture , from which modal damping factors and frequencies are obtained (see Ref. 20, for example). In
th-s :ase, test data are necesrary to construct the appropriate viscoelastic model.

Another an lytical model can be formulated in terms of a matrix of 'damping coefficients' derived from
strain energy considerations 19]. This method yields a direct solution for the specific damping capacity
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(SDC) y for any laminate in terms of lamina material properties [see Eq. (A-14), Appendix A]. It should
be noted that the SDC can be readily replaced by other commonly used damping parameters such as the logar-
ithmic decay rate. defined by 6 . /2, or the loss factor, n - */2w.

One of the simplest cases to investigate experimentally is that of flexural vibration. Thus Eq. (A-14)
can be reduced to Eq. (A-18). For transitory decay of free vibration, the logarithmic decrement is fre-
quently used. The definition of log decrement inherently assumes the damping has no strain dependence or,
at best, allows that damping be defined as a function of an initial value of strain. Using Eq. (A-18), the
SiC can be rewritten in an experimentally useful form - the log decrement in free flexure,

k=l D,
n D16

F 1 16  (1)

where

6 6 612 0 666] (2)

L 0 0 6 66

The lij are referred to as the 'fundamental' log decrements.

It can be shown that Eq. (1) can be expanded in the form,

6
FF K11 1] * K 12 12 * K22 622 K66 66 (3)

where the Ki- are coefficients dependent upon laminate geometry and material elastic properties. Clearly,
for a given laminate, Eq. (3) is linear in four unknowns with constant coefficients. Provided that the Kij
are well behaved functions of laminate configuration, a set of four equations like Eq. (3) is sufficient to
establish the values of the 

6
ij. Furthermore, if the 6FF and Kij are known functions of some variable,

such as frequency, temperature or moisture content, the dependence of the 6ij on the independent variable
is also defined. This formulation was used to predict composite material damping for several environmental
conditions.

V)iscoelastic creep tests can also be employed to obtain the principal damping parameters by means of
the complex compliance fnctions. These values imediately yeld the loss factor (n) which is given by the
ratio of the (imag./real) parts. However, because of the relaxation times involved, data are usually ob-
tained over a low frequency range (f a 0.1 Hz). Moreover, from an analytical viewpoint, considerable
effort is required since the creep compliance functions S(t) must first be derived from experimental
strain/time data. For example, assuming linear viscoelastic behaviour, the strain at any time It' (after
removal of a stress 'co' applied for some time 'to') is given by,

N -t/T - -(t /T

10 ii

, (t) = Co i~Si 
e  

'(t°/(4)

where S(t) is assumed to have the form

N -t/r.
S(t) = S + Sie (5)

i=l

Based on experimental c(t) curves, a collocation solution is used to calculate the Si values. Both the
collocation times (tj) and the time constants (ii) were selected at one decade intervals. The following
system of linear equations results;

N e-tj/I [e-tO/ i  ] ct)- =

iSie e - - =... (6)i=l °o

It then remains to transform from the time domain to the frequency domain to obtain the complex creep com-
pliances. Further details of the analytical procedures can be found in Ref. 20.

3. MATERIAL DAMPING EXPERIMENTS

The objectives of the experiments were: (i) to validate the laminate damping model; (ii) to evaluate
the effects of space environment using ground based simulators.

In meeting these objectives, three types of experiments were conducted: (i) cantilever plate driven by
a heterodyne system sweeping through the frequency domain, up to five modes; (ii) cantilever plate subject
to step loading, transient decay at fixed frequency; (iii) axial creep compliance tests, low frequency
spectrum.

3.1 HETERODYNE ANALYSER TESTS WITH CANTILEVER PLATES

To properly characterize the vibration response, a variety of 4-ply balanced symmetric laminates were
selected for testing. The specimens were manufactured into plates, nominally 17.8 cm long by 5 cm wide
and 0.5 am thick. Since all samples could not be fabricated in the same cure cycle, an effort was made to
account for batch effects by including (0)" and (90)" laminates in each cure cycle. All samples were made
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from 3M SI' 2N4 T300 graphite/epoxy tape.

Specimens were mounted on a Bruel i kjaer (B&K) Complex Modulus Apparatus (Type 3930) which uses two
magnetic transducers (i&K Type N .lOt)2), one acting as an 'exciter', the other acting as ,, 'pickup' .Iigh
magnetic permeability discs were positioned opposite the transducers on the non-ferro-magnetic i;:,1 samples.
They were then connected to a B&K Heterodyne Analyser (Type 2010) which employed a beat frequency oscil-
lator to drive the exciter transducer, and in analyser to process the signal from the pickup trAnsducer.
This system allowed manual or automatic sweep of the driving frequency through a range of ' 1Iz to 2li KU:.
The various natural frequencies of vibration were indicated as amplitude peaks on the pr.ntout of the BIK
Recorder (Type 2305) (see Fig. 1). To determine the specimen damping characteristics, one could employ
either the phase lag between input/output signals, which is directly rt lated to the material loss factor,
or the reverberation decay technique which provides a measure of the lo?, decrement. In this latter method,
the oscillator cutoff was activated at each mode of vibration, and the resonance peak was allowed to de ay.
The resulting decay appeared as a nearly straight line on the recorder. This system was used to validate
the laxinate model at ambient conditions, zand it is presently being modified to operate in a space simul-
ator.

3.2 SPACF SIMULATOR TESIS

wo space simulators wer,, assembled to study the effects of therma! vacuum cycling and Ht. radiation
on tie damping of graphite/epoxy material. In one simulator, an electrically-driven travelling arm appar-
atus was designed to retract by remote control, thus providing a step-load to a cantilever plate specimen
(Fig, _'). Bonded surface strain gauges, specially calibrated for thermal-vacuum exposure, iroided the
required transient decay damping output on an oscilloscope (see Fig. 3). From such traces one can calcul-
ate at any time 'til, k = (l/tl)log(Yo/Y1 ) where (Yo!Y1 ) is the signal amplitude ratio. Knowing the
frequency 'f', then the log decrement can readily be obtained from I = /f. This particular facility was
used to study the effects of i.Literial batch and cure cycle variations as well as thermal-vacuum cycling.

The second simulator contained a 1000 wattXencn D.C. arc lamp (Conrad-Itanovia, U.S.A.) capable of
providing U.V. radiation in the wavelength range of 200 nm , 400 nm. In combination with a thermal-vacuum
environment, it was possible to obtain creep compliance data for different U.I. exposures. Another feature
included a carousel arrangement (see Fig. 4) which supported 30 flat coupons (about 2.54 cm in width), each
of which could be rotated into a gimbal mounted load grip having 4500 N capacity. Eace creep test consist-
ed of subjecting a sample to a given tensile load for a certain length of time. Once the load was removed
and the sample left unconstrained, the strain was recorded as a function of time.

For purposes of brevity, details on both space si~ilators can be fotind in Ref. 21.

4. IXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 VAIIDATION OF LAMINATE DAMPING MODEL,

Using the heterodyne analyser system, variations in principal damping values (log decrement in this
case) were obtained ;is a function of irequency. Thlese results are presented in fig. 5 where the mn6 was
derived from an off-axis test (

5 
xy) in combination with the analysis of Appendix A.

Based on the above, it was then possible to predict the loss factor as a function of frequency for
othur iRE configurations. Comparisons with test data for (-o)s laminates are given in Figs. 6-9. In
Fig. 10, one can readily see that the analysis holds for other stacking sequences as well. In all in-
stances, aqreement between predicted and measured responses is very good.

To illustrate how such damping data can be employed for design purposes, Figs. 11 and 12 were con-
structed for two quast-isotropic laminates, (U, ±t60) and (0, t45, 90). In both examples, the position
of the 0" ply was varied. It is quite evidcnt from these results that one can substantially change -he
damping values.

lune additional feature inherent in using the heterodyne analyser is the east with which one can obtain
the frequencies associated with different modes of vibration. Using a cantilever plate vibration model,
analy-,es of the various laminates were performed to estimate the change in mode frequencies with fiber
angle. Figures 13-15 provide ample evidence of the excellent agreement one can achieve using laminate
analysi;, at least for flat cantilever plates. Note that these comparisons extend from the first to the

fifth natural modes of vibration.

4.2 MATERIA. BATCHI AND CURE CYCLE EFFFCTS

One matter of importance arose concerning the effect of batch variations on the damping parameters.

In measuring material damping it has been observed that it is essential for the test coupons to come from
the same material batch and undergo the same cure cycle at the same time as the structural component being
investigated. As can be seen in Fig. 16, not only can the principal damping values change (as might be
expected), but their differences can have a substantial effect on the damping curves. For example, using
the -ame graphite/epoxy material, two batches (M f& B) were sampled and the resulting damping curves are
shown in Fig. 16. However, material from the same batch but cured at different times also produced sig-
nificant changes, as evidenced by batch M and the 'dry state' curves.
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4.3 TI1ERMAL-VACUUM CYCLING EFFECTS

For short term vacuum exposure, small changes in the principal damping parameters were obtained, as
can be seen in Table I. Using these data, predictions were made on the variation of 6 with laminate ply
angle, and the results compared to tests (Fig. 17). Agreement is rather good.

Lung term space simulation results are shown in Fig. 18 based on damping measurements after 470 days
exposure 10- l'

" 
torr and 06 thermal cycles. The reference state was based on specimen data taken

in the 'dry' state, again from duplicate samples prepared at the same time but relegated to a desiccator
environment over the period of 470 days. The curves shown through the principal damping values are theore-
tical (but based on these values) and clearly demonstrate the effect of prolonged thermal-vacuum cycling.

4.4 EFFECT OF UV'. RADIATION IN A THIRMAL-VA:UIJM ENVIRONMENT

Long term thermal-vacuum tests were conducted over a period of 180 equivalent sun days of U.V. radia-
tion. Creep compliance measurements were made on graphite/epoxy (SP 288 T300) plate specimens at selected
exposure intervals, the results of which can be found in Refs. 20 and 21. As outlined in Section 2, loss
factors can then be determined from the complex compliance for any laminate once the principal values are
known. Figure 19 shows the variation in loss factor for various (-u), laminates as a function of fiber
angle. Both ambient and vacuum-radiation exposure data are presented for a frequency of 0.1 Hz. Note
that the maximum damping occurs around 45 which is consistent with the flexural damping results in Fig.
17 obtained from samples from the same material batc. The fact that this is near the 'zero' coefficient
of thermal expansion angle (see Refs. 15 and 16) could prove useful in building dimensionally stable,
highly damped structures. However, more than a 50% reduction in the maximum loss factor is observed after
the material is subjected to the simulated space environment. Based on previous thermal-vacuum exposure
data (Fig. 18), outgassing leads to a substantial reduction in material damping. Earlier work (Ref. 16)
has shown that moijature comprises the bulk of the outgassing products.

To demonstrate the change in loss factor with frequency, Fig. 20 presents the calculated results for
a (t4S s laminate over a low frequency spectrum. As one would expect from the creep results, the loss
factor generally increases in magnitude with a lowering of frequency in this range. This trend can also
be seen in Figs. b-9 for the low frequency end. The 'humps' correspond to similar behaviour evident in
the original creep compliance curves. However, since the loss factor is related to the slope of these
curves, it is quite sensitive to any inaccuracies in the creep data.

S. CONCLUSIONS

Sufficient data have been obtained to demonstrate that the laminate model can yield accurate predic-
tior, of the flexural damping values. Using a 'principal damping matrix' approach, optimum damping con-
figurations can be derived. Loss factors have also been calculated from creep compliance experiments.
However, more tests are required before the accuracy of this technique can be properly assessed.

Exposure to a thermal-vacuum environment of a polymer matrix composite leads to a significant reduction
in the material damping, probably due to outgassing (mainly moisture). Additional exposure to U.V. radia-
tier: (up to 180 ESD) produced no substantial changes, at least for the graphite/epoxy material investigated.
Finally, it was observed that material batch an,' cure cycle variations can result in large differences in
principal damping values, thus seriously infltUrcing damping predictions for a given structure.
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PRINCIPA FI.FXURAL DAMPING \AIEES (LOG Dl RlMLNT)
FOR (iRAtHIITI/EPOXY .q.P288 1300)

Log Decrement Soft Vacuum'_ 24 hrs. 72 hrs.
t(lO

-
) %10- torr @ ,10

-
O torr @ ",10

-
6 torr

,1 S.b7 5.50 5.40

622 38. 33.47 32.50

36.20
66  

36.00 36.b4

*No aerodynamic effects.
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APPENDIX A

nTEORETICAL PREDICTION OF LAMINATE MATERIAL DAMPING

Based on elastic strain energy considerations, a laminate damping analysis was developed in Ref. 9
for constant angle configurations. This analysis was extended for 'general' laminates, details of which
are given in the following sections.

The material damping in composites is conveniently modelled as a dissipation of strain energy due to
internal forces. the specific damping capacity (SDC) of a material is defined as,

AU (A-l)

where U is the maximum strain energy in the laminate and 6U is the strain energy dissipated during a strain
cycle. Considering the k-th lamina of an arbitrary laminate which is of unit width and length, the strain
energy is hk

1U i t;}T{( ) dz (A-2)
Ok =

hk- 1

where hj and hkl represent, respectively, the upper and lower surface thickness (z) coordinates. The
value of Uk is independent of the coordinate system; however, the most convenient system for beginning the
damping analysis is the material (1-2) coordinate system where

{c)k FC 2  ; '}k L2i1 (A-3)k . 1 _ k 1 2 .|

LT
Hert LI and e2 are normal strains, -yl is the shear strain, c1 and 02 are normal stresses and T12 is the
shear stress, all in the lamina coordinates.

For an orthotropic lamina which exhibits a linear elastic stress-strain response, the strain energy
can be separated into five components:

Uk = U11k + U
1 2

k+ U
2

Ik + U
22
k + U6 6

k  (A-4)

where hk

U 1  (Qllcl 
2
)kdz

h k-
t

k hkli

hk
Sk

=  
I(Q 22c2

2 
)kdz

U2 2  2 .

hk-I

hkl

and because of the elastic symmetry of the orthotropic lamina

12 =U 2 1 1, J (Q12'l 2)kdZ (A-S)

This symmetry causes Eq. (A-4) to effectively collapse to only four terms. Following the definition of SDC,
the total energy dissipated in this lamina is given by the sum of four components defined by

hk11 k " ' (0llQll 2 )kd

k-I

1 (A-6)

AU2  (* 2dz Contd...
h2 k22Q22'2k
h hk-I



Contd ... Aq I_ 
/ 

d
6t,k 2 3 'uQ 6 06 Y 2 )kdz

k-I (A-6)

1 l 
h k

hk~ 1 I

where the ij are generally nonlinear functions of strain. The total energy dissipation expression can be
assembled as a matrix equation:

hk

k = I j cklsk[Qlkc)kdZ (A-7)

hk- I

where

1')k = 1'' '2' Y121

and

S11 '12 0 1
'12 22 0 (A-B)

L 0 0 66

It should be noted that the i12 component effectively constitutes the "Poisson" contribution to the
damping; however, for the results presented in this paper, 12 has been set to zero to simplify the
analysis.

The energy dissipation equation for the laminate is the sum of the lamina losses, so

n hk
-' : tk ] [Q k E dA-9)
2 k=l hk

where k lamina number, n = number of laminae.

One can now transform from the principal material axes kl, 2) to ,me arbitrary set of structural
axes (X, Y) for convenience, thus obtaining,

n Tr , [ QkT '] k - ( -I10
2 11k[TIlkf*JQ' k1kclk~lzk=l hkl

where
'C -J

(r k Li y
Y Yxy k

k

and
- 2 n2  

Mn 1

[T' nk = n 2 -mn (A- 1 )

2n 2mn (m -n) k

where m cosO and n = sinO with 0 equal to the angle of orientation of the lamina with respect to the

laminate structural axes.

It should be noted that the strain dependence of the ij generall) prohibits the integral from bing

evaluated explicitly.

The maximum strain energy U in the laminate can be evaluated directly from the laminate constitutive

uquat ions,

where c* and K are the mid-plane strains and curvatures and IN) and [M) are the stress and moment result-

ants given by
ShkN hk

[NJN (e}k 1dz (A-12)
k=I k~l hk

_ 
hk- 1 hk-1



with wi) It {(ck + z{K}k total strain in lamina k

Applying these results, the strain energy in terms of laminate axes strains and curvatures is

1 1
(N]{i°] + - (MIR) (A-13)

Therefore the SDC is formulated as

k=1 hk]l

h k (A-14)

jNJ([C°J [MI['[I

FREE FLEXURE CASE

The equation above applies to any general strain state in a laminate; however, certain cases are more
amenable to analysis because of the attendant simplifications they generate. One of these cases involves
the application of a pure bending moment to a beam, thereby creating a state of free flexure. The boundary
conditions for free flexure are:

[NJ 0 M x
{"C} 0 [M] 0

{E)= zb= z[D'][M] 0

The refo re I- D I

,c DI M1c [D2 Z x

D16

and the expression for AU becomes

h4Ik D1 1 ~l
AU= DI2, D T (T' p d- (A-15)

hk Il I

'he corresponding expression for U is

•2 I' 2 (A-16)

Although others 12, 121 have shown that laminate damping is a function of strain, as a first order approxi-
mation, the Sij are assumed to be independent of strain. Thus the expression for t.U can be integrated
explicitly to yield

1 3  T -! 2
-
1  

(h -h ' Dh6T[T J1IQ][T'] D M (A-17)SAU = h3-1)[DjI' D162' [*[l
k=l 2 1 k 12

Therefore the free flexure damping is given by,

[Di, 2, Dibk[T]Jk(IIQ]k[T'lk Di2
k=lD'F = 16 - (A-la)

30{
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RECORDER'S REPORT

SESSION III - PROPERTIES OF INTEREST

by

Mr A.J.Russell
Defence Research Establishment

Pacific
F.M.O.Victoria

BC VOS IBO
Canada

Session III covered a wide range of materials and their properties, from the damping behaviour of structural
composites in vacuum to the electrical characteristics of solar cells in a simulated deep space environment. The

session emphasized the need for careful design and analysis of laboratory tests in order to obtain data relevant to a

given space application. In particular the paper by Peacock and Whitaker on long term exposure to a simulated
space environment revealed the lack of correlation between short and long term exposure to vacuum. This was

further complicated by the effects of subsequent irradiation which, in some instances, led to a recovery in properties
while in others, more degradation occurred.

The initial discussion concentrated on problems associated with characterizing the damping properties of

composite materials. Professor Santini was concerned with the difficulties in constructing the entire damping matrix,
including the coupling terms, from small test coupons. Other aspects of damping which were felt to require further
investigation were the standardization of test specimens and methods and the origin of batch-to-batch variations in

damping parameters.

The discussion then turned to the relationship between material properties and structural design. Mr Buchs

stated that since most space structures were stiffness-critical, one could not afford the luxury of designing material
damping into them by means such as the use of ±450 plies but rather one designed for stiffness first and if necessary,

mechanical damping could be added later. Mr Morison on the other hand, was of the opinion that as space structures
became larger and as mechanical fasteners gave way to adhesive bonding, that material damping would become more
important and that a design compromise between stiffness, weight, and damping would have to be made from the
outset.
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FES1 ING OF FLEXIBLE DEPLOYED SOLAR ARRAY i L-SAT)

by

P.A McIntyre. Director, Engineering RMSD
A.S.Jones, Manager, Mechanical Engineenng RMSD
J.Renshall, Group Leader. Mechanism Engineering

and (;.WMarks, Group Leader, System General
SPAR Aerospace Ltd.,

Space & Electronics Group
1700 Ormont Drive

Weston. Ontario M9L 2W7
Canada

Abstract/Summary

The L-SAT Solar Array subsystem is Spar's latest design of light-weight Flexible Deployed Solar Array. It
will be tlown on a high-powered accurately pointed Communication Satellite namely L-SAT, and will be
subjected to qualification testing at both the integrated system, subasseably and component level. In
addition, development testing has been carried out on critical items ot the design, specifically that
associated with blanket behavior during deployment and Apogee Engine and RCS tiring, L-SAT being the first
rlexible array to be operational during Apogee Engine firing.

The test philosophy being adopted is similar to that used on the Communications Technology Satellite
(hermes), however, due to the size of the array and facilities available, array natural frequencies will
be predicted by analysis and modal test methods. Llectrical component subsystem testing covering solar
cell, array blanket pyro-techniques and other electrical items are discused in this paper and the status
or development tests completed to date is reviewed.

Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations

T.V. : Thermal Vacuum

A.t. . : Apogee Engine Firing
sC" Reaction Control System
LTS : Communications Technology Satellite (Hermes)
K.O.L. : End of Life
B.O.L. : beginning of Life
L-SAT Min: 2.5 Kw hOL Array
L-SAT Max: 6.5 Kw EOL Array
L-I : irst Satellite in L-SAT Series
ESA European Space Agency
B.Ae. : british Aerospace Corp.
UKU : Communication Research Centre (Department of Communications Canada)

! ~~T.(, - . . .

FSA : Flexible Solar Array
M-SAT : Mobil Communications Satellite
STS : Space Transportation System (Shuttle)
ACS : Attitude Control System
DkL : Secondary Deployment Electronics

SSS : Simulated Spacecraft Sidewall
DSA : Deployable Solar Array
CC : Acceptance Test Level

h/L : Spacecraft
SAD : Solar Array Drive

Introduction

The Large Satellite (L-SAT) Solar Array subsystem which is Spar's second generation of light-weight
flexible deployed solar arrays for synchronous orbit communication satellites, is designed to cover the
range 2.5-b.5 Kw L.O.L. over a mission period of 10 years in orbit with capability of extending to
7.8 Kw. The array is being produced for B.Ae./ESA's L-SAT program (Figure I) and is a result of
continuous development of the CTS (Hermes) array technology, designed and tested under contract for the
Department of Communications (Research Centre), Ottawa, Canada. ad flown successfully in synchronous
orbit from January 197b - November 1919.

The Large Flexible Solar Array will be partially deployed during transfer orbit, this being the first time
lor such an array. The Solar Array will be tested as part of the spacecraft system except during Thermal
Vacuum testing when it is impractical. A separate qualification, flight acceptance test program will be
conducted to ensure satisfactory in-crbit performance when integrated with the spacecraft. This
philosophy of testing is similar to that conducted for cTS; however, due to facility limits, partial
deployment ot the flex array during Thermal Vacuum Tests will be conducted, and array natural frequencies
will be calculated using modal analysis techniques. Flight solar arrays subsystems will be vibrated



ince ertdently and as part of the spacecraft test in the stowed positions.

haju, design features of the Solar Array subsystem are briefly discussed and critical areas requiring
de'elopment and life testing are addressed.

The vibration, thermal vacuum deployment and partially deployed array thermal vacuum cycling tests to be
conducted, plus the overall integrated system test program is also presented.

FIGURE 1 L-SAT SPACECRAFT WITH SOLAR ARRAYS DEPLOYED

Design Description

The L-SAT Array is similar in principal to the Hermes (CTS) array in that it is a "concertina" folded
arrangement, stowed during launch on the spacecraft north/south body panels of a 3 axis stabilized
spacecraft and arranged such that it takes up minimum volume. The array is normally deployed in
synchronous orbit using an astromast deployment system and a more detailed description ot L-SAI and hermes
(TTS) array can be found in reference I and 2.

the L-SA1 array comprises a . stage arrangement namely primary and secondary system: both systems are
retained using a pyro initiated release arrangement and stowed on the iiorth/south body panels :urini,
launch.

11.e primary system is initiated tirst and this deploys the astromast deployer and stowed secondary system
in a controlled manner using a cable and pulley to co-ordinate motion, and an eddy current damper t
tontrol latch up shock loads.

Un completion of the primary deployment in transfer orbit, the secondary system is initiated and the array
deployed to provide (T.O.) Transfer Orbit power. In this configuration, remaining sections of the solar
array panel remain stowed. After injection into synchronous orbit the remaining "stack" is deployed after
the Transfer Orbit Tension Mechanism (TUTH) is released, the release system being similar to the secondary
release and initiated using pyro-technics commanded from ground.

kigures 2 and 3 show the main features of the L-SAI and Hermes (CTS) array deployment mechanism and
overall configuration. These figures illustrate the similarity in overall concept between the two
arrays. kigures 4 and 5 illustrates the deployment sequence includin6 primary, partial array and final
array deployment in Transfer and Synchronous orbit respectively fot tie L-SAT array.

To summarize, the main elements of the L-SAT array are:

A Primary Deployment System which is restrained during launch via a tie-down system onto the
N/S panels. This includes the astromast and stowed array. System is initiated by ground
command, tiring pyros which release the system and allow primary deployment. Controlled
deployment is via cable co-ordinated system and damped by an eddy current damper.

A Secondary system, which deploys the stowed array, is initiated by pyros after primary
deployment is completed.

Solar Array blanket is deployed using the astromast deployer powered from the Secondary
Deployment blectronics (SiE), which alno provide telemetry and command signals during T.').
Controlled deployment of the array is ensured via parking springs which retain the array
ouring array deployment. Protection interleaves used to protect cells during launch form
part of this arrangement.

Tip Tension mechanism to control blanket tension and to shut down the system when the
correct array tension is achieved. The system can be interrupted, and deployment restarted
by ground command.

Testing of the array follows the techniques developed for the Hermes array however, only limited testing
Is possible Gue to the size of the array, thus consicerable analysk d development testing must be
conducted to verify critical areas of the design. These development Qests and the planned qualification
test program by the two major subcontractors, Fokker of Amsterdam and AED Telefunken (also the Hermes
array blanket supplier) are discussed herein.
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The array itself is modular in design and capable of providing power from 3.2 Kw Beginning of Life to
7.8 tw kLnd of Life with minimum change. Details of the overall performance capability are iiven in
Table I and the main objective of the test program is to demonstrate via ground testing and supporting
analysis that these parameters are met.

TABLE 1 MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF L-SAT TYPE ARRAYS

3.2KW EOL 6.5KW EOL
3KW SOL DESIGN DESIGN

PARAMETER (TO. ARRAY) L-SAT 1 L-SAT MAX.

DIAMETER OF ASTRO-MAST 254 mm (10 IN.) 254 mm 10 IN.) 254 mm (I0 IN
SOLAR ARRAY BLANKET TENSION 60 N (14 L8.1 60 N ?14 18. 60 N (14 £8)
ESTIMATED LOWEST NATURAL FREQUENCY 021 Hz .177 Hz .05 Hz
TOTAL MASS PER SPACECRAFT (2 WINGS) 123 Kg (271 LB.) 84 Kg (185 LB) 123 Kg (271 LB)

PEAK TRANSFER ORBIT POWER 3 KW 4.2KW 3 KW
SOL SOLSTICE POWER - 2 WINGS 3 KW 4.1KW 8 3KW
EOL SOLSTICE POWER - 2 WINGS N/A 3.2 KW 6.5 KW
SOL POWER/MASS N/A 48.8W/Kg 67W/Kg
DIMENSIONS

BLANKET WIDTH 2852 mm 2852 mm 2852 mm
BLANKET LENGTH 7852 mm 9664 mm 19.952 mm
OVERALL LENGTH 9800 mM 11.664 mm 21.952 mm

Test Philosophy and Test Plan

The L-SAT solar array subsystem is divided into three areas:

F klexible Solar Array Blanket (AEG-Telefunken)
* Solar Array hechanical Assy. including primary and secondary deployment (Fokker)

integrated Solar Array System (Spar Aerospace)

Test plans compatible with these major subcontractors responsibilities were developea.

The test philosophy adopted for this program is to test at the lowest possible level starting with
components such as motors and solar cells then stepping up to major components, such as solar panel
assemblies (SPA's) and astromast deployer. Testing of major subassemblies such as the primary/secondary
deployment and mechanical assemblies follow, and finally testing of the full integrated system takes
place.

ASTROMAST

SPRIMARY ,FOKKER,
RELEASE

MECHANISM PRIMARY
AND

SSECONARY ASEONDARE
EPO ADEPLOYMENT
RELEASE

|MECHANISM

STRUCTURAL

TEST

SPAs SOLAR INTEGRATED
...... SYSTEM
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TENSION VIBRATIONMECHANISM SPAR T.

Jl ECNDRY D E L O ME T  
ll

INTEGRATION IHRWRAD I| :SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT

I I EECTROICS |COMPONENTS

JPARKING THERMAL BLANKETS

; ' ISPRING

~FIGURE 6 INTEGRATED SYSTEM TEST FLOW DIAGRAM



All the above testing will be taken to the qualification level covering EMC, Vibration and Thermal Vacuum
environments. In many cases, confidence in new design features is required early in the program,
consequently development tests have been conducted to cover both the above and confirm analysis techniques
adopted. The latter applying to:

(a) Natural frequency analysis.
(b) blanket behaviour during Apogee motor firing.

The Integrated system flow diagram and assembly sequency for the system, subassemblies and components is
shown in Figure b, these include the Mechanical Assembly and component tests to be conducted by Fokker and
Soldr Array blanket tests by AEG Telefunken.

In .ummary, the tests planned for the L-SAT Array are:

Development tests to verify critical areas early in the program.
Critical components requiring life testing to demonstrate ability to meet mission objectives
(1') year) life.

Component and subassembly qualification testing.
integrated system Qualification Tests.

Ihese are discussed in detail in the next section.

Development Tests

Development Tests on several hardware items have been carried out to verify their basic design functions
and to establish baseline performance and characteristics. The following list identifies development
tests completed:

Parking spring effectivedess test
Foam jump test
behaviour of pressurized foam under vibration
Foam material properties test
Cable harness stiffness test
Stowed solar blanket retention test
Array blanket edge crippling test
: ddy current damper tests

(a) Parking Spring Effectiveness Tests

A full size representation of the L-SAT solar array was fabricated, an,; a number of vertical
deployment tests were performed to develop the parking spring configuration. This ensured that
the blanket deployed correctly and that the interleaves were retained neatly. The test runs were
observed and recorded on video tape, and results verified that the parking spring design operates
withou. any hang ups.

(b) Foam Jump Tests

Une c= the anticipated problems on L-SAT was concerned with the kinetic energy of blanket stowage
re.-+.e. Consequently, tests were performed on pressurized foam stacks in air and vacuum to
determine kick-off velocities and kinetic energy levels.

The results were obtained by use of a high speed video camera and recorder. For a
representatively pressurized stack, velocities measured were I metre/second. The Kinetic energy
was then derived for the complete array and used in the design of the Tip Tension Mechanism.

(c) Interleaf Foam Vibration Tests

Tests were performed to determine:

i) The dynamic stiffness of the foam Interleaf material.

ii) The foam compression required to give adequate stiffness for supporting the solar array
blanket when stowed.

A representative sample stack of the stowed solar array blanket, consisting of alternate layers

ot foam and aluminum plates was used tar the tests. The tests we-s performed using stack
configurations representing the Li and I-MAX array blankets at various values of foam
compression.

Principal results were:

i) The resonant frequency increases with increased foam compression.
it) The resonant frequency decreases with increasing input vibrat'.- level.
Lit) The "damping" increases with increasing input vibration leve.
iv) Resonant frequencies were higher for the LI stack than tor L-F_ A.

A mathematical model for the stiffness of a foam layer was derived from the experime"'. data and
was used to determine the foam compression required for supporting the array bI kI-

The required foam compression was determined to be 742 of the free h'gb; ,' o n e
tests provided added confidence that the arrangement selected will pi 's uzing
launch.

-WO
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(d) Foam Compression and Creep Tests

The interleaf material selected was tested for flammability, vacuum outgaasing, compression
modeulus and long term creep properties. Apart from flamability properties which are under
review, acceptable results were achieved.

The compressive modulus is quite non linear on this material, whlch is commonly observed on
foamed materials.

(e) Harness Stiffness

The main cable harness on the L-SAT array wing has to flex during the primary deployment phase,
consequently the stiffness of the harness had to be measured in order to provide design
information to the designers of the primary deployment system. Restraining torques and bending
moments of up to 3 Nm were measured.

Tests were also performed in a thermal chamber at elevated and lowered temperatures to check the
variation of cable stiffness over the operational temperature range, and to check whether the
cables could provide adequate damping during primary deployment. An -Eddy" current damper is
incorporated in the primary deployment system to provide controlled deployment.

(I) blanket Retention Tests

A feature of the array blanket construction is the use of interlocking rings that mesh together
when stowed so as to restrain blanket motions.

The effectiveness of this arrangement will be tested by vibration tests on the engineering/
qualification model array. Preliminary testing has indicated that the scheme will work and the
array blanket Interleaf combination can be stowed and held in position during launch.

(g) Array Blanket Edge Crippling Test

An additional test that was performed was an experiment to study the effects of in-plane loading
on a tensioned membrane. (Array Blanket).

The test article was a sample Hermes (CTS) solar array blanket that was covered with dummy solar
cells. The blanket was floated on an air bearing table and then "pulled" sideways by inclining
the table transversely.

The results obtained indicated that no array edge-on buckling would occur for the anticipated
loads, and that a membrane of this type will survive Apogee Engine firing accelerations
(low g's).

.022 g is the start up acceleration for Ll, and,

.02b g is that specified for other array variations.

kh) Eody current damper tests have been conducted to establish damper size and characteristics.

Life Testing/Performance

To ensure system reliability and missions life, components which are required to operate over the
spacecraft I0 year mission life will be life tested. Itema in this category are:

The Astromast deployer (electric brush motor) produced by Sperry and the Astromast by Astro.
The Tip Tensioning Mechanism (TTM) produced by Spar.

Solar Array blanket performance and cell degradation will be established through type approval testing.

To date Sperry have satisfactorily completed the life testing of the Astromast brush motor; and the
Astromast will be life tested during 1983 with a plan to perform 200 partial deployments. A similar test
will be conducted on the TTH where 5000 cycles will be performed.

Array Lharacteristics and Alignment

To ensure correct dynamic characteristics of the array backlash, array alignment and overall system

natural frequencies are critical.

with the L-SAT array backlash is non existent since the deployed array is always tensioned, also the

primary deployment mechanism backlash is removed during assembly via adjustments and preloaded mechanism

design.

Similarly alignment and other mss property requirements will be adjusted during assembly to meet system

requirements. The astromast is a major contributor to the in-flight motion of the centre of mass, so
4 I special alignment set-up procedures will be prepared to ensure the system meets necessary alignment

criteria.

Array natural frequency, modal integrals and modal damping are areas of concern to the spacecraft AS.
The size of the array precludes the ability to conduct deployed frequency tests similar to those conducted
in TV Chamber on the ermee (CTS) array. Instead array frequencies will be confirmed using modal analysis

techniques.

.;i~f
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hodal Analysis Testing

The L-SAT Flexible Solar Array can be considered to be in the category of low frequency structuxes whose

natural frequency is predicted to be below U.2 liz, in fact for L-SAT max. the prediction is .05 Hz (see

tigure 7). To demonstrate and -onfirm damping and frequency characteristics the standard structural test

methods conducted on CTS can no longer be applied and Modal Analysis testing techniques must be used.

The objective ot modal testing is to obtain and confirm structural natural frequency, mode shapes, damping

chardcteristics. and analysis predictions.

In order to develop test methodology and procedures for the modal test of the L-SAT array a development

pruvram study is under way to test a scale model of a flexible Solar Array. A 9" astromast will be used,
and membrane tension will be adjusted to represent a low frequency structure. This membrane will be fully

represented with mass simulation and tensioned using a CTS tip tension mechanism. Predictions will be

made and modal a:ilyeis testing will be conducted at the Department of Communications facility at

Shirley's Say, Ottawa.

,4ttr testing, predictions versus results will be examined and anomalies noted. Also during testing the

ettects of air damping and testing in earth's gravitational field will be examined. ior example, torsion

modes snoulo be less sensitive to gravity than out of plane modes; and in-plane modes should be less

sensitive t,) aerodynamic effects than out of plane modes.

30

CTS

LSAT MIN

20

SL-SAT I

z

L-SAT MAX

05 i-SA CA 0 ST X

5 10 IS 20 25 POWER/WING
(KWI

PEP/SOC

FIGURE 7 TREND OF MINIMUM FREQUENCY VS. ARRAY POWER/WING

To examine the low frequency characteristics of a large flexible array requires special low frequency

sensors and the test interval needs to be fairly long, je. 1/2 hour of continuous teat for 0.2 Ht

systems. These sensors have been selected from previous devlopment tests used to characterize the

ast romast.

An advantage to modal analysis testing is that it provides vibration test results in the same format as

the solar array analysis. The vibration testing done Is to verify the mathematical model and to check for

any manutacturing flaws. hanufacturing flaws are can be isolated with modal analysis testing since they

show up as unexpected large deflections in mode shapes.

if, during test, it becomes apparent that more damping must be incorporated, the modal shapes help to

determine where and what kinds of damping will be most effective. efore the hardware is actually

implemented, its effects can be modelled in the software and evaluated.
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Component/Subassembly Testing

Components or subasemblies of the L-SAT array that fit into this category are the Astromast, TTH, flexible
solar array blanket, and Secondary deployment electronics. This will all be qualified tb demonstrate that
they can survive launch and operate in Transier and Synchronous orbits.

(a) Astromast

Fully flight repreaentalvive hardware will be used and tests to be performed include:

o Vibration Test (Stowed Assy.) to qualification levels.
o Partial deployment in Thermal vacuum to qualification levels.
o Deployment Power and stall characteristics of the motor.
o Deployed stiffness.

o Extension rate while correctly loaded.
o Straightness and alignment.
o backlash in the system.

(b) Secondary Deployment Electronics (SDE)

The block diagram for this unit showing its functions is given in Figure b and testing to be
conducted on this unit include:

: ontinuity and performance checks.
Vibration, (Sine and Kandom).
Thermal Vacuum.

tc) Tip Tension Mechanism

Will be subjected to normal operating performance tests, (lite testing Is conducted separately)
followed by a sine and random vibration and T.V. testing.

The vibration spectrum for TTM component is shown in Table 2 and these are typical for the SUE
and Astromast and represent results from overall system analysis using Ariane and STS launch
inputs.

Similarly the Thermal Vacuum duty cycle to which components will be subjected is given In
figure 9.

150 VDC BuS

S0 Vpp AC BUS PRIME SENSOR SIGNALS (CONTROL
0 a ACTUATOR CONTROL

COMMANDS 
BA

I MOTOR DRIVE

j 150 VDC BUS

5O VPP AC BUS REDUNDANT SENSOR SIGNALS ICONTROL
ACTUATOR CONTROL

COMMANDS | BOARD

SENSOR SIGNALS (TLM1
TELEMETRY

S I SECTION SENSOR DIV JTLIt

FIGURE 8 SDE GENERAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

-A-OM SINE

FREQUENCY PSD FREQUENCY
AXIS (Hz) (G

2
/Hz) G RMS AXIS (HZI G s 3.-PEAK,

Z 20 50 +6 dB/OCT z 5 21 3 11 - 10-PEAK,
50- 1000 0.13 147 213 70 20

1000- 2000 -3 dB/OCT. 70 -100 10

X.Y 20 50 +6 dB/OCT x 5 196 11 mmIO. PEAKI
50- 90 065 19.6• 80 17
90 120 .12 dB/OCT. 0 100 10

120 1000 0.20 191
1000 - 2000 -3 dB/OCT Y 5 19.6 11 mmIO.PEAK)

196 - o 17
TEST DURATION: 2 MINUTES 80 - 100 8

SWEEP RATE: 2 OCTAVES/MINUTE

TABLE 2 QUALIFICATION VIBRATION LEVELS FOR rM
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AMBIENT

AMBlE N

_ I

il.__ I I I" -1" O7 O RI LIJL -

SPERFORMANCE TEST

RESTOW/RECONFIGURE IN CHAMBER

UNIT TEMPERATURE

PRESSURE

FIGURE 9 QUALIFICATION TTM THERMAL VACUUM SEQUENCE

lexible blanket Solar Array

Qualification testing of the Flexible Solar Array ( SA) blanket will be pertormed by A-i, Telefurken up to
the Solar Panel Assembly (SPA) level. This does not Include vibration ano Thermal vacuum or tht completed
FSA since it is recognized that a meaningful test can only be achieved with the FSA stowea and deployed
with the remainder of the system in a representative environment.

The various arrangemenlts ot L-SAI FSA are givel in ligure IU aind for th' qualification program the L-SAT-I
coultiguration will be tested. The test objectives and performance plan is giveni beiow:

L-SAT-i L-SAT-MN L-SAT.MAX6 5 KWI L SAT-MAX 7 P -A

,S OePA oPA OBPA OSPA

SPA-I SPA.I SPA-I SPA.
1

SPA.2 SPA-2 SPA-2 , SPA-2

SPA-3 SPA-3 --- SPA-3 SPA.3

BLANKETS APE OF SPA-4 SPA-4 SPA-4 - SPA-4
MODULARO LSPA.S SPA5- SPA-5 SPA-5• ~CONSTIRU, TiON .

UTILIZING FOUR SPA-6 IBPA SPA-6 SPA-6
TYPES OF PANELS "
NTERCONNECTED SPA-7 TOTM TOTM

RY HINGES IPA SPA- SPA.7

SPA-8 SPA-B

SPA-9 SPA 9

SPA-1O SPA-I0

TYPES OF PANELS SPA-II SPA-II

OUTER BLANK PANEL ASSY __ __ __SPA-12 SPA-12j OBPA SPA-13 SPA- 13
SPA-14 SPA-14

SOLAR PANEL ASSY SPA- I SPA-15

iSPAPA SPA- 16
SPA- 17

TRANSFER ORBIT TENSION- SPA- 18
ING MECHANISM ITOTM) SPA-19

ISPA

INNER BLANK PANEL ASSY G 
0EMPAT

FIGURE 10 L-SAT FLEXIBLE SOLAR ARRAY BLANKET ARRANGEMENTS



Test Purpose To confirm design suitability for Mission of the following:
- Solar Cell Layout
- fold Line
- ttinge Line
- Wiring
- Cups
- Anti-charging

Test Hasrdware : Qual. - Life Samples (Reapresentative blanket areas)
Size: 160mm x 280ma
Quantity: 5

Test Performance : - Visual Inspection
- Insulation Check
- Continuity Check

- Electrical Performance
- Folding Test
- Thermol Vacuum Cycling

1100 Cycles

Pressur! Approx. l0-6 Torr.
- Flexing Test Include
measuring of short Circuit

Mechanical Sub-Assemblies

Testing of the mechanical elements at Unit level will be performed by Fokker and includes predevelopment
ot:

- Primary kelease and tie-down systema
- Primary deployment system
- Secondary release ano tie-down system
- Transfer orbit tension mechanism (Tomi)
- Pallet and pressure plate structural/stittness testing

L-SATz

0 3 DIMENSIONS IN IMM

PAL.E T/
PRESSU RE

PLATE CC CANISTER

a SSAD

SI? N PIVOT POINT

- ~ ~ r - ..- INTERMMDiATE .O[

- N ERMEDIAE NGE

55 ANSE T-AIET~ OWN OVV

FIGURE 11 STOWED L-SAT ARRAY
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Testing at subassembly level will include testing of Primary deployment system; TOTH and solar array
stowage system. These tests will verify the following basic requirements:

Ability of the release and tie-down system to survive and retain the system during launch.

and then actuate, release and deploy the primary system in T.O.
Ability of the secondary system to initiate release of the stowed array pack.

The mechanical assembly will be vibration and T.V. tested with the complete system along with the solar
array as an integrated system. Figure 11 identifies the mechanical elements mentioned in the stowed
configuration.

Integrated System Test Program

In addition verifying the system parameters mentioned, the test program will also verify:

The ability of the stowage system to protect the solar array blanket (solar cells) during
launch.
The ability of the system to deploy and elevate the primary system, then release and de~loy
and tension the array in Transfer and Synchronous orbit, and maintain this tension on the
array.
Ability to meet alignment requirements.

Ability of the system thermal design to maintain component within required temperature
levels during all mission phases.

To verity the above, at% Integrated System Test will be conducted taking the assembly to qualification

level tests for both Vibration and T.V. test. For these tests an Lngiieering/Qualification model ISA
omprising a complete system with TOTH and small percentage of live cells will be constructed. lo
imulate the correct mass for L-SAT-I weight representative glass chips will be installed. This unit will
je subjected to primary Lelease and deployment, followed by secondary release, deployment and tensioning.
kepeated deployments will be conducted prior to, and after vibration and TV testing.

Details on the planned Qualification Vibration and T.V. tests follow.

Qualification Vibration Test

Test Objective

The objective of this test is to verify the ability of the qualification model L-SAT Array subsystem t.

survive qualification level vibration.

Test Configuration

The test article consists of the qualification model mechanical system integrated with the prototype tsA.
Tes:lng will be conducted at the CRC David Florida test facility using a vibration fixture designed to
replosent the spacecraft mechanical interface. The subsystem will be integrated on a simulated spacecraft

sidewall. The simulated spacecraft sidewall is attached to the vibration fixture.

baseline Performance Tests

In order to obtain subsystem performance comparison before and after vibration testing, the following
functional tests will be conducted:

(a) Deployment of primary and secondary systems at ambient room conditions on a specially designed
horizontal deployment fixture - see Figure 12.

(b) Electrical continuity test of the subsystem before and after deployment.

(C) *'Tnermovision" testing of the deployed solar array. Forward current is passed through the solar

cells so that heat is dissipated in the cells. This Is sensed and mapped using an infrared
imaging system. Such a test has proven very useful in determining the presence of open circuit

or short circuit cells.

(d) Visual examination, including 100% inspection of cover glass, solar cells and inteiconnects for

evidence of damage.



FIGURE 12 DEPLOYMENT TRACK CONCEPT

Test Levels

The vibration control philosophy and the levels to which the subsystem will be subjected are as specified
in the subsystem specification. Input to the subsystem will be controlled by 8 set of three control
accelerometers mounted on the test panel for Z axis and on the fixture for X and Y axes at strategic
locations. Lross-axis responses will be monitored and limited to be less than input levels by a further
set ot three accelerometers mounted on the fixture. A total of 30 positions on the specimen and fixture
will t-- instrumented for acceleration data and will be recorded on magnetic tape.

Tablrs " 4ves the sinusoidal and random vibration levels used for the test. Also identified are the
predcted notching responses for the L-SAT Solar Array during vibration testing.

TABLE 3 RANDOM AND SINE QUALIFICATION RESPONSE LEVEL FOR ARRAY SUBSYSTEM

RA D M IFREQUENCY 
P50

AXIS (Hz) (G
2

/14zJ 6 AMS

ALL AXES 20- 150 +6 d8,'CT 14.1
ISO 750 0.13
750 2000 -3 d(I0CT.

TEST DURATION: 2 MINUTES

SINE

FREQUENCY
AXIS ("I) Gms 10 PEAK)

Z (ALONG THE APOGEE ENGINE 5 15 11 mm (0-PEAK)
THRUST AXIS) 15 30 10

30. 50 Is

SWEEP RATE: 2 OCTAVES/MINUTE 0 10
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PREDICTED NOTCHING RESPONSES FOR THE SOLAR ARRAY SUBSYSTEM

SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION TESTS

AXIS X AND Y RESPONSES Z RESPONSES

QUALIFICATION ACCEPTANCE QUALIFICATION ACCEPTANCE

LOCATION LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL

PRESSURE 14 7g I0.8g 17.6g 12.9g
PLATE

PALLET 14.7g I 0.Bg 1 7.Og 12.4g

ASTROMAST 1O.Og 7.4g 16.09 11 8g

CANISTER

Thermal Vacuum Deployment/Qualification Test

Objective

The objective of this test is to demonstrate the ability of the Solar Array subsystem to operate in

simulated orbital thermal vacuum conditions by:

GROUND FLOOR
LEVEL

240

SUPPORT BRKTS 0
FOR BOOM

BOOM SECTIONS I

ROLLER SFAT
,- - oo ,,,oo,, l i

REMOVABLE
TRACK SECTIONS END STOP ,TYP

ALL RAILSI

I,
FACE OF S.S S SUSPENSION GUIDE BAR . ASEMENT

-_ ... /FLOOR LEVEL 0

A

ARRAY BLANKET
DEPLOYED

EL 18.0

Ali.

S60' MANWAY

~~~SUP ORT NG STPPEL DOLLY GRATING

(LESS CASTERS)

~SUPPORTING STEEL (TYP.)

FIGURE 13 THERMAL VACUUM CHAMBER/SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOY TEST

(a) Imposing thermal vacuum conditions on the stowed Solar Array that would subject the subsystem to

the extremes of predicted, thermally Induced mechanical strain prior to deployment.

(b) Performing the complete solar array deployment sequence under simulated orbital conditions

commencing with primary deployment and concluding with automatic 
deployment cut-off after

secondary deployment.

- _ ,,,,,_ . .. .. . . . .... , , -I I . ..... .r, I . . " " .... .,- " . . . . . . 1 '
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(c) Monitoring and recording during deployment:

i) Pyrotechnic firing current (Primary release)
ii) Deployment actuator motor current
III) Primary deployment and time to deploy
iv) Secondary system release (pyro firing current)
v) Astromast length potentiometer
vi) Primary Deployment Lock Microswitch operation
vii) TOM release pyro power operation
viii) Astromast retract/retract stop

The tests will be conducted at the David Florida Laboratory T.V. Chamber at Shirley's bay, Ottawa (DUC/CKC
facility). Due to facility limits and solar array length for the L-SAT-I arrangement, partial deployment
of the secondary deployment will take place.

The ficility and test arrangement is given in Figure 13 and the planned Integrated subsystem thermal
vacuum duty cycle/sequence is given in Figure 14.

Id) Monitoring and recording during deployment:

i) Pyrotechnic firing current (Primary release)

ii) Deployment actuator motor current
III) Primary deployment and time to deploy

iv) Secondary system release
v) Astromast length potentiometer
vi) Lock microswitch operation
vii) Tensioning mechaniam potentiometer output
viii) Deployment stop microswitch operation

Following completion of the thermal vacuum qualification tests and the series of component testing
mentioned the L-SAT array will have demonstrated Its capability to met specification and survive mission
loads and life time requirements.

Flight systems will be exposed to similar environmental testing at reduced levels both during vibration
and Thermal Vacuum testing.

-QUAL DEPLOYED

ACC DEPLOYED-
UNIT A UNT DUAL

UNIT ACC I!

a a

4I I

AMBIENIT AMBIEIi a a1  i'
UNT acc - 1 II I I

Ic E L 'E I I I I I

A C C D E P L O Y E D O V A L D. I E PU A LII IOI I . .,' -,, - ~ o R _ - J  I _ . -I 1 -OUAL DEPLOYED

r !UNCTIONAL TEST

RESTOW/RECONFIGURIE IN CHAMBER

- -o mUNIT TEMPERATURES

---- PRESSURE

FIGURE 14 DEVELOPMENTQUALIFICATION MODEL SUBSYSTEM THERMAL VACUUM SEQUENCE

It.



Concluding Remarks

This paper has identified the complications of testing large solar arrays of the size to be flown on
L-SAT. To prove that the specification requirements have been mett and that all subsystems and components
achievc a6sion goals, there are many stages of testing that must be accomplished. Above all there are
limits to the amount of testing one can achieve due to facility and environmental test chambers size.
Consequently. for future large flexible solar arrays/structures such as ?-SAT solar array (h Kw/wing)
shoVn in Figure 15 one will have to rely on analysis methods, such as modal analysis, for predicting
natural frequencies, and in addition may have to conduct in-flight tests (low orbit using 5TS). This i11
be relatively expensive for comercial spacecraft, nevertheless it may be the only way to prove ano test
out future large systems.

RfFLECTOR

TOWER

MAIN~BODY

Boom~

SOLAR
ARRAY

FIGURE 15 M-SAT CONFIGURATION BREAKDOWN
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Pig. 1 presents an overall view of thi- facility, including the spectrophotomneter for
in -,itu spectral reflectance measurements and also some peripheral equipment.
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%ta, in -Per. -l , tie Hi, peak domanat(.-

UV - :tA"!?

.he rec'r-magnotic radiation, of irierest. is short wave length UJV from 170 rca up to
400 in. 0 AM XE30 Xensn. high pressure arc discharge lamps with SIJPRASIL envelops permit
a;im -tlun cf tiriz solar spectral range. Here its intensity 1istribution fairly well cor-
rcn;;, :.I:, to the solar extra3terrestrial intensities accordinC to ASTM-E 4140 73 a (Rlef. 4).
SUPHA-L is transparent down te 170 nm. To avoid UV absorption below 186 nm by oxigen and
water vapor, the light source is mounted within a heat exchanger, which is filled with
dry riitr:igen. Th13 technique also eliminates generation of oe:'an, which would absorb UV
raliat ion between 200 nm and 300 tim. A sapphire window separates the Xenon lamp from the
vacuum chamber. This window is transparent for UV down to 150 nm.
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i''ruiax' ind a flat. 5 mm 0 i.-,:ath,.dce, nurz'uunded by in , ,l tr I ;lane- 4i:, its A."-
T1, W,-hnclt C -lIrd i' ; -ppp1 t I. osctv t, the eit:' I. The:, t!.re' "I It'':'

1fit' rin g th!,1Tt art,. min* itairnd at the same ictential±. Tog.' her a'> h theL aco"-';i
rce' so T, 1 s t r i Jo cyte 1iaj'es the clectromn beam and ;.s:' r: air.s ,that t h,-e' nNc
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8 1 i ot. l-tia n rang.' t:h e elect ron. current fclIlow.-'le U/1law. Wit'>'1. tac
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FIG Tho Proton Generator

7. TiHE -'AMPLE HOLDER

The sample holder, Fig. 5, accepts 32 samples size 11 x 11 mm or 11 x 15 rim. In addi-
tianial several witness samples and also calibration mirrors may be mounted. Eight samples
are exposed simultaneously to the simulated space radiations. Without breaa'ing the vacuum,
the sample dish can be rotated to move the samples from the area of exposure sequentially
under the integ-ating sphere for spectral reflectance measurements. During radiation ex-
posur" a thermostat keeps the samples at their specified temperature, which may be selected
betwee!n -30oC ani +1000C. For each sample two electrical feed througha are available, e.g.
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A programmedi desk calcuilator, tied up with th-e spectrometer-, receives a total of'
13,2 rofluctance va'ues and cnlculates in real time the sample solar absorption coeffi-
c e ri de cons!ieratiun of the corresp;ord irig solar spectral intensit .es Paccrdiner to

ASIM E 4)0 73 a. Thi s measurement procee 1.7 as follows: Firot the sampl e is t urrned under
the irtegration sphere. Within the .spectrorieter an oscillating mirror genierates the rr.o-
ri_;chromnatic sampl& and z'efer~,nce heartms. The- diff erence Letween sample ard re, erence beaim
tt~or is recrded. From 241 no to r00 nim a 1hotomultiplier serves light dctection. From,

add o to2 Li~m a PUS crystal is used. As calibration standard an nuO~ium , ori
;rroated on the sample fish. The ,spectronteter is calibrated at about 2,3ur w.ave, length.
oar liii the spectral sc an the w,.ave. lenj:th dependent reflectance" ar e 6 dd 12sc

value:: are digitii'el an! tran.sferred into the programmed calcailator for alph:a-s_ leter-
fI 11i t i orl

9. STATIC 6URFACE CHARCING VIASI'FMETS

Un,1for the inf'lux of charged [,orticles (in aj veostntionary orbit) 4ieect20tr.i C surfaces
.nar,:e .p, j,,_v'rned by their part '-uar seconrdary electron erission clira cter~stics.
I-re jaont ly restnials i'n the K Volt rang-e i evelo.p (Ref. 5). ':o insure i>',nr term undisturted
.Perat ion of' sa,,ch satellites-, without detgradation Iftertenstciisraecue
e.,_. ty ectrical discharges, arid to a; d reak down of' ses:icoriluctor conr.qnrts, the

fit cts at* di :feront ial charging are 1 atoratory otudivrd.

Tntc' MIIB sp-a-ce simulation test fa cility incorporates the cipabili1ty of atbsolut surface
pote.ntial rntaour'emeitS uinder electron as well asz proton bombirdesrent of dielectric surfaces,

in,'eronIof the part icle erie.Here thje sensor is a1 KFITHLFY capacitive voltage di-
vi ler, :orriected to a 60? oeo.troreter, inst rumert. Potentialo_ up to ,C K Vlts can tfe

Thoen :,0 10i oper'atod under vacuum, d!urinj7 radiaticai exprsure. The distance: between
intor d 'lcis kept cunrztant , independent of angular ma -o.ents of the s*-mrp1C holder

iuor otoentia1 scans. Samprl& ssoe is 15, x 15) cr. C'alibrati ocf the_ ,ensor is a-c' cpliche:
threaj h 1,c rp(-oraticn of onu sample with cductivo surface, wnich electric-;! lv if ccrn.C~cte
oat~side 0A~ ct aviter to a high voltage pow-,er supply. The refereaic, _-a'ple pottntial ray bt?
adjaz~ted _ny;:heve between 0 and 20 X Volts.
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TlnE EFFECT OF COMBINED U.V. RADIATION AND HIGH ENERGY ELLCTRONS ON ThlE
BEHAVIOUR OF POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITES IN iARD VACUUI.

by

R.C. Tennyson, B.A.W. Smith and L.P. ll6bert

University of Toronto Institute
for Aerospace Studies
4925 Dufferin Street
Downsview, Ontario
Canada 11311 5T6

S(1161MARY

A description of a space simulator capable of thermal-vacuum testing of samples subject to combined UV
and high energy electron radiation is presented. Particular attention is given to the use of a natural e
emitting Sr90 source to simulate space conditions. In-situ thermal and mechanical loading capabilities are
also described together with test results obtained on selected polymer matrix composites. Specifically,
graphite/epoxy and Kevlar /epoxy laminates have been employed to assess the combined effects of hard vacuum,
thermal cycling and radiation on the change in stiffness, creep compliance and coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion.

1. INTRODUCTION

( le of the main concerns in the use of polymer based materials for space craft applications is the effect
of te ,pace eliironment on the material properties. In addition to vacuum outgassing, degradation due to
radi:ition, atomic oxygen ,'nd thermal cycling could occur, for long term exposures.

In the ultraviolet (U.V.) portion of the solar spectrum, photon energies are sufficient to allow them
to be absorbed by certain bonds in organic molecules. This can lead to breaking of polymer chain. or a
splitting off of side groups. This effect may be further compounded by oxidation reactions in low earth
orbits. Unlike U.V. radiation, higher energy radiation types such as electrons,protons, gamma and x-rays
are non-specific as to chemical structure. In polymers, they can be expected to initially act to ionize
radicals. The ion radicals readily react to form excited state molecules. These molecules can then disso-
ciate to form free radicals and the subsc'quent reaction processes may be vimilar to those observed for U.V.

In space simulation studies, several aspects should be addressed. These include the necessity of per-
forming in-situ measurements, the significance of synergistic effects (eg: Hust irradiation iith different
radiation types be conducted simultaneously?) and the validity of accelerated testing. This report describes
a thermal-vacuum facility that permits in-situ evaluation of material properties such as modulus, creep com-
pliance, coefficient of thermal expansion (("ri:) and tensile strength. ThL combined U.V. and electron radia-
tion capabilities are discussed and some results presented for graphite/epoxy (3:1 SP 288 T300) and Kevlar 1
epoxy (3M SP 306) materials.

2. THIEPIUAL-VACUUI, RADIATION FACILITY %I1'l IN-SITU MECI{ASICAL LOADING

2.1 Facility Description

A thermal-vacuum facility was developed containing both U.V. and electron k) emitting sources. The
working volume within the cylindrical chamber was about 45 cm diameter x 3 cm in height. In addition, the
chamber contained a vertical duct, housing the U.V. lamp, running from a port centered in the floor of the
chamber out through the chamber lid (Figure 1). One other feature included a carousel arrangement (Figure 2)
which supported 30 flat coupons (about 2.54 cm in width), each of which cL)Id be rotated into i gimbal mounted
load grip having 4500 N capacity. The carousel can be turned externally, thus permitting test data to be
obtained fer varying radiation exposures on individual specimens. This permitted the determination of mode-
Ins, creep compliance ;and strength. Uniaxial 1h ading was supplied by an external hydraulic piston. The load
applied to each sample was measured quite accurately using a calibrated load cell located inside the chamber
below the universal joint. flie load cell (Figure 3) consisted of a ring fishioned from high strength heat
treated SPS steel and load measurements were determined from four bonded :train gauges (Micro leisuresents
W g- A-06-SOBG-.20.

Since it was desired to separate U.V. radiation effects from thermal vacuum effects, it was important
that control samples were.used. Ideally, all samples would be exposed to the same temperature and vacuum
histories, the only difference being exposure to the radiation. ro attain this goal, a strip of sheet alumi-
num was attached to the framework on the carousel (Figure 2). This was positioned so as to shield the lower
half of each sample from direct U.V. radiatiun. Since little if any U.V. radiation was reflected, the lower
half of each sample acted as a control for the upper half of that same sample. The main drawback of this
scheme was that temperatures on the upper and lower parts of each sample would not be exactly the same. This
aspect was taken into account by mounting a thermogauge on each section. In addition, the strains in the
exposed and shielded portions of each sample were monitored using two longitudinal strain gauges. To prevent
possible degradation of the strain gauges due to U.V. radiation, all gauges were placed on the outside of the
samples away from the U.V. source. One aluminum specimen was also included to provide a means of calibrat-
ing the strain gauges and temperature sensors while the experiment was in progress. It was assumed that the
properties of the aluminum would not be affected by the vacuum and U.V. or B radiation.

Control of the thermal environment in the chamber was exercised by the following means. Copper tubing
was wrapped around the chamber walls and the exposed ends of the central duct. When desired, water was passed



through these coils to cool the chamber to about 50*F (10 C). Two heating straps attached to the walls
allowed the temperature of the chamber to be raised. To obtain a steady state temperature, a Variac was
used to control the coil voltage.

The high vacuum environment necessary for space simulation was provided by an oil diffusion pump. A
mechanical pump provided both chamber roughing and backing for the diffusion pump. The monitoring and con-
trol of the vacuum pumping system and other functions of the facility were carried out from a control panel
outside the room in which the chamber was located. (Figure 4). This feature was thought to be a necessary
precaultion in dealing with the radioactive source described later. The chamber pressure was using a CVC
Penthervac G.I'.T. 450 system, which used thernistor gauges when the presure was above 10

"
2 Torr and a Pen-

ling gauge when below it. ,in important feature of the control system was its ability tu shut the whole sys-
tem doutii if the chamber pressure rose above a prescribed level (eg. in the case of a leak). Temperatures of
sarious parts of tile system were also monitored at the control panel.

The high energy electron source consisted of a Strontiur'90 (Sr-90 foil contained in a plexiglass hold-
er mounted on the chamber wall (Figure 1). The front panel of this holder can be lowered from outside the
chamber to allow samples directly in front of the foil to be irradiated. Different filters can also be
placed in front of the holder to vary the intensity of the radiation from the source. One additional factor
that must be considered is the conversion of I energy into 'Bremsstrahlung' radiation, with a 'white spectrur"
of gamma rays up to the maximum energy of the I rays. Consequently, lead shielding was installed around the
complete simulator (Figure 5) to yield a total dose rate exposure at the outer surface of the facility of

0.025 millrems/hr. Safety features included 3 detectors (Figure 6) mounted in the ozone ventilation line
and outside the chamber, both of which could trigger a system shut-down if the radiation levels exceeded a
prescribed level.

2.2 Simulation of U.V. Radiation

A Xenion compact arc lamp (Canrad Hanovi. 976C0010) was selected as a U.V. source. Unfiltered, the Xenoi,
lamp's spectrum is quite sun-like in the U.V. region (Figure 7). To allow moderately accelerated testing
using direct radiation in the chamber, a one kilowatt bulb and power supply were obtained. The power supply
(Figure 6) (Canrad Hlanovia 27801.101) can be used with all ty-pes of compact arc lamps with poers up to O00,0.
fhis would allow a changeover to the more U.V. rich but less sun-like Mercury-Xenon compact arc lamp if de-
sirable.

by placing the U.V. source at the center of a ring of samples, the use of expensive and inefficient
optics was avoided. Because the lamp required an atmosphere for cooling, a pressurized duct had to run
through the center of the vacuum chamber to house the bulb. (Figure 1), A clear cylindrical fused silica
(Spectrosil ) window (Figure 1) placed in the cooling duct was used to transmit the OI.V. to the co;posite
samples in vacuum. A structure was constructed over the top of the chamber to allow the upper end of the
cooling duct to be rigidly clamped. This, it was hoped, would prevent ;indue stress being put on the win low
or the glue joint holding it in place. Once exiting the top of the chaber, the cooling duct was connected
to a piping system which led to a fanl on the roof of the building. rb i. fan in coniunction with a small one
placed at the bottom end of the cooling duct, supplied cooling air to the lamp and drew off o:one produced
by the ultraviolet radiation.

hliile in operation, the U.V. output of the Xenon bulb was measured it reguzlar intervals using two Ila,-
Ray 1J-221, J-225) IJ.V. detectors. These detectors were solar cells sensitive to different bands in the
U.V. region of the spectrum; one around 250 nm (220 nm 280 nm), and 350 nm (300 no - 400 nm). Since
these sensors were also sensitive to infrared radiation, readings were taken with and without IJ.V. absorbing
filters installed to obtain the true U.V. irradiance.

2. Simulation of Space Electron Environment with a Sr-90/Y-90 a Source

This section describes the use of an electron emitting radioisotope, Strontium - 90 (Sr-90), as an alter-
native to accelerators for the simulation of the geomagnetically trapped electrons. The main problems associ
ated with accelerators are overheating of the composite samples due to very high acceleration factors and
the monoeergetic nature of the particle beaus. By contrast, a broad spectrum of electron energies existhin
space. However, both of these problems can be overcome with a radioisotope like Sr-90. Because the acceler-
at ion factors can be easily controlled by the use of electron absorbing windows and different radioisotope
source strengths, overheating of the composite samples can be eliminated. Since one of the characteristics
of beta (electron) emitting radioisotopes is a broad continuous spectru-i of electron energies, the second
problem with accelerator simulation is also eliminated. In this respect, Sr-90 is ideally suited. Sr-90
has a half-life of 28.0 years with a maximum electron energy of 0.544 ,10V. Its decay product is Yttrium - 9
(Y-90) which is itself an electron emitter with a half-life of 64.03 hours and a maximum electron energy of

22 e.Tersligeetospcrmitlesmof the Sr-90 and Y-90 spectra, because, for each Sr-90
electron er.tted, a Y-90 electron is also eventually produced. Due to the much shorter half-life of Y-90, a
Sr-90 beta source rapidly reaches an equilibrium state where both radioisotopes emit electrons at equal rate,.
A comparison between the Sr-90/Y-90 8 spectrum with the estimated space 3 spectra at various orbital altitude'
is presented in Figure 8 (see Ref. 1 for details). One can readily see that the radioisotope produces fewer
electrons of energies less than 0.25 MeV than are found in space but m, te electrons having energies greater
than 0.25 MeV.

Use of B - Absorbing Windows

The P source holder (Figure 1) has provision for B absorbing aluminum (99% purity) windows. A secondary
purpose for the windows was also to protect the 0 source from potential implosion fragments from the U.V. lami
and the quartz glass housing. These two functions were somewhat at odds with each other, since a thick win-
dow that protects a source well also absorb all of the electrons.

Using the analysis of Ref. 1, two aluminum windows of 0.132 cms and 0.274 cms thickness were found cap-
able of absorbing all of the lower energy Sr-90 electrons and providing 90% and 99% absorption of the Y-90 6
rays. respectively-. The effects of these absorbing windows on the electron energy transmission spectra are



shown in Figure 9. Note that the maximum B energies for the electrons exiting from the 90% and 99% a)sorp-
tion window~are substantially reduced to about 1.56 14eV and 0.81 4eV, res;pectively, with corresponding aver-
age energies of 0.60 MeV and 0.30 MeV. Table I provides a comparison of the electron flux one can obtain
for two different source strengths (with and without windows) with the space environment at three different
orbital altitudes.

Absorbed Radiation Pose in CompositeSamples

The equation used to calculate the electron dose rate (EDR in rads ,/ yr) for a given material sample
exposed to radioisotope radiation is (1),

EDR = (No. Curries (Ci)) x (3.7 x 1010se ) a ( 3.1536 x 107 see) x F.F. x W.F. x AF'

x (% Absorption of a's) x I x ( 1_ _ x gr-rads

Sample W.T. 0 erg (1)

where I rad = 100 ergs/gm of irradiated material

and F.F. - 8 source form factor, which is the fraction of the source strnth (number of Curries) incident on
the absorbing windows (=0.2277)

W.F. = window factor
1.0, no window
0.10, 90% absorption
0.01, 99% absorption

A.F. = area factor,

= irradiated samnple area
radiation field area

The 2 source used was 9.25 cm wide x 5.97 cm high and each composite sample was 2.54 cm wide and 5.97 cm
high. Hence A.F. 7 0.2746.

= mean energy of electrons .F.

0.19 MeV, Sr-90 (3.11 x 10 -7 ergs) 1.0
0.93 MeV, Y-90 (1.49 x 10 "6 ergs)1 .

0.60 MeV, Y-90 (9.61 x 10 -7 ergs) = 0.10

0.30 1eV, Y-90 (4.81 X 10 -7 ergs) - 0.01

The last parameter needed to evaluate Eq. (1) is the % absorption of the i particles, a discussion of
which can be found in Ref. 1. Typical values for thin polymer matrix laminates were found to be 9'% for
Sr-90 and 40% for Y-90.

'lo demonstrate the application of Eq. (1) to polymer matrix composites, calculations were made of the
electron dose rates for various graphite/epoxy laminate thicknesses. These results are summarized in Table
2 for two different source strengths (1 m Ci and 500 m Ci), with and without windows. Again comparisons are

given for three altitudes corresponding to a low earth orbit, flight through the radiation belts and near ge.-# synchronous.

From Table 2, it is evident that a I m Ci Sr-90/Y-90 electron source can achieve real time (no acceler-

ation) simulation of low earth orbits and that a 500 m Ci source, can, with the use of absorbing windows,
achieve acceleration rates of I to 200 for low earth orbits and 1 to 100 for high or near synchronous orbits.
Without absorbing windows, the 500 m Ci source is within a factor of 10 of achieving real time simulation of
intermediate orbits.

3. SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS AXND TEST PROCEDURES

The test samples were made from graphite epoxy (3M-SP288-T300) and Kevlar /epoxy (3M-SP306/Prd-49-III).
Oonlv these two material types were used so an adequate number of coupons of each laminate configuration could
be iincluded. Graphite and Kevlar /epoxy were particularly interesting for coefficient of thermal expansion
(CT;) studies since 4 ply 0 CTE samples could be fabricated from them.

The actual specimens that were used in the experiment consisted of 0, 90* and 0 CTE (I o)s symmetric
balance laminates (2). The ply angles used for the 0 CTE samples were determined from previous work. It
may be noted that two different thicknesses were used for most of the 0* and 90* laminates to determine the
penetration depth effects due to radiation. It was anticipated that only a thin surface layer of the material
would he affected by the U.V. radiation. Thinner 90* samples of graphite/epoxy and kcvlar /epoxy were not
employed hecause they were too fragile to handle.

With the samples in the chamber, the baseline data were collected (2). 4odulus, CTI and creep data were
gathered first in air and later after three thermal cycles in vacuum. These 'thermal cycles' involved turn-
ing on the heating elements for a period of tine to help drive off moisture and other outgassing products.
Following this, the l.V. source was ignited for a comparatively short period of time after which the material
properties were again recorded. This procedure was repeated for longer irradiation periods. At a later
date, combined U.V. and 8 radiation experiments were conducted.

Creep Compliance

Assuming that the composite materials being studied could be characterized as linear viscoelastic, a
limited number of tests were conducted to investigate how these properties were affected by environmental

J k . . .. , -- ? "- - , " "
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conditions. The tests consisted of subjecting a sample to a given load for a certain length of time. Once
the load was removed mid the sample left unconstrained, the strain was recorded as a functio:i of time.
This approach was used instead of the usual creep test because of the difficulty in maintaining a load of
constant magnitude in the space simulator. Since the elastic component of the creep compliance was much
larger than the time dependent component, the applied load could not be allowed to deviate from its nominal
value if one wished to accurately observe the time dependent effects. Thus the method used eliminated this
complication because, while strain readings were being recorded, the grips were moved out of contact with
the sample. A constant zero load could therefore be assured. The main drawbach was that an assumption had
to be made about the viscoclastic response in order to obtain compliance curves. The creep tests were per-
formed at ambient conditions and after each of the three U.V. exposure periods. II addition, tests were
conducted at two elevated temperatures as well as at room temperature.

4. .XPLII : TAL RESULTS

Calibrations of environmental effects on the strain gauge response werc undertaken using the aluminum
sample. Except for a vacuum shift, no U.V. or electron radiation degradation was observed. This can be
seen b examining both the tensilemodulus and CTE results for the aluminum, as presented in Figure 10. Note
that the gauges were shielded from the U.V. radiation.

.. 1 Tensile m'odulus

Figures 11 and 12 present summary plots of the variation in sample tension riodulus with U.V. exposure
tirr.e for both tile graphite/epoxy and Kevlar /epoxy materials. Note that no significant differences between
the shielded .rd unshielded results exist for both materials up to 180 LSD exposure, except for the 4 ply
(_ 43.S°)s Kevlar /epoxy. These latter samples show a significant decrease in modulus with increasing ex-
posure. "ihere appears to be evidence of degradation due to higher specilen temperature on the exposed sec-
tion (and U.V. damage itself) combining with high internal residual laminate stresses associated with the
stacking sequence.

Limited data for a (*- 43). graphite/epoxy simple were obtained for %arying , doses, with and with ut U..
radiation present. The results are shown in Figt re 13 and it is evident that no significant effect has oc-
curred, at least Ip to % 6 x l0 rads, mid over 3.0 equivalent s:n days of U.V. exposure.

4.2 Coefficient of Thermal Expansion

Extensive thermal/strain data were obtained for different U.V. exposure periods. Two summary plots
are presented in Figures 14 and 15 for graphite/epoxy and Kevlar /epoxy, respectively.

Iii general, when one compares the unshielded and shielded specimen results, there appears to be no sig-
nificanit I1.V. effect for the exposure times investigated.

Fhe effect of electron radiation, with and without U.V. exposiire, ;; shown in Figure 16 for both matC!i,:
systems. For the dosage levels achieved up to present ( 105 rads), no change in CTE is discernible.

1.3 Creep Compliance

Results for several of the creep experiments are given in Figures 17 - 20. Note that the change in col-
pliance (AS) was set to zero at 2 seconds because of the comparatively large variations associated with thu4initial compliance values which tend to mask the time dependent variations.

In examining the data of Figuresl17 and 18, it is apparent that the rate of change of the creep complian...
becomes smaller with greater exposure to the thermal vacuum environment in the simulation chamber. There is
generally no consistent difference between the exposed and shielded sample results. By comparing compliance
values recorded for the same stress level at the same time, (Figures 19 and 20) it may he noted that a higher
temperature results in a larger compliance value and a greater time dependence.

The observed changes in the creep compliance are what one might expect for a material below its glass
transition temperature. The glass transition temi)erature is actually a surface in a time, temperature and
moisture content space. It marks the changeover from low compliance "glassy" behaviour at short times, low
temperatures and low moisture levels to larger compliance "rubbery" behavicur. It is also an inflection
point where the compliance will exhibit its maximum rate of increase against the log of time. Below the
glass transition temperature, the rate of change of compliance, as a function of 'log time', should generally
increase with increasing temperature, moisture content and longer times. This is exactly the behavioor ob-
served in the materials investigated.

5. CONCI UISIONS

(a) In the presence of hard vacuum alone the stiffness increases and the CTE changes, depending on the lamind-
ate configuration (3). The magnitude of the rate of change of creep compliance (or relaxation modulus) with
time is reduced.

(b) Combined U.V. (up to 300 ESD) and B radiation (_ 10" rads) were found to produce no sig-

nificmt change in tensik-modulus or CTE for the limited material laminates investigated.
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TABLE I Electron Flux Comparisons Between Sr-90 1 Y-90 Sources and Space Environment

Sr-90/y-90 Simulator Space

Window Max. B-Energy FLUX (e/cm
2
-sec) Orbit Inclination Flux

(?.eV) (im Ci Source) (500m Ci Source) (Kin) (Degrees) (e/cm2 -sec)

1.0 2.25 3.051 x 105 1.526 x 108 556 90 7.89 x 105

0.1 1.56 1.526 x 10 7.628 x 106 2315 0 1.13 x 109

0.01 0.81 1.526 x 103 7.628 x 105 33336 0 9.00 x 106

TABLE I Composite Electron Dose Rate Comparisions Between Sr-90 /-y-90 Sources and Space Environment

Sr-90/y-90 Simulator Space

Window Composite Dose Rate (rad/year) Orbit Inclination Dose Rate
Thickness Im Ci Source 500m Ci Source (Km) (Degrees) (rad/year)
(Plies)* _

1.0 2 7.2 x 105 3.6 x 108 556 90 Surface

4 S.S x 10 2.7 x 108 !(300 nmi) 2 x 106

6 4.6 x 105 2.3 x 108 0.1 cm Depth

8 3.9 x 10 5  
2.0 x 108  2 x 101

0.1 2 2.7 x 104 1.3 x 107 2315 0 Surface

4 2.3 x 10
4  

1.2 x 107  
(1250 nmi) 4 x 109

6 2.1 x 10
4  

1.1 x 10
7  

0.1 cm Depth

4 8 1.9 x 104 9.6 x 106 3 x 10'

0.01 2 1.3 x 103 6.7 x 105 33336 0 Surface

4 1.2 x 103 5.8 x 105 (18000 nmi) 3 x 107

6 1.1 x 103 5.4 x I0
5  

0.1 cm Depth

8 9.7 x 102 4.8 x 105 4 x 106

Ply thickness = 0.0125 cm, Density 1.6 gr/cm
3
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THERMAL CYCLING TESTS ON MATERIALS ANDI COMPONENTS FOR PA('I- APPLI( A TIONS

by

II. Ilamacher. W. Ley, and K.-V. Rehmann

Deuts4he Forshungs- und VersuchinsIM fuer Luft und RaumilAhr eV.
Linder Iloche, 5000 Koeln 9O, West Germany

Abstract

Thermal cycling tests are performed on materials and components under high vacuum condi-

tions. The purpose of these tests is to investigate changes in properties by thermal

fatigue due to microcracking, delamination etc. The test facility used has been devel-

oped with respect to the need of true simulation of the stronq temperature gradients

to be expected in space flight. Tests were performed on CFC materials which are candi-

dates for Large Space Structures use and on solar cell panel samples. The description

of the facility, a presentation and discussion of the results is given.

1. Introduction

Therm-n degradation of spacecraft materials and its surfaces are mostly studied under

stationary test conditions. This is justified for those properties being unaffected by

local or time gradients such as the thermo-optical behaviour.

Temperature cycling in the earth orbit, however, ha, to be considered as a rearon for

mechanical loading in composite materials and components because of different layer

4 thermal expansions. High total cycle numbers as a consequence of long mission duration

results in accelerated fatigue and therefore in shortening of lifetime or changing of

physical proporties.

The importance of this problem has been identified first in solar cell investigations [4].

The main critical failures are cell to cell interconnect and busbar rupture, cracking of

coverslides and solar cells, and delamination of adhesives.

As a material for present and future use in spacecraft technology, carbon fibre compos-

ites (CFC) have gained high importance. In comparison to other materials such as metals,

CFC offers attractive strength and stiffness to weight relations and high dimensional

stability in a wide range of temperature. These properties make them a prime candidate

for use in Large Space Structure Technology. However, because of the differences in

thermal expansion between the resins and the fibres, intensive cycling tests are neces-

sary for qualification [1,2,3].

In this context, questions are coming up concerning the influence of the other space

environmental conditions, such as ultra high vacuum, UV and particle radiation and their

combined effects [5,6]. Presently, a full simulation seems to be impossible. Therefore,

as a contribution to the first steps in finding properties for materials and components

for a long term use, thermal cycling tests are performed under high vacuum conditions.

In the following the facility and tests, performed on solar cells and some favourite

CFC materials are described.



2. Test Facility

The Thermal Cycling Test Facility has been set up in the Institute of Space Simulation

of the Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DFVLR),

Koeln. Thermal loads between -1800 C and +1000 C can be simulated with high tempe-

rature gradients in the transition phases under high vacuum conditions. Figure 1 shows

the cylindrical vacuum chamber which is used in connection with a vacuum system, data

registration and recording equipment. An open cooling cycle supplies the cooling areas

with liquid nitrogen. All important components are blocked against unnormal events and

change to an uncritical state for the experiment. The duration of the warm and cold

phase, can be adjusted and varied with two electrical timers. Figure 2 shows schemati-

cally the cross section of the test set-up. The inner cage consists of 4 LN 2 cooled

copper sheets, two of which are situated opposite to each other functioning as sample

supports. The 4 copper plates of the inner cage are cooled down to the temperature of

liquid nitrogen by copper tube lines soldered to the backside. The two infrared heaters

consist of copper sheets which are sprayed by black varnish on the plane side. Heating

lines are soldered to the polished backside.

The infrared heaters irradiate the front surface of the samples. During the infrared

radiation the backsides of the samples face the LN 2 cooled sample support serving as

a heat sink. The two cold phase regions (top and bottom) and the two warm phase regions

(left and right) are separated by LN 2 cooled copper sheets covered with superinsula-

tion foil in the warm phase regions. An additional flexible packing washer seals the

warm phase region hermetically from the cold phase.

The two copper plates, which are not covered by samples, are coated by an insulating

foil. The innercage performs reversing rotations of 900 by the pneumatic cycle

control system. The total set-up is surrounded by a radiation shield.

Figure 3 shows the opened infrared compartment. The top and bottom cover sheets are

mounted to the heater plate perpendicular to the sample plane to ensure that the samples

face only infrared heated surfaces.

3. Experimental Results

3.1 Composites

Within DFVLR a technology programm was initiated to investigate the effects of thermal

fatigue on CFC material. In table 1 the types of material are listed which were selected

with respect to a low thermal expansion coefficient and curing temperature. High modules

as well as high tension fibers were considered with curing temperatures between 1200 C

and 2100 C. From each of the materials four samples of I mm thickness were fabricated.

Three were tested under different cycle numbers, and one was used as the reference.

In the test, a 10 year lifetime in the geostationary orbit was simulated. A plot of a

single temperature cycle between +1000 C and -1500 C is shown in figure 4.

The chamber pressure was in the range of 10
- 3 

Pa.

The effects of thermal cycling on material properties has been investigated by the

DFVLR-Instltute for Structural Mechanics. The results are described in detail in ref. [3].

The impact on the structural integrity of the samples was studied by

- ultrasonic C-scans

- X-ray photographs

- measurement of natural frequency

- electron beam micrographs



In addition, the residual strength was measured under tensile and compression loading at

room temperature and at 1000 C. Only these results are reflected in this paper.

In figures 5 and 6 the tensile and compression breaking strenghts are plotted vs. cycle

number. All values are depicted in ratios to the tensile reap. compression breaking

strength of the uncycled samples, tested at 230 C. The test temperatures were 230 C

(solid lines) and 1000 C (broken lines). A strong change is given for the polylmide

based material (T3T F 178) after the first 1170 cycles compared with the other samples.

The large size of pores may be the reason for this behaviour. In most cases after 1170

cycles a lower strength was observed than after 2295 or even after 3480 cycles. Post-

curing does not seem to be a reasonable explanation, because the upper cycle temperature

was too low in comparison to the curing temperature. Surprising was the small reduction

of tensile and compression strength of approximately only 3% reap. 10% of the laminates

No. 164 and 175 both cured at 1800 C compared with at least 20% reduction of the 1200 C

cured laminate No. 169 and the laminate No. 170A with 1200 C curing temperature lieing

between them. This held for 230 C testing temperature as well as for 1000 C.

Table 1 Thermal Cyling Tests

Material Review

Material Curing

Laminate No. Designation Type of Fiber Type of Resin Temperature

high tension

164 914 C-TS-5 Toray T 300 Ciba 914 1800 C

high modulus

169 HY-E1548A/B Celion GY-70 Fiberite 948A1 1200 C

LY556/HY917/ high tension Unmodifide

170 A XB2692/T300 Toray T300-6000 Epoxy 1200 C

high modulus

175 HY-E 2034 D Thorel Pitch Fiberite 934 1800 C

high tension

P1 T3T P178 Union Carbide Hexcel F 178 2100 C

T 300-3K

Stacking Sequence of all Laminates I + 450 2  s with

a Total of 8 Plies



3.2. Solar Cells

Detjil, on the solar cells tested are shown in tables 2 and 3 [ 4 ].

1-m D K L C

Size 125 x 125 mm
2

Substrate 50 pm Kapton 40 pm Glass 170 pm Carbon 170 Pm including

Thickness fibre rein- fibre rein- 12,5 pm Kapton

forced Kapton forced Kapton 150 pm Carb.

fibre

Size 2 x 2 cm
2  

2 x 4 cm
2  

2 x 4 cm
2  

2 x 4 cm
2

Thickness 200 pm 200 pm 200 pm 200 um

0 Resistivity 10 Qcm 10 Qcm 10 Pcm 10 Qcm

C Contact

Material Ti/Pd/Ag Ti/Pd/Ag Ti/Pd/Ag Ti/Pd/Ag

Mass 32,50 g 26,485 g

Table 2: Flexible Panel Details

I tern G H I

Size 145 x 115 mm
2

Thickness 18,0 mm 18,0 mm 22,0 mir.

Thickness of

Face Sheet 250 pm 250 urm 50 pm

Al-Foil

Substrate Thickness 0,0007" 0,0007" 0,0007"

Honeycomb

Cells 3/8" perforated 3/8" perforated 3/8" perforated

Insulation 25 pm Kapton 25 pm Kapton 25 pm Kapton,

5 P m Dupont

pol. adh.

Size 2 x 4 cm
2  2 x 2 cm

2  2 x 4 cm
2

Thickness 200 pm 200 pm 200 Pm

Solar Cells Resistivity 10 0 cm 10 Q cm 10 0cm

Contact

Material Ti/Pd/Ag Ti/'Pd/Ag Ti/Pd/Ag

* Mass 35,0 g 33,188 g

Table 3: Rigid Panel Details

* . .. . . . .
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In order to ascertain the influences of the temperature cyclings the following repre-

sentative functions have been measured after 100,500,1034,1490,2000,2500,2949,3500

intervals:

o Current-Voltage-Characteristic

The irradiations (1370 W/m2 ) emitted by a solar simulator (test area 300 mm)

was adapted to the extraterrestrial solar spectrum.

Relevant Data are: Short-circuit current, open-circuit-voltage, maximum power

output.

o Dark-Current-Characteristic

After every 50 cycles the dark current characteristic of each panel was recorded

during the warm phase under vacuum conditions. Dark current I.-V-measurements

are used to detect major electrical defects, e.g. damages of cells or inter-

connectors.

o Thermo-qraphical Measurement with the Infrared Camera
The temperature distribution chart of the surface of the solar cell panels was

produced with the infrared camera as an electro-optical system.

The solar cell panels were heated using two different methods:
The modules were heated to a temperature of approximately 40 C by an

electrical current in reverse direction

- Self-heating of the modules to approximately 400 C from the rear side by

infrared heaters

The information on the condition of the thermal contact between cell and sub-

strate did not show an apparent change of the temperature distribution of the

panels.

o Visual Inspection

The visual inspection was carried out before and after each test phase using

a stereo microscope.

Additional cover cracks, interconnector ruptures, bub .]es and colour chanors

have been detected.

4. Conclusions

o The only material in test showing severe damage due to thermal cycling was a

polyimide based laminate.

o All other materials showed much less severe cracking -specially the 1800 C

cured epoxy based laminates.

o Furthermore no significant effect on structural integrity stemming from the

different thermal expansion coefficients of the high tensile and high modulus

fibers could be detected.

" The temperature-time-profile of the solar cell samples was similar to the

calculated curves for typical rigid and flexible solar cell panels. The

average initial rates of temperature change from the cold to hot phase were

500 C min - I for the flexible panels and 300 C min -I for the rigid

panels. From the hot to cold phase these rates of change were between 37 C

min - and 260 min - I respectively.

o The maximum power of the different solar cell panels decreased slightly with

test time as shown in figure 7.
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RECORDER'S REPORT

SESSION IV - TESTS

by

Dr [.C. van Reuth
Director, Materials Science

Advanced Research Projects Agency
1400 Wilson Bouletard
Arlington, VA 2220)

USA

Paper 15: "Testing of Large Flexible Substrate Deployable Solar Arrays for Spacecraft". was delivered by
Mr Peter Mclntyre and Mr Andrew Jones (Ca).

I lexible solar arrays for the I lermes and LSAT satellites were described. The size of these arrays prohibits ground
teting so predictive analysis is employed for vibration modes. Mission life is planned for 10 , :ars. The arrays have
detectors which tell when they are fully tensioned and sun sensors keep the array locked onto the sun. Solar radiation
Nields X.5 KW WIng.

DISCUSSION

A question was asked concerning whit new met liods will become available for dynamically qualifving large space
-Itucttures since shakers are only good for small structures. 'the authors slated tiat ground testing today nust be limited
to low freq uencies on lo,. strength menibers. 'I heretore, finite-element analyses are used to verify laboratory methods
throuh ildal analyses. Some nicasured result. aic being used to develop new nthiod- of analysis.

A question was raised as to whether the solar wind could bend this antenna. rlie authors replied that such insta-
bilities are actually duie to thermal gradients and that the conditions which exist in the Alouette systeml do not exist here.
I he Alouette system had little torsional stiffness whereas this N\,,sten has torsional stiffness and end effectors to fftset
(iilh s te Nres

Paper 16: -The MBB (ombined Itffects Chamber". was delivered by l)r L.Preuss (Ge).

1 he author poit'ted out that near-earth orbits subject safellites to electron bombardment. The mnB simulation
chamber is capable of a vacuum of 10' tort. ultraviolet radiation of 2 to 6 solar constants at 170 to 400 nanometers
ss.seleeth. electron or proton bombardment of 10" to 10J particles/cmra isec, and potentials of up to 20 kilovolts.
I he chamber can expose tip to 32 samples of material having dimensions of I I mm x II mim.

D)ISCUSSION

A question was asked as to when the system was operational and why no data were presented here. The reply was
that the system wkas operational in I 172 and that this paper was intended only to make the audience aware that such a
capability exits.. Anther questioner asked what effects were anticipated regarding the bombardment of polymers by
protons. The reply was that the effects of electron bombardment would probably have a greater effect.

Paper 17: -I he :ffect of Combined UV Radiation and Iligh Energy Electrons on the Behavior of Polymer Matrix
Composites in Ilard Vacuum", was delivered b, B.A.Smith (Cal.

A detailed description was presented of the carousel-loaded sample tester. A xenon light source is available for LV
radiation; the ,acuum is 5 x 10' torr; and a foil strip of strontium-90 acts as an electron source. Samples can 1--e
rotated into a tensile tester to evaluate degradation in properties. Most samples tested to date have been graphite- or
Kevlar-reinforced composites.

A Sun11iary of results indicate that there are visible changes in polymers due to UV-radiation.

Initial exposure to vacuum caused an increase in the modulus of elasticity of samples and a decrease in creep
resistance. There has been no concrete evidence to suggest changes in modulus or coefficient of thermal expansion with
electron bombardment.

r.7



DISCUSSION

I o qIutestions were posed durling t le discuissioin period. The first questioned whlethle r. in f act. t ensile test, Ihad
heln perfoirmledl I lie anlsw.er was "no-'. I'li second qunestion asked for thle rationale as to why the particular epoxy-resin
stml was chlosnc by thle I nis ersity of' lionto. [ lie answver given was that this systemn w~as thought to he repreentat is

of' man% systems and it %v as point ed out that thle resultant data IfolIlowed othle r trends reported inl th li terature A~
:ineiiier oi thle audience then pointed out that there are wide d iflereiiccs inl various% resin systemns and asked ss met her the
athors intended to investigate other systcrms. "I hie answer was -yes".

Paper 19: *'Lrtf' Prediction Capability for Space Lubricants', was delivered by D~r lt.l.Me('onnell tLSu.

It was poin ted onut t hat nan y satellites are ii tent io nalIly ,puii for stability. lTherefoi e their antenn ia in iit bie d espftin
by anl assevibly whic:h contains bearings with demanding lifetime requirements. [hle auithor 11hs'vsma lubrication
b reakd own, bearing-torqule %ariations andi bea-i ng cage stab ii t'

llce:ause of' today*., planning for extended-life satellites, full scale testing is no longer possibte. I hercfore. good life
predtiction methods mre beconiing necessary.

I hie spin-rate oft satellites is about 60 rpm and antenna data most be transter-ed across a fold slip.-ring. I loweser.
thle latest satellites are using Coin) silver a~ii graphite slip-rings for this purpose. I he lubricating fluid has a %ecr) low vapor
pressure and a loss of 15 *is projected over a h0 year lifetime. Fluid degradation is anticipated from volitilization
e inpera i re tILi i tmat ions and fromi con tamnat ion (ditc to e xcess oxygen lie fore a oun cl and to con tainma nt pic:k-u p

aft ,r haunch t.

ltearing tests. have been conducted to -'-',000 hour.,. I wenty parameters \%,cre measured throughoiit fie Test. The
data gat bering proCed tre used mlicroprocessors to record all parameters only wheni one of' thiemi went bc ond prescribed
him:its. I ., r the important measuremirent 01 slip -ring noise. b rush movemin tt was iiias u red for the first t imen.

DISCUSSION

Diusciission of the paiper stairted with a q tICiton of hov thle apparatus accotinted for g-iorce loading. Thle answer
given was that although g-force cannot be totally cirCtiMVeiited. the bearings in this rig were loaded agains't eacth other
to minimize such effects. It was also poin ted out by) the author that there are g-: orce effcts onl the apparatus itbrica-
tion whi clh are not dutplicated in space.

A question was asked wvhiether ttie experiments wouild also be useful for solif Ilbricain s. T he ant fior ans% ered that
another program was inak ing the transition to solid lubricants;. Additionally, thle 2tltior feels that thle data acq Uisition
systemi Is so flexile that it Could bie used with a sk ide s aricty of' computer progri:rns.

A final quest ion asked s tie ther f ile bearing-i iisiab ill ties mten tiomned earlier co old bie a prob lem in thec satellites sso
are now lauinchIiing and wIhe thler we are pre inat ie in IatinClitg satellites with anl x pected lifetime ofI 10 ycars. I lie
author aniswered that there lhas1 been iiostch documlented lubhrication failtire and that spin-st abi lizat ion is not used onl

thc newer satellites. lieI doesn't fed that his experimniits have unearthed any. re.l problems which should stopsalit
lauiiclies I he does feel however that a method of better data taking and a nietlio,! of better desig, has been developedt.

O(hlRM..N'S FINAL REMARKS

I ro lessor S antint. (ti Meeting C ha irmani. ex pre~setl Iiis thanks to all oftile participants, of t Itis firs t nce ting on
~pace tinder the auspices of the Structures and Materials Panel. lieI expressed sat isfactioii with thle excellent quatit y of
tite papers. I Ic also stated tfiat much more needis to be done to extend life tirediction and testing for longer life satellites.
I inally. Professor Santini remarked that spaceciaf't materials and structures are niot separatt, technologies and that \\e
are increasingly realizing that the two technologies interact withi one another. I hereafter. we must integrate these
icc1mlntogie% into the overall systemn of thle spacecraft.
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